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CHAPTER I 

IKTRODTJGT ION 

Early in the history of public school administration 

finance came to be recognised as one of the major problems. 

Cubberley (2) was one of the first to devote attention to 

the subject as an important issue* Several writers fol-

lowing his lead hatv© developed public school finance into 

a separate field* For some tine the study of the general 

field was sufficient to meet the needs &t the average- school 

administrator. However, the many problems evolving from 

efforts to provide adequate support for schools have aade 

necessary a further breakdown of school finance into several 

important ptoses# More intense study has been made of these 

divisions. 

In recent years the problem of providing public school 

buildings has occupied ouch of the energy of public school 

administrators# This problem is m outgrowth of several 

factorst the inability to make desired r«plftemextts and 

additions during the depression years of the 1930*sf the 

general retardation of building due to defense and war ef-

fort over the ten-year period* 1939-19^9» the general rising 

of the price index out of proportion to slower increasing reve-

nues 9 and the phenomena! increase of school enrollments. 

% 
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there seems to be general agreement that considerable 

e f f o r t w i l l be required to provide public school buJiaJLng# 

to meet exist ing and continuing needs. I t i s the opinion 

of Ext on (*f) that the na t t e r of financing construction cost 

should not be allowed to d r i f t along from year to year i n 

the fcope that a sa t i s fac to ry plan wi l l evolve by chance* 

Statement of the Problem 

The problem of t h i s study i s to determine the desirable 

charac te r i s t i c s of a sound•program for financing Texas pub-

l i c school buiMings—coB»#fisurate with need tad with an 

equitable r e l a t ion between s t a te and local e f fo r t* 

In determining "desirable charac te r i s t ics* t h i s study 

obligates I t s e l f to ©eet s a t i s f a c t o r i l y as many of those 

Issues as possible which are involved i n establishing a mini-

mum program fo r public school building construct ion, Soite 

of the more pressing Issues are as followss the respec-

t ive obligations of the s ta te and the loca l unit f o r provid-

ing school buildings, the e f f e c t of f i s c a l controls on 

local i n i t i a t i v e and responsibi l i ty i n providing school 

buildings, and the re la t ionship of the s t a t e un i t i n the 

area of controls <19). 

This study accepts the responsib i l i ty of o f fe r ing plans 

fo r an "equitable r e l a t i o n between s t a t e and local e f f o r t . " 

The plans offered are evaluated l a terms of cer ta in c r i t e r i a 

of soundness which ar© herein developed, and from an evaluation 



of the experience with the twenty-two state plana a w in 

operation# 

Hypothesis 

The hypothesis is held that the determining of a 

sound relation between local and state effort is desir-

able in the solution of the problem of providing•school 

buildings in Texasf and certain definite characteristics 

of such a program can be determined for tJie.T#xas public 

school program# 

The following questions arise from this statement of 

hypothesist , , > - , 

1* What are the pri»e^pl« of a sound fiscal policy 

as it relates to the financing of school buiMlng costs?' .. 

2* Does evidence exist to justify the inclusion of 

capital outlay into a program of local and state financial 

responsibility? 

3. Can the capital outlay required to meet educational 

needs be programmed over a period of years on a sound basis? 

k. What it an equitable relation of local and state 

effort in the financing of school building costs? 

5. What are the desirable controls for a program of 

financing capital outlay by local and state responsibility? 

Importance of the Study 

Advisory services of the Texas Education Agency ap-

parently have been quite satisfactory# A staff of specialists 



in school building is maintained and is available to a school 

district in mm3 of the service (27)# The Agency extend#* 

this service in 1952 with several area consultants » 

An overview of the public school housing situation in 

Texas seems to indicate there is considerable need for 

studies on how additional facilities can fa* provided <26)>-:. 

The extent to which the present program of financing school 

buildings has proved to be inadequate, it is believed ? can' 

b® illustrated by existing needs. A state-wide survey was 

completed in March, 1951 (26). On that date 7,332 children 

were on tripj.# sessions, 8*700 were involved in double 

sessions and *f,00G more children needed to be relieved from 

overcrowding*' A recent letter from Joe Humphrey (10), School 

Building Specialist of the Texas Education Agency, estimates 

that with school constructions since 1951» **w« have Just ; 

holding our own.* It may be reasonably concluded 

from his estimate that the situation is not greatly improved 

over the 1951 survey* 

In discussing investigations needed prior to estate** 

lishing « program for financing capital outlay, Morphettand 

Heliar statei 

The question night well be raised as to what 
studies should be made in a state before a program 
is developed to provide assistance in financing 
capital outlay projects. If a co&pletaaadd compre-
hensive study could be made on a state-wide basis in • 
advance of the establishment of any program, such a 
step would be desirable. However, the completion of 
such a study is not essential as a basis for establish-
ing the program. In most states the procedure has 



been to Bake sufficient studies to Indicate the basic 
problems and seeds and to provide necessary background 
information of state support* The studies should pro* 
vide adequate data on the ability of districts, pro» 
portion of support borne by the general property tax 
and other types of taxation, school plant construction 
costs, facilities needed foj an Adequate program ia \ 

- various types of districts, public school em*©llment * 
and similar factors which must b# considered in 
mining need and ability and defining the essential 
school plant facilities which should be provided * The 
detailed studies covering all districts can then be 
made before the program actually goes into operation (16), 

It is expected that this study will meet some .of the ' 

recommendations of these specialists* While it is not in**--

tended to be a conclusive investigation, the study does' 

attempt to stress the excessive burden on the local unit in 

the area of building need* Present provisions for meeting _ 

the need are reviewed and evaluated in terms of sound 

principles of school finance and in terms of effectiveness 

of operation. 

The possibility of a need for broadening the tax base 

is given consideration. The state in recent legislation 

has made attempts,, with this end in view, in the- passage of 

two laws aimed at the capital outlay problem. 

A special session of the Texas State Legislature in 

195^ amended the Gilmer-Aikln laws to make allowance for 

public school building costs. It provided that a school 

district deduct $100 per professional unit from its local 

fund assignment* This assignment is computed by the 

economic index formula and represents the amount of local 

effort required for operational costs under the Gilmer 



Alkin laws* The $100 deduction was designated is building 
\ 

aid though it was not specifically required to be used for 

that purpose. The r«s«lt has been that the allowance 

in some eases las lowered considerably the amount of this 

local fund assignment for current operation. In o m , 

the local fund assignment was cancelled altogether, allow-

ing the district to operate entirely upon state funds (28), 

Preliminary study Indicates the importance of a careful 

consideration of this provision in terms of adequacy, need 

and ability of the local unit, methods of control, sua the 

effect on the mininrum foundation program for operational 

costs. The Texas search League (28) has given the Mat-

ter some attention in an investigation of the minimum 

foundation progr&su It is believed that an objective 

evaluation and further Information on the above provision 

and proposal for financing school building costs could be 

important contributions in establishing a aore stable pro-

gram* 

In its 1955 session the Texas State Legislature made 

what appears to be an effort to broaden further the tax 

base for capital outlay. The new law allows districts to 

accept its provisions as an alternate means of voting ad-

ditional bonds once the legal limit is reached under the 

original law. It appears that this new law does little 

more than further emphasize local responsibility. A thorough 



consideration appears to toe aeecNkl in the evaluation of the 

new law in terms of sound principles of school finance* 

There has been scae study ?iven to capital outlay 

needs and the financing of these needs (26$ 28)* The first 

of these studies sad# by the Texas Education Agency has not 

been carried farther than establishing the school building 

needs* Another study by the Texas Research League is 

aimed principally at the total program under the Qllmt* 

Aikin School Laws* 

Delimitations of the Study 

In attempting a solution of the problem defined, it 

stems necessary to limit the scope to specific issues in-

volved in financing school building costs. Therefore, the 

following limitations are sett 

1. The study will concern itself only with the public 

elementary and secondary school of Texas# 

2. The administrative organization of the Texas public 

school system is accepted as it now exists# So considera-

tion will be given to the relative efficiency of the various 

types of local school districts. Proposals made for finan-

cing capital outlay will be made to apply within the exist-

ing framework* 

3. The problem of assessed valuations for tar purposes 

will not be considered« 

h.m The economic index of taxpaying ability as used in 

the minlsiutt foundation for operating costs will be assumed 
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as a va l id measure. This study w i l l proceed so t ha t i t s 

r e s u l t s w i l l not be inval ida ted by any subsequent s tud ies 

which might cause the index to be changed„ 

5. The bonded indebtedness program i s accepted as i t 

now s tands . There i s some evidence to ind ica te t h a t a com-

p le t e overhaul i s worthy of cons iders t ion (31). Possible 

economies are seen i n refunding procedures, but would i n -

volve a study of l e g a l and technica l problems which are 

beyond the scope of t h i s problem. 

6 . There w i l l be no attempt to develop & uni t cost 

f o r school buildings* TTnit cost now in use w i l l be accepted 

as the best ava i l ab l e . 

Def in i t ion of Terms 

I t i s necessary i n dealing with t h i s problem to r e -

s t r i c t the meaning of c e r t a i n terms and phrases . The follow-

ing d e f i n i t i o n s a re believed to be necessary: 

1. ^Educational need" i n the discuss ions following 

r e f e r s to building needs unless otherwise s p e c i f i e d . I t i s 

to be determined by ex i s t ing standards of f i r s t ent ry en-

rollments,. 

2 . C a p i t a l out lay" and "school building costs* w i l l be 

used synonymously, and w i l l include the const ruct ion cost 

of bui ldings , f u r n i t u r e , equipment, s i t e s , and other ex-

pense involved i n making a building avai lable f o r u se . 
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3» "local unit5* will aean the local school district 

administrative unit now lit operation* The '•state1* referred 

to will mean the state administrative organization for pub-

lic schools* 

k* "State-local effort** will » i a an arrangement where-

by the state and the local school district share the finan-

cing of a project. 

5# *Taa> leeway" will designate the amount of additional 

taxing power remaining to the local school district after 

specified conditions are met. 

6. "Local fund assignment* is the amount of aoney vhloh 

the local public school district is required to raise by 

local taxes before the district is eligible to receive state 

foundation funds. 

Sources of Data 

Beginning in 1905 Cubberley (2) set forth principles 

which he reasoned were sound guides to the operation of a 

school finance program. These were accepted without modi-

fication until Fletcher Harper Swift's (25) study in 1921, 

which was followed closely by the studies of TJpde graph (29) 

in 1922, and f>trayer and Haig (2̂ -) in 1923* Later studies 

have enlarged upon and clarified the principles contained 

in these early writings. Others have contributed new con-

cepts to the field of school finance. 
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It appears that the most significant contributions hav# 

been aade by the followingi Paul B. Mort {11} 125 13; 1*)» 

Salter C.Ruesser (14), A. B* Moehlia&a (15), Henry Morrison 

(17), Foster E. Uroasnickle (6), John K. lorton (18), and 

lard G.fteeder (22). Of these mentioned Paul R. Mort appears 

to be the most outstanding and the most generally accepted 

by all students of school finance* 

Other writings which have been found to be helpful 

are as follows* R. L. Johns (9) on tax-paying ability of 

school units, Holmstedt's ( 8 ) writings on state controls 

for school finance, and Halsey (7) with a study of bond 

Issues. Some other useful studies includes fcssex (J) with 

a consideration of pay-as-you-go versus the bond plan of 

financing and the advisability of reserve building funds, 

Garber (5 ) on education as a total state responsibility, and 

Soman (1) dealing with unit costs of school buildings. The 

National Council of Chief School Officers (85 20) has re-

viewed the provisions of the states1 school systems. 

The leading periodicals for public school administra-

tors have carried a number of articles on the subject of 

school finance. These articles will serve to bring up to 

date findings of studies, evaluate progress or the lac* of 

it, and present opinions of administrators on the problem of 

school finance. 2h«s American. School MUkSMJ&Sat 2^M~ 

book carries articles by the leading specialists In school 

finance and affords probably the best source among current 

literature. 
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The Texas Education kgmmj <26) completed a school 

plant survey March 1, 1951, under the Federal Government 

assistance of Public Lav 8l5« This study can be used to 

determine present housing needs, replacement needs, and en 

estimate of future needs* Joe 1., Humphrey (10),, School 

Building Specialist of fch<® Texas Mucation Agency, has 

contributed information and estimates from his oiffice in 

response to inquiries Hade. ! 

I 

Belated Studies ! 

Several studies have been Made which have contributed 

materially in this investigation. These are reviewed 
i 
! 

briefly in the following discussion. 

Paul 1. Mort*» Meaiartaent i£ JSdacatioaal Need (19) 

defines educational need end develops a technique for measur* 
i 

lag this need. B# us«i tenefeer units and weigfatjedi pupil 

units to determine costs. The purpose of his wojpk was to 

establish a satisfactory unit which could be used to define 

need in terms of actual cost. Ihis present problem is re-
j 

la ted in that educational needs in building cost! must be 

defined for lexas schools* Mort included the total educa-

tional program while the present study is concerned only 
I 

with buildings. Mort want no further than measuring need* 

It is expected that his work can contribute to the problem 

of defining need for Texas public schools. 

Closely paralleling ttort*s study is Henry B» Soman *s 

tiMI JisMi S£ School Buildings (1). His w&m *as done at 
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Columbia University under the direction of fi» Bnglehardt. 

Its conclusions concern th« relative validity of the various 

units used in determining cost. Borrnan was not concerned 

with financing cost, nor with the respective responsibilities 

of local end state units of administration ©f schools,. It 1$ 

mern&mry hmre to deal with unit costs to the extent that ft 

unit cost must be employed to determine a«#4# Once need 1$ 

determined, ability Is considered and means for meeting the 

needs are investigated* 

JM Ml & ffllMam Program 

by Arthur i.Schatidt (23) approaches froa a theoretical view-

point the problem of adequate school support# Schmidt de-

velops standards for a minimum program and makes a division 

of the control of education between the local and state levels* 

He includes the total education program and deals specifically 

with New fork State. The present study centers on one phase— 

that of capital outlay and is extended further by using 

actual figures of «xlsting situations. 

Foster E.Grossnickle's Capital Outlay in Relation to & 

i M « S , , < 6 ) analyzes four pro* 

posals which have been advanced for financing capital out-

lay. His conclusion, in suaaary, is that the only valid 

basis for distributing aid in financing capital outlay is 

fey the us# of ast thematic si formulae, i'he formulae developed 

are purported to show that expenditures for capital outlay 

are a constant percentage of the cost of the operating ex-

pense. 
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The United States Office of Education and the Federal 

Security Agency have published a bulletin of fftafre Provisions 

£St ^ f 4 M M I m <21). It was eaa~ 

plated at the University of California with the assistance 

of Edgar L. Morphett and Theodore i»«, Iicllar. This bulla tin 

contains a review in brief of the provisions mad© by twenty* 

two states for financing capital outlay,, 

The study which is most closely related in purpose is 

Gerald Mors® feller's. State Equalization of Capital Outlay 

£$L M t i l jfilMA IMMillga (30>* It was coiapl€ted in 1935 

as a doctoral dissertation at the University of Southern 

California# It deals only with the elementary school dis-

tricts of California* State participation in financing 

the "equalization of educational opportunity" in the area 

of buildings is the principal consideration of Weller£« study. 

He develops criteria of equalization and employs thea in his 

work. lEhe conclusions offer a plan for state equalization 

based upon data of California schools. Although Weller's 

work is closely related to the present undertaking, there 

are several outstanding differences# Weller aiaed mainly 

at the problem of equalization of capital outlay facilities 

aaong only the elementary schools of his state. Also, he was 

faced with a somewhat different building need in 1935 as com-

pared with the present time* The California district or-

. ganization differs from that of Texas in that in California 

the elementary, junior high, and senior high school districts 
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art separate adainistratlve unita with overlapping reaoureu* 

In Texas a single school district aay contain all schools 

and is a separate entity. Thus it is necessary to consider 

the problem of providing school buildings in Texas from a 

different vieupolnt# 

Procedure and Treatment of Data. 

Step 1 

To determine what are se»« of the desirable character-

istics of a sound program for financing public school build-

ings it Is necessary to establish means of validation. This 

is accomplished by developing criteria of soundness for such 

a program* These criteria are developed from the prin-

ciples ©f school finance which w«re established early in the 

field, are agreed upon by leading specialists recognised is 

the field, and have been proved by «p«rie»ee to be satis-

factory solutions to the problems of school finance. MSound-

ness" is not claimed for any criterion upon the basis of any 

one of these represents* In order to be accepted as 

sound, a criterion has act all three conditions* In effect, 

if a principle has been found to hove been established early 

in the field of school finance, persists with a thread of 

continuity of agreement, and if it hos been found to be 

generally accepted in practice, it is assumed to be of suf-

ficient value to serve as a criterion. 
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t and Eeusser (14) in discussing principles of school 

finance hold th&t in practice a system must follow certain 

principles to "be considered sound. These principles are as 

follows? (1) equality of educational opportunity and sup-

port, (2) deiaocracy, (3) adaptability, (4> variability, ( 5 ) 

stability, and (6) prudence. 

This has been found to be the most comprehensive list 

advanced. The principles art treated by other school finance 

specialists, while not so complete, yet with evidence of 

agreement. 

The six principles suggested by Morfc and E-euaser are 

considered primarily but not to the exclusion of any others 

that are needed to asset the requireaents of the statement of 

the problem* 

Another task of Step 1 is the clarification of those 

issttts set forth in the statement of the problem. This is 

done by bringing them under consideration in the develop-

ment of criteria. 

Step 2 

. This step determines school housing needs and the 

ability of the local districts to finance those needs on 

the present tax base. Need and ability are determined to 

the extent believed necessary to find if the existing facili-

ties are adequate and, if not, if they can be provided tinder 

the present financing program. 
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Three principal problems are dealt with a® follows* 

(1) the present ne«d, (2) the continuing need for new hous-

ing, (3) the existing bonded indebtedness for buildings end 

(4) its possible limiting effect on further building. 

The present need is shown by using the summary of th« 

state-wide school buileing survey made by the Texas Educa-

tion agency in 1951 (26). This survey used a uniform 

standard to determine statewide needs for additional hous-

ing and replacements, From records end reports in the offi ee 

of the Texas Education Agency on building done since the 

survey, and enrollments for the years following, it has been 

possible to bring this survey up to date with sufficient 

accuracy for the problem under study. 

Th» continuing or future need for school buildings Is 

discussed as depending upon two factors* that of future 

enrollment increases and replacement of obsolete or other-

wis® unsuitable buildings. A forecast of enrollment figures 

is converted into required classroom units and the cost 

co«puted. On forecasting future building needs in cost it 

has been necessary to assume present unit cost as reliable 

for use. 

fhe indebtedness costs which are being carried by the 

seiiool districts at present were made available by the Texas 

Education Agency. These #«re added to other costs as deter-

mined by the preceding steps, 

The ability to finance capital outlay for the Texas 

school program is considered under existing provisions* 
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The two prevision® are* (1.) property tax and {2) the 

$100 allowance per professional unit aa provided by the 

amend;iient to the Gil®er~Aikin Laws. These are the only 

sources that can be ordinarily depended upon under the 

present set-up. 

m 1 

In this phase the twenty-two existing state systems 

of providing assistance in financing capital outlay are x*«* 

viewed* iiie general provisions of those systems are clas-

sified as followsi (1} foundation equalizing program^ 

other equali&ing program, (3) grants-in-aid* both special 

purpose and flat grantst ik) state loans on a preferred 

basisj and (5) state-holding corporations.. 

After giiou^a#*4*»~s4ste.-systemst a suiroaary of the ptro-> 

visions of each classification is wad©* The provisions in 

each snim&ty &r# evaluated in tarias of th« criteria of 

soundness developed in Chapter 11, The finance divisions 

of the state departments of education in aach of these 

states have been contacted and asked to coament on these 

points t (1) To what extent has the state program ©f as-

sistance for financing capital outlay been successful in 

ate®ting school building needs in your state? (2) What do«» 

experience show to be its outstanding strengths? Its out~ 

standing weaknesses? (3) What evidence was used in your 

state to establish the respective aasount of local and state 

effort for the program? 
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Prom the above evaluations, provisions for financing 

capital outlay which appear to be most desirable are 

identified. The validity of tiles® provisions is tested in 

terms of the criteria of soundness. The extent to which 

these provisions have proved to be successful in. meeting 

housing need is also given consideration, 

step 4 

la Step 4 the requirements of the statement of the 

problem &re more specifically dealt with. This step 

makes as® of all preceding findings. 

From the analysis of the provisions for financing 

capital outlay in other states, previsions are e©nsld#r®d 

for adaptability Zo the 'Xexcs situation. 

In this step a technique is developed for the equaliza-

tion of capital outlay cost* & combination of local and 

state effort is used with regard to ability to pay. An 

illustration is then made of the technique developed. 

M m 5 

In this final step a summary is ® M e of the findings 

of the study which, are pertinent to the statement of the 

problem. From the findings conclusions are draisn and it 

is beli&ved justifled in terms of the findings. Recom-

mendations are then offered toward a solution or the 

problem of providing needed public school buildings in 

fexas. 
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OtAPfi® II 

m v s w f u m & cbiisrxa OF SOUIMBSS 

Apart from its effectiveness in accomplishing the 

desired educational objectives, a scnool finance program 

; should adhere to accepted principles. Ope rational pre-e-

tices over a period of years have identified principles 

which it is believed can be shown to "be generally accept-

able as being sound* Mort and Reusser (24, Chapter V) offer 

the most concise summary under the following headings! 

Cl) equality, (2) democracy, (3) adaptability, (4) varia-> 

bility, <5) stability, and (6) prudence. From the treat-:' 

aent of each of these, criteria are drawn which will serve 

as an evaluative instrument. 

Principle It Equalization 

4 plan which stteapts to accomplish equalization in 

education aiust first take into account the factors involved 

in equalization. Burke (4, pp. 8&»89) sees this principle 

as being dynamic and at the saae tiae stabilizing* The 

stabilising nature of the principle provides the advantages 

to all American youth which will allow thea to be as well 

prepared for efficient living as possible. The dynamic 

effect referred to by Burke is seen as providing for the 

desirable variableness in educational outcomes. 

22 
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Simpson expresses this idea in M s definition of 

equality. His definition is as follow#! 

The principle of education or equity is not concerned 
with equal rewards or outcomes, but with equal chances 
or opportunity# Sine# this is admittedly m inexact 
are a, the concern is not with e>;oet equality, but 
rather with ''reasonable" equivalence (29 , p. 350). 

Burks quotes eight concepts of equalisation. He then 

concludes that equalisation tmbodies. the following dis-

tinctive characteristics! 

(1) relative high degree of state concern for educa-
tion expressed in minimum requirements end standards, 
(2) state recognition of the financial implication# 
of state -concern cr mandates, (3) minimum state-
support allowance established to finance a minimum 
program is all districts, (4) methods of apportion-
ment which allow for major variations in the cost of 
the program among communities, (5) apportionment of 
the grants to all districts regardless of tax-paying 
ability, and (6) permitting all local taxing power 
or local taxation to be used to exceed or supplement 
the state program (5> PP* 90-92). 

Weller conclude# from hi# investigation than an equali-

zation program should he formulated upon the followingt 

11} The theory of equalization rests squarely oil the 
principle that education is a state function* 

(2) I'he state must define and establish an adequate 
minimum prograa of education to be equalled or ex-
ceeded by every eommimity. 

(3) I'he state must provide for the financing of its 
minimum program of education in such a manner that 
tiie load will be distributed upon the people in all 
localities according to their tax-faying ability* 

(4) The state must provide for the control and financ-
ing of public schools in such a manner that locali-
ties will be given the control, taxing power, and lead-
ership which will permit and encourage them to offer 
a more adequate progress of education than the state 
itself requires (34, pp. 15-17)* 
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These definitions ©f equalization and "the listing of 

characteristics of a program for accomplishing equalisation 

appear basically to include no more than the original pro-

posal advanced by Strayer and Baig in 1925#,, Their proposal 

was tliat, 

to carry into effect the principle of "equalization 
of educational opportunity" and "equalisation of school 
support'1 as commonly understood it would be necessary 
Cl) to establish schools or other arrangements 
sufficient to furnish the children, in every locality 
within the state with equal edue&tloa&l opportunities 
up to sose prescribed oini;aua, (2) to raise the funds 

" necessary for this purpose by local or state taxation 
adjusted in such jsanner «s to- bear upon the people in 
all localities at the same rate in relation to their 
tax-paying ability, and (3) to provide adequately 
either for the supervision and control of all schools* 

• or for their direct 8dsinlstratien» by a state depart-
ment of education (30, p# 1?4)* 

In discussing equality as a principle of public school 

finance, three major points *111 be considered* these are 

as followst equality of opportunity, equitable distribution 

of" the tax burden for adequate support, and education as a 

/state function* It is believed these three points can be 

interpreted broadly enough to take Into account the most 

essential features included la the foregoing-discussion# 

this provision appears to be accepted as fttndaise&tal 

in American public education* Mort ©ad %usser consider it 

as followsj 

. • * a principle based upon the assufftion that our 
democracy is best served by extending to ell children 
an equal minimum opportunity to attend schools ade-
quate for the achievement of self-realisation,economic 
efficiency, civic efficiency, ana efficiency in human 
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relationships# . . to deny this principle is to 
thwart the basic purposes of American education as 
they were conceived by its founders and as they have 
been developed to meet the needs of a xaodern civilisa-
tion (24, p. 99). ; 

The earlier programs of school support fell short of 

this ideal| as Cubberley found in his study of 190? (7>* 

He found that only six states had provisions for distributing 

aid in the attempt to more nearly equalize education. 

More acceptance of equality was found fey McGwire (16, p,31) 

in 1920, with twenty states having operating laws pre-

scribing that school aid be distributed in proportionately 

greater amounts to the less able school districts. In his 

study of Arkansas school finance in 1954 Bruce (2) found 

that equalisation had become accepted throughout the United 

States. His findings indicated that, 

although state programs of finance fall short of 
the realization of it, the principle that the state 
should guarantee to ail children educational oppor-
tunity on a level adequate for social and individual 
needs is operating throughout the United States 
(2, p* 104), 

A study of the work done by school finance specialists 

reveals that it was not until the twentieth century that 

equality of educational opportunity was given attention to 

a significant degree. Cubberley (?) accepted this prin-

ciple as a desirable goal and advanced provisions for ac-

complishing it. However, it remained for Strayer and Halg 

in 1923 to clarify the necessary procedures, fhey offered 

the idea that, 

to carry into effect the "principle of educational 
opportunity", • , es comaonly understood, it would be 
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necessary. • . to establish schools or make other ar-
ranganeats sufficient to furnish the children in 
every locality within the state with equal educational 
opportunities up to soate prescribed laiMcaa#, #. *, 
(30f p. 174) • 

The addition of "up to some prescribed minimum" to 

equality of educational opportunity brought a more complete 

meaning to the concept of equality#. Agreement with this • : 

expanded meaning is shown by the following quota fcion from 

Mort and I^ussari , • ... 

Equality of educational opportunity ueuns not an 
identical education, but the provisions by state or 
local means of at least certain ralniffluai essentials in 
the provisions ©f schools, their supervision, and 
their financial support |24, p* 99)*. 

The establishing of minijauta essentials of an educational 

program was advocated by Grace and Hoe for M m York in 1939* 

They add further agreement with the idea in the iitrayer and 

•Half study as follows? 

It is ti«M§» * » that Hew York define the miziimm 
permissible educational opportunity or foundation pro-
gram in terms of the product of education, la other 
words, "what Is the minimum amount of education that 
should be possessed by all la order to protect the in-

-- , terest of the Stat# (12, pp. 252-253)« 

Equality of educational opportunity has also been con-

ceived as an education which takes into consideration in-

dividuality* Moshliaan males this point in the following 

statements 

The provision for equalisation of individual 
educational opportunity Is as vital to democracy as 
the continuity of the education process*. * » Equal!%$& 
tion of educational opportunity does not mean a level-
ing process, but exactly the reverse. It actually de-
mands a differentiated program adjusted to individual 
capacities CI7, p. 212), 
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I g M M l e JBlAteei.laitt.on of M m % M Bardea 

la tracing the evolution of state-supported equalisation 

prograas , Barks (4, pp. 291-295) c r e d i t s Coaneatiettt with the 

first effort in 1041 toward distributing the cost of education 

state-wide. Sew York followed in 1351 and Illinois i n 1&55. 

Cubberley (7) found that in 1905 over a fourth of the states 

had some provisions f o r state-supported progr&ois* 3urfce 

concludes that, 

. . . i f the property of ths state is required to support 
the education of the state, it follows that the bene-
fits received by it feeing everywhere the sa®es i t s 

. harden should in like manner be the same, the state 
must produce the concurrent results of everywhere equal 
taxation s ad everywhere e q u a l f a c i l i t i e s f o r «duea~ 
tion (3, P* 293)• 

l a r l y programs attempting e q u a l i s a t i o n would appear 

crude in comparison with soa# present-day programs, liven 

though refinements are lacking, some important concepts are 

advanced in. these programs, k s t a t e - t i d e taxation for the 

support of some features o f a aiaisuat p rogram « a s reeooneoded 

by Cubberley (7) in his study of 1905. 

In Delaware m mrly as 1921, p rov i s ions were made for a 

minimum education program supported by state taxation without 

taking away any of the local revenues. Maryland in 1922 

adopted a minimum salary schedule with the arrangement that 

the state would pay f o r all cost exceeding a prescribed local 

t ax . In Hew fo rk in 1925 S t rayer and Haig the f o l -

lowing 1 

• « . to raise the funds for this purpose (a minimum 
education program) by local or state taxation adjusted 
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In such a manner as to bear upon the people in all 
localities ®fc the same rate in. relation to their tax-

paying ability; . . . (30, p. 174). 

Guided by the above study, lew lovK guaranteed ©aough 

support to meet prescribed unit costs where the local tax 

would not raise the necessary funds. 

Several school finance specialists h&ve been concerned 

with devising means whereby there could be taxation adjusted 

in such b manner as to bear upon the people in all locali-

ties at the same rate in relation to their paying ability. 

Chism furnished a measure of the economic ability of the 

states in terms of their ability "to raise tax revenue 

under a system of state and local taxation" ( 6 , p. 291)* 

Mort (21) developed a study in 19.32 recommending th&t the 

-prescribed minimis education be supported by a formula in-

volving tax-paying ability. 

It is concluded from these studies which attempt to de-

vise swans of adjusting the tax burden according to ability, 

that the authors are in agretmeat with the Stayer sad Halg 

idea. 

Several states have enacted laws with provisions which 

attempt to adjust the burden of support for schools in ac-

cordance with tax-paying ability. Included la this category 

are the foundation programs of Arkansas, Alabama, Florida, 

and Texas. 

Ihls smms to b# sufficient evidence to indicate that 

the theory of equitable distribution of the tax burden for 
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the adequate supr ox*t of schools Is desirable for & school 

finance program. 

'̂;'Vv SiistMss £8 i I&tM . . . ' ; 

;'• -X'the tread toward publicly supported and controlled goto©!®-

.-developed as a civil authority in fiew Sngland, 'separate from 

'tfe#;̂ hur©h« ihile church membership and .citizenship t«rs 

still .'synonymous, the evolutionary process of public- eauea-

tion\lisa its beginning here# The town governments sSsu®®.i 

.responsibility for roads, finances, ta,mes9 and schools- ; • ; 

(19, p. 98-99)• Dougherty and. associate# quote "Cubb'erley to 

XmH^x'the beginning of the civil government*# interest in eiia* 

;cation# their quotation is from the: Massachusetts hem 4$ . . 

m follows! ' . \: - '- ; 

•'/••-r That every town having fifty householders should >t 
"/once appoint a teacher of reading and writing and pro-
vide for his wages in such manner as the tomi might'• d®*^ 

/ tewinei and ... 
That every town having 100' 'householders « s t ,§r.&» - . 

vide a (Latin) grammar school to fit youths f@r.th«-
/<; '• .-..University, under 8 penalty of %»• 5 for failure' te. d#« - . 

- ;,SO (d, p. 3)» . 

.'It appears that this effort by Massachusetts. to' pfwii#' 

•'schools by the central government established the principle 

of. govejment responsibility for education. Gubbtrlty stajNtfi 
- '••'• 3© important was this Hew .England 'evolution and con-

• ':..trlbution,* and so fully did it fit in with the changing-
, . conditions of the period, that by the time our national 

: government and the different state governments were es-
- teblished, the states were becoming ready, in principle . 
at least, to accept the theory thus gradually worked out. 

. . in Mew England that schools were state institutions and 
should be reg&rded as instruments of the state {?, p. 3)* 
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According to Holmstedt (14, p. 12) education became a 

state function under the authority of the Constitution of 

the United States. This section is quoted from the Consti-

tution as follows* 

Tim powers not delegated to the United States by 
tlie Constitution, nor prohibited fey it to tim states, 
are reserved to the states respectively, or to the 
people (14, p. 12). 

Moehloian else views education as a state function by 

authority of the Constitution of the United States and adds 

other reasons for his position. He says, 

. . . education in the United States is a state func-
tion deriving its legal authority from a reservation 
of power in the federal constitution, state consti-
tutional provisions, statutory enactments, positive 
judicial interpretation, and the continuous exercise 
of the function (17, p. 597 >• 

The Education Policies Commission agrees that education 

is a function of the state, k contrast is aade with states' 

responsibility in other local swatters. Ifaey leave no doubt 

from their position that the state has a final responsi-

bility which cannot be ignored, 'ihey are quoted as follows* 

It is sound policy which designates education as a 
functlon of the state. Since education is e matter of 
general concern and not one which may be left safely 
to the complete control of local communities, the 
state has the right and the obligation to oandftte & 
general program of education. It is even more im-
portent to recognize education as & function of the 
state in order that there may be no doubt with respect 
to the independence of this function from other govern-
ment arrangements in the area, 'i'he state may permit 
a great variation in the provision of other functions 
of government locally, but it may never safely over-^ 
look the failure to provide adequate education for all 
its children (9» P* 44). 
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Mort and Hamilton further eaghssige the above principle 

of final state responsibility. Tiicy point out that the 

federal government aid not specifically provide for educa-

tion, making it mandatory upon the states. It is their 

opinion that the state constitutions do not allow for state 

delegation of complete responsibility to municipalities. 

Their view is given as fellows! 

The conclusion is that education is a state, not 
a federal function# But the state constitutions 
commonly chs-rge the legislature with the duty of set-
ting up an adequate and uniform system of public educa-
tion. The conclusion fro® this is that public educa-
tion is a function of legislative responsibility, it 
is not one of these functions that an agefifc created 
by the legislature such as the municipality may or may 
not choose to perform. Kather, it is a function that 
the legislature is enjoined to perform or have per-
formed. I'he conclusion frosa this is that education, 
even when delegated to wnioipal officers, is differ-
ent frosa most of the functions of these ajunicipal 
officers in that any state-wide regulation takes pre-
cedence over local regulations where conflicts may 
appear to arise from a annicipal charter approved by 
the legislature or its agents or established by general 
home rule regulations in the constitution itself. In 
other isords, general powers of the municipality, even 
though they may derive directly froa the constitu-
tion, xaust bow to state regulation in the field of 
education, established by authority of the legislature 
(23, p» o). 

Summary 

It is indicated that criteria for equalisation may be 

accepted as follows* 

1. & finance plan must define a mini/mia standard fallow 

which no school is permitted to go. 

2. Provisions ore to be made for the guaranteed support 

of the minimum education standard. 
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3. The program should derive Its support from both 

local end state-wide sources with the consideration of 

relative tax-paying ability*. 

4. file stete should maintain an overview of supervisory 

and leadership activity to give assurance that the minimum 

standards operate# 

Squalizatioa appears to be of such importane# that it 

muy bs considered as an essential principle of any public 

school finance program. The above criteria are intended to 

be used to dfltp.rmine if equalization is adequately provided. 

Principle II: Democracy 

It has already been pointed o u t s a t education is a 

state function. The necessity of the state's acceptance of 

its responsibility was eaphaslzed as being vital to equali-

zation in education. In discussing democracy in education 

it is proposed to show the proper relationship between the 

state and the local district. In discussing this point 

Holmst«dt sf.ysi 

While the state legislature has complete authority 
over and responsibility for education, subject only to 
constitutional restriction, as a practical matter it is 
not possible for the legislature to administer schools 
directly. . , » while legislative power may not be 
delegated, the state may create administrative agencies 
to carry out purposes and permit such agencies to 
exercise discretion in discharging administrative respon-
sibility. The school districts are auxiliaries of the 
state, and their powers, duties and responsibilities are 
only those prescribed by statute (14, p. 283). 
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Garber (10) sites constitutional provisions, statutes) 

and court decisions which point out that there is no .Jtaerent 

right of hose rule in education*. The oxily authority local 

school officials may exercise is that whieh. has been ex-

pressly granted by the state government* 

It is further emphasized by lemalein that local sehool. 

boards function only on the basis of delegated authority* 

Se-is quoted as follows* 

to implement these state constitutional mandates 
state legislatures have enacted school laws creating 
or permitting the creation of school districts and 

.. . delegating certain authority for a degree of local 
autonomy within the scope of staadaras fixed by the 
state constitution and enactments thereunder by the 
state legislature (2o, p. 2)* 

the relationship of state central government sad the 

school district is defined by Mort mud Hamilton (23, chapter V) 

as a joint enterprise* ffa-ay hold that there are a few limita-

tions upon the central state government. tlms% involve the 

'constitutional limitations which are placed upon tfct state 

legislature* 1'hers are many limitations which are placed 

upon the school districts, including statutes) regulations" 

by state boards created by the state, and the state Oonstitu- . 

tion. 

There & m m to be sufficient agreement that the authori-

ty for, and control of, public education rests with the 

state. Delegation thus aiust be made b> the state to its 

subdivisions ii local autonomy Is achieved. Ifiis raises a 

question as to what authority and responsibility shall be 

delegated. Several specialists in public school administration 
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tad specifically school finance have expressed their views 

on this question. In discussing allocation of authority 

and responsibility, Holastedt a«k«s the following coraaenti ( 

While there are jsany issues involved in the sl-
location ©f final authority and responsibility to state 
and local agencies, the basic problem is to determine 
the most effective device for attaining the desired 
objective. State and local agencies are correlative.. 
In those aspects of education which are the concern of 
all the people, emphasis has been placed on state con-
trol. In other aspects of primarily local importance, 
jurisdiction may properly be left to local authorities 
(12, p. 284). 

Strayer and Hsig pointed out thet to carry cat the 

principle of equalization of educational opportunity and 

sqaglination of state support, "it would be necessary to pro-

vide adequately either for the administration sua control of 

all school, or for their direct administration" (30, p. 174). 

She extent to uhlch state control is necessary is held by the 

authors to be as follow3! 

The simplest method of financing the school system 
to achieve the stms of the principle (equalization) 
would be through uniform state-wide taxes on ability to 
p&y. Guch a proposal, however, encounters serious 
obstacles such as the difficulty of centralizing the ad-
ministration of school funds, in large states particu-
larly, without deadening local interest and initiative, 
end the difficulties of developing a suitable revenue 
system with th« necessary central control of assess-
ments and rates. The strength with the position in 
favor of local control of schools and of school finances 
snakes it desirable to inquire what aessures of respon-
sibility for financial support say be left to the 
localities, if the alas of the principle are to he 
gained, the essentials are that there should be uni-
formity In the rote of school taxation levied to pro-
vide a satisfactory siniiaa® offering and that there be 
such B degree of state control over the expenditure of 
the proceeds of school taxes as may be necessary to in-
sure tiiet the satisfactory minimum offering shall be m i e 
at a reasonable cost (30, pp. 173-175). 
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la discussing the democracy principle Mort and Steusser 

reeogniae that education is a state function. They define 

the <:*tate as, 

. . . ail the people of the state and not merely the 
agencies at the state capital that administer state 

. ' functions. . . but rather that all functions- are uXtl~ 
' ; ' ©ataly In the hands or all the people of th© state, 

• who have the authority to delegate • all responsibility• 
. . to eishar state or local areata vv to nistribute them 

among these agencies (24, p. 98). 

• ' this statement further emphasizes the point that the 

state does possess the inherent authority &ncl control which 

have been stressed by other -afrit era earlier in the discussion# 

pt the daaioeraey principle* &gainf in the above quotatioa *. 

there arises the issue of delegation of responsibility to 

the local unit. Mort and S&u sser leave no doubt they favor 

the practice and propose to settle the question by the .--use of 

what is called the efficiency principle. Their principle Is 

quoted ss follows* 

Jhs final criterion as to whether a certain aspect 
of administration is to be allotted to the people of 
the local milts or to central agencies is the effici-
ency with s-'fhich it will be accomplished. i'hose functions 
that will be served beat by local initiative and local 
control should be allotted to the cOimunlties, whsreas 
those thit can best be carried out by centre! agencies 
should be state-wide* *hat agency,. state or local,' 
vhleb can best and aiest efficiently administer an edu-
cational function in the best interests of all the 
people of the state should ba charged with its adminis-
tration (24j p. 97)* 

k &mm£jL 

Democracy is accepted as a principle vital to the opera-

tion of a senool finance program• The following siuaasriaed 
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statements appear to htve sufficient validity to serve as 

criteria in determining the extant to which desocracy exists* 

1. In the final analysis It is the responsibility of 

the state to provide for its schools. 

2. The state mast exercise the control necessary to facet 

its obligation for an education prograw for all people* 

3* Responsibility and control may be delegated to local 

school districts. It appears to be desirable to do so* 

However.^ the delegation must not be construed es justifica-

tion for neglect of the needs of the schools. 

4. In determining which functions are to be delegated 

and which are to be retained fey the state, this rule la 

acceptable "those functions that will be served best by 

local initiative and local control should be allotted to 

the eoBwaaitiesj whereas? those thut can best be carried 

out by central agencies should be state-wide? - (24, p» 97)« 

Principle 111; kdept&bility 

the principle of adaptability of & school finance pro-

gran is concerned «lth the poteatial suitability it pos-

sesses for s given situation and ut the satm tine the 

allowance made for future contingencies. 

Determining the- -&deptsbility of the financial structure 

of education systems has been considered of importance by 

some early studies in the field. One of the earliest was by 

Cubberley in 190?. The introduction to the report states the 

following* 
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Almost every year son® one or wore of the dif-
ferent states of our Onion makes art attempt to evolve 
a^better_s/Btem of school taxation m d apportionment, 
liiitii a view to relieving soMtum&t the excessive burden 
and to provide better and more uniform school facili-
ties for all children of the state (7, p» 3). 

During the period 1921-23 Fletcher Harper Swift con-

ducted studies la fin^ncin^ edue&tloa. &t the state level 

(30). in l$2j £>t?nyar and liain directed the study 

©f tile Mueetionel Finance Inquiry Commission under the 

auspices of the waeriesa Council on Education (30)* Hie pup-

pose of these investigations with respect to school flu&nce 

was to ascertain the status of the financial structure of the 

' several states- The rieoa&euded changes thes® studies listed 

included changes in the financial arrangements. 'liiese author# 

were attempting to more neatly adapt «Mtho4s of financial sap-, 

port to existtag aoaditioas. ;Sati®at«s of future needs were 

included 'jrfiich illustrates that their plans gave recog-

nition to the fact that future problems must also be con-

sidered. 

Hort end Cornell in 1538'regarded the adaptability prin-

ciple of sufficient vslue to Justify the publication of en 

entire volume devoted to it» In stressing its iaporttinee 

they st&fce that, 

Hew developments in the structural organisation of 
education should not proceed without the benefit of ap-
praisal with respect to their bearing 011 adaptability 

(22, p, 7 U 

la developing principles for public school finance pro-

grams liort and Reusser included adaptability* Introduction is 

made with this coauaent; 
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The success of the school, life# the success of any 
institution, depends upon the extent to which it serve® 
pressnt aoeds and can. accomodate itsslf to present 
da y social, economic, and political contingencies* la 
a rapidly changing social ana political structure, m 
institution caa be in the vaaguard or evtri, keep reason-
ably up-to-date unless it has the capacity to muk% 
changes in its structure, in its methods and ia its 
purposes (24, p. 100). 

ihiii's are ^revisions i'o? adaptability in finance pro-

grams ,-aich Iwiienln it has isoen accepted **s an iaiportuat 

principle* One example, is in uho purpose of the "open sauH 

appropriation far fia&nciag a ainLausi foundation program* 

The jaialiaua foundation protract Tor i'exas public schools pro-

vides for aa automatic increase ia the amount of funds al-

located as the cost of the program increases (32, p# 72)» 

M s provision of the progr&a waKe* possible adaptation to 

changing general social and economic conditions that affect 

education cost. 

Mort ana fifcusser state that "the practice of limiting 

the bonded iadebredness of school districts has oecoat prac-

tically universal in the states" (2]>» p» 3^0). '«ith these 

limitations school districts are act peraitted to incur in-

debtedaees beyond their ability to pay ia the event of e 

declining economy* 2his is m adaptability feature iJbich 

operates to maintain the credit for the school district and 

gives assurance that funds will be available xor opera ting 

needs if revenues ere curtailed# 'ihe wisdo® of this practice 

will be evaluated later. 
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Acceptance of the foregoing evidence that adaptability 

is a desirable principle of school finance programs raises 

the question as to how it may be. achieved, iwort and Cornell 

discuss certain elements in the structure of a finance pro-

gram which may operate in a manner contributing to adapt-

ability, These elements are as followsi C D allocation of 

control, {?.) level of expenditure, (3) variation in expendi-

ture (4) local leadership, (J?) state leaderships (6) method 

of finance, and (?) degrees of local tax and expenditure 

freedom (22, chapter IV). In the introduction to the dis-

cussion of this list, Mart and Cornell state the following; 

The knowledge of how various structural aspects 
of school organization affect adaptability should be 
helpful la guiding those interested in bringing about 
particular adoption. More fundamentally, such' knowl-
edge should leed to modification of school organiza-
tion to improve adaptability in general (22t pp. 43-4$)• 

!Ihe success of a school finance plan aesas to depend 

somewhat upon its provisions for the principle of adaptabil-

ity. The following conclusions are drawn which are accepted 

as criteria for measuring the adaptability of s plant 

1. h finance plan should include the ability to dis-

card outmoded par looses and practices ana ta&e on aerw ones to 

iseet nev- needs* 

2. Consideration of adaptability calls for attention to 

the operational elements. 'The lists quoted above are ac-

cepted as the sicst appropriate. 
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Principle XV t Variability 

The variability principle is explained by Mort m d 

Euesser ss operating to assure "adaptation to variations 

in recognized needs from community to coiaatuiity" (24, p. 

102)• In addition to providing for differences la needs 

aao&g eofaaunities, these authors also point out that allow-

ance -should be it-ads for variability within casual ties* 

liiey propose that it be done by the following arrangement! • 

flie school syatea should be so organised, financed 
sad gaaaged that tilers will be sufficient leeway in 
every ijeiit to .-naka those adjustments necessary to .meet 
varying needs. « • (24, p. 101). 

It m&f be seen that variability is necessary from co»«* 

siuaity to community and -.dLtbia the community to achieve 

equality of educational opportunity or an equitable dls- • 

tribation of the burden of support* In one of the earliest 

studies In school finance Cubberley developed a plan for the 

apportionment of state school funas an the basis of teacher 

units. Yet, nitli his plan completed he made the following 

susunary statements 

.Even after a distribution has been mass on such 
a combination. * . there still probably would be 
heavy burdens to be borne by so-ne poorer coaaunities, 
in which case a certain "reserve fund" 3-bould be set 
aside. . . for the relief of those ccaTKU.nlties which 
have made the maximum effort allowed by law and yet 
are unable to meet the minimus demaads of the stats, 
and those peculiar eireusatsness make »o«e additional 
assistance particularly desirable (7» pp« 252-253)* 

In their lei? fork- study Stirayer and Halg (30, p. 174) 

in a more comprehensive equalization concept, pointed out-
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that variation was essential. They advocated equalising 

the tax burden in accordance with ability to pay and estab-

lishing a mlnlmm educational program below which no com-

munity would be permitted to go. 

Mort further emphasized variation as the essence of 

equalization by adding the following comment on Strayer and 

Haig* s ideas 

This analysis Interpreted the so-called equallsta-
tion principle as the complete equalization of the 
burden of a satisfactory minimus educational program 
below which no locality would be allowed to go, but 
above which any locality would be allowed to go by 
means of its local support (21, p. 52). 

The foundation programs, as they operate, offer evi-

dence of the acceptance that the variation principle is 

essential* the Texas statute establishing a foundation pro-

gram for operational expense is representative of these 

programs. 

Variability is provided in the Texas program by the al-

location of the local fund assignment in accordance with 

ability to pay. An economic index of tax-paying ability Is 

used* Variation exists in the definition of a teacher uo&t 

from the smaller to the larger district. Further variation 

is noted in permitting schools to employ special units as 

local needs indicate (32, p. 15)* 

Observing the principle of variability appears to be 

essential to achieve equalisation and is therefore accepted 
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as an essential principle in school finance, to put 1st© 

practice the desirable features of variability, the follow-

ing criteria are established* 

1. the support of education should be assessed with 

wide differences in accordance with ability to pay. 

2. Sufficient leeway should exist to allow districts 

to exceed the ninimum standard as local needs may dictate# 

j|rln@iple Vt Stability 

The principle of stability has been included by Mort 

and Slugger as one of the six essential basic principles of 

public school finance <2*f, p. 105) • these authors interpret 

this principle to aean that, 

From a financial standpoint this principle would 
seem to demand that the financial implication of new 
projects be thoroughly considered before they are em-
barked upon, se as to sake certain that they do not 
Jeopardise the old and the tried (2^, p. 105). 

Mort continued to hold to his stability principle in 

a later work co-authored with Cornell. Their statement is 

quoted as followst 

Particular types of district organization, of 
allocation of control, of state school finance, or 
other structural aspects of educational systems must 
each be appraised by tmam of such criteria as the 
following! (1) Does it contribute to the maintenance 
of stability in those educational matters which have 
persistent value?. • „ <22, p« 1). 

In a source outside school finance, Good gives the 

following definition of stability as 

Jhe limitation of the change of function to a gradual 
systematic shift, as opposed to frequent and erratic 
deviation (11, p. 385). 
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In a study of the development ©f the structure of public 

school finance there is evidence of this principle* In lif 

earliest development the program for support levied a local : 

tsx in Massachusetts in 1827-# This was a uniform tax with 

its yield being uniformly distributed* There have seen numer-

ous changes made affecting distribution of the levy and the / 

distribution of the revenue derived. Yet, the local tax re-

mains as one source of revenue in some form in all'the 

forty weight .states (27)* .. ; 

It it noted that several studies were made on the pjpeb*. 

lea of tax levies and distribution of revenues derived# 

Anong these aret Cubberley^ study of 1905 (?) t Swift and 

associates in 1921 to 1928 <31), Updegrapn in-;1922 <33), and 

Strsyer and Balg from 1923 to 1925 (30)• . . , 

It is interesting to not® that nose of these studies •• 

attacked the validity of the concept that taxes should be., 

levied, collected, ano distributed by a central governmental^ 

agency* Apparently, they regarded the arrangement as sound 

and proceeded to attempt an improvement upon procedures for 

carrying it out# the consideration for stability operated •, 

to retard the inclusion of recommendations from these studies 

into practice. The tendency seems to be to emphasize stabile 

ity at the expense of revision until it appears certain 

that changes should be made* 

Another characteristic of stability is seen in the at-

tempts of various studies in school finance to place 



objective formulae within operational programs* Cubberley 

(?) offered a formula for distributing state aid in 1905. 

Updegraph (33> PP* 159-161) in If22 advocated that the state 

make special grants to districts in varying percentages of 

the cost of buildings erected» Mort and Grossnickla (35> 

Chapter XI v, p. 15) suggested that adding to a distriotla state 

current apportionment each year sufficient funds to take care 

of the annually estimated capital outlay item. It seems 

that the contribution of these studies to the principle of 

stability is an effort to assure a standard operation not 

subject to frequent or erratic deviations* 

Another factor which has operated to contribute to 

stability of education has been the practice of retaining 

control in the local school area. Mort believes this to be 

one of the basic requirements for stability. M s statement 

is as followst 

Applied to education, the idea would s-eea to be 
that when the power lies close to the people it is 
morm difficult for the education world' to swing the 
education program into line with some new theory that 

has not yet betes tested (2*+, p. 10?)• 

Longtime planning aay be included in a financing plan 

to gain a measure of stability. The American Council on 

Education in a discussion of this topic lists several con-

siderations deemed important (1, p. 153)» These includes 

effective course of study for twentieth century living, com-

pensation and retirement of personnel, wide fluctuation in 



appropriations for school support, and the education task 

measured In terms of the nuriber of children to be educated. 

The discission of these cofisii@rati.oas is concluded with 

the following comment* 

9he foregoing considerations emphasize the funda-
mental importance of discovering procedures which will 
guarantee the mximm practical continuity of the pro* 

I W ' 8 d * f w ^ " n " * l n e o f * M b l l c reh0°18 < M ' 

The discussion of stability seems to indicate that it 

is an essential feature to be included in a public school 

finance program. The statement foll-ovisg is accepted m « 

criterion for evaluating a program in respect to stability* 

Stability may 110?® nearly be accomplished by: (1) ac-

ceptance of practices proved to be valid by experience, (2) • 

use of objective fomuls® when possible in the allocation of 

the burden of support and distribution of revenue, (3) as-

surance that local control is not denied, and' Of) guarantee 

of practical continuity of the provisions made for the 

financing. 

Principle VI t Prudence 

The educational public, as taxpayers and as consumers, 

has long been interested in getting maximum benefits from 

the sehool program# Wort and Rieusser have Introduced th® 

prudential principle as operating toward this objective* They 

explain the principle as follows t 

mailto:cofisii@rati.oas
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In brief, the prudential principle demands that 
the school system should be so organ!zed, financed f 
and aanaged that it will do the things agreed upon 
in auch a way as to make sure that people are treated 
Equitably, that discretion in action is not exercised 
by persons or agencies incapable of making good judg-
ments, that funds are not lost or wasted, and that 
the school system is financially sound. "I'hls principle 
operates through the whole reals of education (2*+. pp» 
1$*~105), 

The application of the prudential principle is treated 

by Burke with an Identification of the fundamental elements 

involved• These are quoted as follows? 

Cl) adherence to sound principles in expenditure 
and managementf (2) adequate safeguards for protecting 
funds from loss, misuse, or mismanagement| (3) an &ch 
counting systea which not only will serve as a safe-
guard and a check on aanagement but also will provide 
essential data; (k) attention to the major decisions 
having the greatest potentialities for wast#.or economy; 
and (5) cooperation and assistance froa and direct, 
action by, the state (h9 p# 267)# 

From both of these sources these factors seem to be in~ 

volved in the operation of the prudential principle, as 

follows1 justice, allocation and exercise of control, 

economy of operation, and accounting and auditing procedures• 

The justice of the state to establish rules or regula-

tions for the support of education is justified by Garber 

as follows» 

Courts are generally agreed that school taxes are 
state taxes* * • » Because school tax«» are regarded as-
state taxes, the legislature may in the maintenance of 
a uniform school systea provide for the distribution 
of school revenue raised by taxation as it sees fit, so 
long as it uses the revenue for school purposes (10, 
p, 70). 

iMort and Ruesser, In a discussion of justice, accept 

Garberfs statement but add a warning which they consider 
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pertinent * It is as followsi 

Individuals and comsiunltles should be protected against 
the system* they could to© protected from undue uni-
formity oji til# one hand* on the other, £$om th© dang el* 
of arbitrary use of discretIon that is the othsr horn • 
of the dilemma. For example* salary schedules that 
regularise payments in terras of as many objective 
faetOFS as possible to take into account Individual 
differences w e preferred to schedules that over-
simplify individual differences or to a system that 
leaves the salary of each employee to aclffiinistrative 
judgment involving a wide rang© of personal Judgment -
<25, p« 66)« 

Within the operation of the prudential principle* the 

allocation and exercise of controls if perhaps the most dif-

ficult to define with exact nc- as . It has been established • .. 

earlier in this discussion that control of education and. 

final responsibility are vested in the state. It was also . 

shown that the stmts may and should delegate these' functions 

in a measure to local units. $h<t extent to which these •. 

functions are to to# allocated or reserved is to be. deter- • 

mined, according to Jlort and Bvusser, by this rule* 

In assigning control there should be reasonable 
assurance that the individual or group to which it is • 

assigned is equipped to exercise it (25* • P# 67) « 

Morphett and Bel^ur in writing on the desirable fea-

tures of a school building finance program direct two of 

their nine considerations to the question of controls. 

These are as followss 
1. The program should place sj&xisaim emphasis on 

the local responsibility and state leadership. There 
should be few requirements prescribed by the state and 
these should be in the form of broad and essential 
standards which must be observed as a Means of assuring 
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isudaum efficiency and tcoaoaiy and guaranteeing th© 
facilities seeded to meet the requlreiaents will be 
provided# 

2. Comprehensive school plant studies should be 
required to be made by some competent educational 
agency In accordance with regulations prescribed by 
the state board. In so far as possible these studies 
should be organised on a cooperative basis so;that a 
maximum number of representat ive s of local school 
system® will participate and competent consultants 
from without the district will be available* (1B| 

Eoonoiay of operation,; as a vital e leraent of the pru-

dential principle is held to be obvious-# Rather than its 

Importance the Question might well be to determine ways to 

assure economy of operation. Burke sayss 

Adjustment to changed level of income and prices 
is one indication of economical management, but down*, 
••ward adjustment alone does not mm economy. Indeed, 
it mans Increased waste & M inefficiency when incomes ... 
and prices begin to rise again, . * . adjustments s-tmt . 
work two ways if they are to promote economy (5, P* ^2k)* 

In a study of economies in school finance by Linn ibe 

following were found to be reasons for the lack of economyt . 

Decentralization of control* political aspects of 
control, diversification of control* weakness in ada&nia«» 
tratlon of control, and irresponsibility of public of* 
ficlals for public expenditures <15, Chapter II)* 

Mort and Keusser suggest that to determine economy the 

"education enterprise be assessed la terms of money and 

tine, in terms of returns for money and effort,* {25, :»• 67)* 

Accounting and auditing procedures within the prudential 

principle according to Burke serve the following purposes* 

(1) to provide data required for state reports; t2) 
to safeguard public school funds from loss, theft, or 
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fitlsuae, (3) to promote budgetary controlj (k) to pro» 
vide information needed by management in recommending 
policies or changes in policies, preparing budgets, 
making decisions, carrying on operations, or to pro-
vide data required to solve many complex economic and 
fiscal problems Involved in financial management| and 
(5) to provide information needed by the public, ajrsfl 
the school board In particular, to appraise manage-
Kent (kt p. 279). 

The operation of the principle of prudence appears to 

be another of the essential requirements of a public school 

finance program» It offers promise of making a mora effective 

application of the other five principles discussed. The state* 

aents listed below are intended to aerve as criteria in de-

termining whether the principle is observed• 

1# Objective formulae are preferred over a 'wide rang® 

of subjective judgment. 

2* The extent of allocation or reservation of control is 

best determined by eaphasis on local responsibility and 

state leadership on a cooperative basis, 

3, uconoay of operation is to b# aeasured by educational 

returns achieved in terms of aoney audi effort expended* 

km The inclusion of accounting and auditing procedure* 

by competent authority will safeguard funds and provide in-

formation for evaluating the program* 
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CH&PTB1 III 

STATE PROGRAMS FOB FI8AHCIH& CAPITAL OlfUf 

In the early development of state programs for finane* 

ing education comparatively little attention vm given to 

providing for capital outlay* Prior to l$k5 only one fourth 

of the state* made any recognition of the state's respon* . 

sibility for financing school buildings (1, pi» 3l8H Thmm 

programs operated chiefly on a loan basis, special grants^ 

ln-aid for wealc rural schools, or to encourage eonsolldation* 

Sine® 19k$ the total has increased, to «venty<»thre« states 

which have enacted M m providing more definite and well ©f* 

ganized programs for financing capital outlay* There are ; 

still wide variations in the provisions and manner of opera-

tion of these programs# They may be divided -into five groups 

for detailed study, These groups include* (1) foundation 

equalizing programs, (2) other equalization programs, (3) • 

grants-in-aid both special purpose and flat grants, ib) state 

loans ©a a preferred basis, and (5) state holding eofrporaw . 

tions. 

Foundation Equalizing Program# 

f^flAflga 

the concept of a foundation program evolved ia the work 

of Stcayer and Haig (13) in 1923. Their original statement 

follows* 
53 
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To carry into effect the principle of "equaliza-
tion of educational opportunity1* and "equalization of 
school support* as commonly understood It"would be 
necessary CD to establish schools or mkm otter ar-
rangements sufficient to furnish the children in every 
locality within the state with equal educational -op-
portunities up to some prescribed a&ainsflt$ (2) to 
raise funds necessary for this purpose toy local or 
state taxation adjusted la such a manner as to bear 
upon the people in all localities at the same rate in 
relation to their tax-paying ability; and (3) to pro-
vide adequately either for the supervision and control 
of all the schools, or for their direct administration, 
by a state department of education (13, pp, 173-175)* 

This contribution by Strayer and Baig is characterized ' 

by its effort to deal with several important issues in the 

problem of equalization. For the first time a pLan was of-

fered which established some relationship among these several 

factorai local tax abilityf local initiative in support* 

equality of educational opportunity, and state responsibility 

for ©inifflUM opportunity# 

Since 1923 the basic principle# outlined by Strayer and 

Halg have been the object of further and more intense study 

for clarification. The work of the Tax Committee of the 

National Education Association is typical of such a study. 

Consenting on the foundation prograu as a means of equaliasa-

tion, they state that, 

fhe concept of' the "foundation" programs is that of 
establishing an equitable fiscal partnership between 
the state as a whole and the individual school system 
charged with the responsibility and privilege of operat-
ing the public schools# Its purpose is to assure the •' 
financing of an acceptable educational offering in all ' 
school systems regardless of their tax-paying abili-
ties (11, p. ?)• 
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Following tli® Idea contained in the above quotation* 

it lias been the practice to define a ninimal education pro-

gram in fiscal terms for the foundation programs* This 

definition constituted the program guaranteed to every 

school district in the statet regardless of its tax-paying 

ability. Local districts were assigned a portion of the 

program which they were to provide from local effort. This 

local fund assignment varied from one district t© another 

in terms of what was believed to be tax-paying ability. 

Because of variations in property assessments la most states, 

formulae were designed t© ecpalia® assessment rates in re-

lation to true value or to establish ability toy the us# of 

weighted lacoae factors# Local school districts found to 

have a high economic index of tax-paying ability received 

comparatively larger amounts. 

Prior to 19^0 most foundation programs dealt only with 

current operating expense# Capital outlay was left for the 

local districts to provide. Mort and Bausser (10, p, 397) 

attribute this omission of capital outlay to the lack of 

funds and expediency politically. The nature of the founda-

tion program idea explains this opinion* is the program® 

were initiated they called for either open-appropria-

tions or cosparatlvely large fixed amounts. Apparently, at 

the beginning it seemed most favorable to wait capital out-

lay and deal only with the recurring current expenditure 

problem. 
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A, js»tifie*-tlca for tfe* inclusion of eapttaiX outlay la 

tho foundation pregr#* e « rttftsctuibly tot iat®rfr#t#4. frea 

the previously quet«<t sta taunt froa fttrvywr #ai Isift 

« * # to Mtafeiisfe schools or £a«fc« etfeer «rr«ite4MMHitt 
siifficitat to tmAlsh itm cMIir^a in «««*? i©esiXtf 
within tt» #fc«t« »ith «qu«X «itte*ti©aaJl #ppojrl«niti«s 
tip to so#e ^«s«rlb«4 aialmtau 

It is believed & sound position is# tiafct €<t&#X 

tcmcctloaftl @|?p©i*taiiitl«® cas n#ii&«r b* grovt6«cl iu ov«r~ 

er0*&#& aor la ĵ fe»st«B<Sard eXstssrooiss* iort «ii £&i&ss«r 

state tfe*t ©iifltfil ontlty siteuld t>« ia©lM«:i in 

tb* fstm&fcttoii progjpfts* tfc*jr mm quoted as fQlImm 

iUt pmgtm $MuM mbmm (1) sll t&« 
frctlvltis* th« stste «lsl*»s to «sti?e tfc« eam»aitl#« 
#f I««t ability fc# taĵ poift schools tad (2) t&s ife&X# 
r«ng« of expenditures intoliei (ID, f» 35^3# 

This stete&ent uppmmm to establish t&* fi»ti»rs, posi-

tion definitely ia ftwor of th# iatsXuslom of es^ltaX eutXey 

is tli# £mmd»%tm pmgwm* fftelr mmmm for this position 

«•# briefly, t&oufti el«nriff in t&e f«Ua*fc* 

state&enti 

Alao It {toBBdftiioa program) s m ® M i&eXnie eepltftl 
east as *«11 i-s th# current eo»ts» for to do oUt*r*ls« 
is either to deny the X**s «.bi« co^auniti«^ ftde^uote 
tmllditits or to lead upon the* a &mr4«a of 4mt #«r?lee 
tfi»t Mil «Qe*$*e& ispcNnt t&a on-going fregr» CJ.% j»* 39?) « 

At present five states have foiftmiatioa program #f#cAiv 

leelij providing for outlay* Zfeeae iaelndas &Xefe«ftaf 

flsyii®, Imw terk9 twmamsm*, nasi M**h&a$%m HZ)* the. tm% 

of t&«se is not titled a# » f#«mi«tiaa pmgmmm it fe# ««oa 

froja tfc« dcatifflptiMk ia tbe di#eu*sion f#Xi«lag It tliai It 
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dots mm &1X tli® distloguithiftg efc«rat*rl*t le« of *uefc * 

progras. Si# pr#gr&sB# of *X«b«u*a »s4 KLerid* provXd* for 

c*pit*i outXay in a tiagX* iaeXuaiv* fouagfttloa pmgrm tor 

*11 mpmmtrnr®®* fim oth«r stet«* l»v« • «tpisrst® pregrca 

for cubital ont l* j «$*** trea tfa« r#gulwr provliioa# for 

o^«r#tlag «x$«iis«* Stwt 6r£c*&M* L«gl*X«tar* l a XS*5i 

6 JteUMtfttiaot for *t*t« at# «bleb laoXudtaft 

£300 p«r unit for mpllml oaU*y. thU p r o g r * 

h»* »t¥«r '&«#«» put iaft» o p e r a t i c aeoAUse or l*c& of fuad* 

(12, p. 35). 

I^70trlsio)is 

11m «4aJUiUti'«U3ft of fcbe*# $t<3%rm9 on fch# stmt# l«v«l 

i» v«*t«4 in tli# rcgt&ftrXy c«ta*titttt«£ n.^nialstr»* 

tiv* eft tecr** riit eiii«f s ta te «aiaaatidii o m e t r Is ebftrsttg 

with the f#»#oaai#121ly of the mseaat of acuity 

a«c*4i$«jr/ to »««t th« s t a t e ' s obligstioa nsi#p th« progr*® 

iiiii stklag rte#«fn##stl®at tc tk# *ttil« X@gi;sXatur«* I t i s 

aet«d Ui*t «tat* ftaatf* ar# appropriate* botfc f roa l!» gtf i tmi 

ftt®4 of s t s t t ?#*#&«% a&d fr$® fuaag r&is«4 fyoa 4ar®t?r?£®4 

ta*a«* In the atetc of ffaafelngtoa tha ss l s «f s tata fe-oats 

f«« used to l a lUa t a tha pretrtft* Of th» tUffe# aotirea*, gun* 

ar*X ra*aatt« &ppaara to &« stsei in aligntiy «aora than toll" 

iiMt eaaaa* 

vt r ta ia specific aea&urea atf ccatroX ara axaffeiaail tejr 

tft# atata &Qp&rtsmtkt of a&toafcioiu la »ac& cesa XoeaX survaya 

a?# r«qttlr«4 to detarsiina adwurtionftX aaad «a4 te aaaur# an 

a«&apta&Le bullying prograa* For tiie entire Xsenl 



administrative unit the building program is planned on a 

long-range feasts,. Bach state department must approve building 

plans and specifications for every project. School build-

ing consultants and supervisory services are -provided where 

needed. A licensed .."architect is specified in each «as« for 

say major building project, The local districts art further 

placed under state control by an overview of their fiscal 

procedures*. These include prescribed budgeting;., systematic 

accosts tlag, and in aost cases audits by the -state depart*,. -• 

meat or an approved accountant firs. 

*• ' Purveys referred to above are used to det^raiiae the ae#$ 

for' .additional instructional units. fi'he number required la -

all five of the states is computed oa the basis of average 

daily attendance or average enroll&eatsu In Alabama .end 

Georgia a graduated scale Is use# to p.®rait goaaller schools 

with low average daily attendance to qualify. In these sataH 

districts the 4* D. &», or average daily attendance, required 

for one unit is much lower than in larger districts. 

The amount of effort required of etch district is &p* -

portioned according to ability to meet the assignment* ' The 

local fund assignment is determined objectively by formulae., 

in all the five states* In Alabama the local - district t is 

required to levy a total seven-mill tax on assessments which 

have been equated by the economic index formula* . Florida* s 

ability-effort is confuted by a like procedure except that 

& slX'-mill tax levy is required on equated assessments. 
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Sht levy in these two states is for a foundation program *hich 

also covers expenditures for current operating expense. 

Tennessee uses aa index of financial ability computed on the 

following formulai 

194-6 assessed valuation of county 
1946 assessed! valuation of"state 

4 •* 2 Z Average index of 
gflttaty true. value ' financial ability 
state true value 

The average index of financial ability is multiplied by 

$19? 500*000 which is the total amount to fee assigned to local 

districts in the state. This result is the local district's 

assigned effort for the total foundation program* Any portion 

of foundation funds may be used for capital outlay# lew York 

requires 6 per cent of the assessed valuation for the local 

district's share of eost of new eons true tion, for aid on debt 

service the state askes a grant if store than three mills are 

already pledged or if the assessed valuation is less than 

$6,500 per pupil In avenge daily attendance, fashing ton bases 

local ability and effort assigned 011 a scale of assessed valua-

tion per educational salt. The local district is required to 

bear only 25 per cent of the cost if to* valuntioti is 

or less per unit, The seals is graduated so that 75 per cent 

of the cost is assigned locally if assessed valuations are as 

high as $120,000 per educational unit* 

In each of these five programs the state assumes the 

balance of the cost of the foundation amount after the local 

assignment is made. This foundation amount determines 
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'h&wmmh each district will receive. Florid-a and Sew lork 

allocate capital outlay funds snaually on a continuing basis# 

'llae .instructional unit costs used are* Florida, ̂ 4CB auaaallyj 

Mm -tork $450 annually? lashington, & total allocation with a 

base unit cost of $5,000. !Bie other two states operate on a 
Jh 

fixed appropriation and allocate tfc« fundi according to the 

formulae following* 

Tennessee* 

Counts' true taxable wealth per 
Mibii &. S« A... in 1947-48 X $6,300,000 
St&te true- taxable wealth per 
pupil k, D# &» in If4?-4S 

ilabama* 

jli/llifelrf, , ~ r ~ — — — . {- , - , _ „ , n ,, n 4 j. 

Total state units.needed x dumber of local units 

needed 

: It is important to the foundation program concept that 

tux leeway b« allowed the local district. With such lee»y 

it is the assumption that by local effort bey aria the required 

minimus a building J&ay be erected aore suited to local needs* 

Shis is accomplished by permitting further tax levies beyond 

the amount required to raise the aisount of the local fund 

assignment* The local districts in Tennessee may issue bonds 

to a total of 10 par cent of the assessed valuation. •Ihere 

Is no limit on the tillage rate. Washington allows a total 

maximum 40~mlll tax levy for all purposes. Ons fifth of this 

amount say be us®d for building with a bonding l i m i t of J? per 

cent of the assassed valuation* Florida sets the usual bonding 



limit at 10 per cent of assessed valuation with a 20 per 

©eat limit by special permission. The local county boards 

are permittad to levy a IQ-itill tax without a vote of the 

people and an additions! 10 aills with approval by a vat®. 

In lew York the Bonding limit is 1 mills and since % mills 

are required as local fund assignment they have & 4-aiill 

leeway. The local fund assignment required 6 per cent of 

the assessed valuation, leeway Is the difference between 

the 6 per cent and a 15 per cent maximum allowedy or 9 per 

cent of the assessed valuation, tlabsaa has a very diffeeent 

provision for leeway which has promise for farther study, 

the local districts are permitted to issue warrants in an-

ticipation of the state revenue for capital outlay* These 

warrants are liaited t© 80 per cent of the anticipated funds. 

Further leeway is provided in actual operation since the 

average jaillage required is only 3*2-2 mills of the 7~«ill 

limit for county districts. City districts have a limit of • 

12.5 mills* 

in terns of criteria which were established in the pre-

ceding chapter the programs of this group appt&r to be 

reasonably sound. 

In consideration of equality, there is evidence that 

each program guarantee* a minimum standard below which no 

school is allowed to go. Procedures are provided which at-

tempt to distribute the burden of support throughout the 
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state proportionately according to ability to pay. In each 

program the state furnishes supervisory fend consultant 

services where such leadership is indicated to be needed# 

Democracy Is generally adhered to under these programs 

within the meaning as established in the criteria. Controls 

are exercised mhl-Qh appear to be necessary to accomplish the 

desired ends. These administrative controls are enforced by 

representatives of the people under authority of laws which 

the people have caused to be enacted. Delegation of con-

trol is jnade with the state retaining final responsibility. 

For example, to the local school board is delegated the power 

and Authority to plan buildings, employ architects, and award 

contracts for construction. Xetf the state Insists on or-

derly procedures, competent licensed architects, bonding of 

contractors, and compliance with building codes* 

The degree of adaptability of these programs, it appears, 

say be questioned. Only Florida and Tennessee have the ©p#a-

end appropriation feature winch permits the level of expendi-

ture to adjust to changing econoaic conditions. Ho*evert it 

is to be no-ted tfest the appropriation in Florida is pegged 

by use of a toss® year which allows the open»-e&d feature to 

operate on® way—downward* The ©ther three foundation equali-

zation programs discussed are dependent upon a fixed amount 

appropriation. All the programs smm well adapted to general 

financial structure, in example is the Alabama program whi&h 

simply incorporated "-capital outlay into its foundation program 

already in operation* 
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Variability is evidenced by the use of formulae which 

all©* funds to be granted and support assured ia varying . 

amounts from one district t© another* the important festare 

of leeway which assures a measure of variability is that there 

is a aargin of taxation left the local districts after the 

local required eoatritoatioa is n d g . the elassroom or teacher 

unit of aeasure used to determine need is based on average 

daily attendance or enrollments. Variations sir# aads in the 

uuaber required for oat unit from the smaller districts to 

the larger ones* The absence of regulations preseriblog how 

units art to b« distributed .among grades or attsndeuc# a m m 

within a school district allows the local ad/ainistration suf-

ficient leamy* 

Stability appears to be recognised as m essential 

factor in the five foundation programs. The formulae used 

in all of them are applied uoi^oraly throughout, which avoids 

confusion and aisuoaers tanding which might result fro® sub-

jective decisions# i'he best example of stability is in 

the Florida program where there is astern*tie financing ©f 

the program. Shis arrangement does not require a biennial 

appropriation by the legislature* 

Prudence has been given attention in the previsions of 

fell the progrsns- which set up procedures for sound fiscal 

operation locally and supervision by the state* Justice 

seems to be assured by the use of objective, formulae in 
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allocating funds* It seems reasonable to assume that each 

district would more nearly get Its fair share of state funds* 

Florida,*s state plan for financing capital outlay was 

chosen as most representative of the foundation equalizing 

prograins on the basis of the definition discussed earlier 

in this chapter^ Attempting to evaluate, in part, the 

operation of this type of program, a request m & made of the 

Florida State Department of Education m to iseakuesses, 

strengthsj and the success of the program in meeting building 

needs# The reply indicates that Inadequacy of funds ha# 

limited the effectiveness of the program (?)• The chief 

wea&aess the department finds is that the guaranteed mm is' 

fixed at the 1951-5>2 school year* The open-end appropriation 

which could allow for changing economic conditions end flaetua«* 

tione of demands is apparently limited by this restriction* -

It Appears that the progrera cannot operate to assure adapta-

bility fully bb it is defined in the criteria. The prudential 

principle in accordance with the criteria established seems to 

be, accomplished. The department of education eofinaeats that 

the .state administration of the bonding procedure has served 

to economic®. This feature may also be said to operate in a 

laanntr consistent with the efficiency discussed under the 

democracy principle. This prograo follows Sort's recommenda-

tion thefc the functions that will be served best by local In-

itiative and local control should be elloted to the communities^ 

whereas those that can best be carried out by pe8$p&l agencies 

should be state-wide. 
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Other Equalising Fund Programs 

Befinition 

' The equalising fund program in this classification is 

assigned primarily to aid the financially weaker school di#*-

tricts* It would seem its- latent is to assist in equalising 

educational opportunity from one locality to another regard** 

less of wealth# It follows the oftea repeated rule of edu-

cating the child where he is, with the wealth of the state, 

wherever it sisy be* It is characteristic of these .programs 

that a aiaiatua standard to be reached la a partnership ef-

fort between the local district and tha state is riot estab-

lishedu Ihe assumption it made that the financially poorer 

districts should ha assisted in their efforts to raise' «x~ 

peuaituies to & higher level* This is done by distributing • 

state school money on a basis inversely proportionate to the 

wealth of the school district. The second distinguishing 

characteristic of this type of state assistaace is that 

local effort required to qualify for funds is uniform through-

out the state# fto attempt is »ada to detera-iiie the ability 

of the local district# to meet the uniform minimum effort 

required for participation. 

the states operating under this equalizing fund pro-

gram are Delaware, Ohio, and Massachusetts* 

Administration of these equalizing fund programs carles, 
! 

aiaoag the three states. In Delaware the g o w n i n g body is a 
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separate project commission lor «ach local school district* 

Membership of this- eoixu&ission Is composed of two representa-

tives of the stat® depart&ent of education ma all &ei£bers 

of tb#-$&eal school board* la i M e a fifieen-iseaiber state 

control boaro administers its profcrasi* Bit education depart-

ment is not represented nor is there amy responsibiii to 

the department* In Massachusetts a special building coat-

alissiea is the administrative body, fhe governor &pp3|nta 

three members, including the eh&lrmm and the state depart-

ment of education appoints t*o i&e&bi.r». it is specifically 

provided that this body is- not re&pouslbft 'to the department 

of education* 

State control wider these programs is slightly differ-

ent froas other systems in that there art fewer standards 

set* Ih® governing board's judgment la relied upon more 

extensively. It is required that an architect be employed 

for major building prefects. lku state board provides 

legal counsel and other technical consultants where they 

are needed* In belnaare control is aore nearly complete, 

fhe state funds and the local funds of the district for 

any project are deposited *ltii the state treasurer subject 

to withdra#al stith t&e state treasurer's regular procedure* 

In the otner two programs the state board is not re-

sponsible for the expend! tare ai •$&& state funds* rhe 

funds are allocated to tne local school boaras under the 

specified terns of the program# Included in these terns are 
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the requirements that all invoices and contracts be filed 

with the state governing board and that the money can be 

spent only for approved projects. 

In the determination of local need it Is again a matter 

of the judgment of the state governing board* It is deter-

mined from the application submitted and a follow-up survey 

by the board. In Massachusetts the state equalizing funds 

are used to encourage consolidation!! It is Interesting to 

note that the consolidation plan may be proposed by the 

commission after a survey study has been aa.deThis pro-

vision apparently is based on the belief that permanent 

school centers nay be established more effectively in this 

asanaer# 

The manner of determining the amount to be provided 

by the state varies among the three states* In Delaware it 

is perhaps the least objective, In this state a scale is 

used which indicates the amount of state funds a district 

may receive. It ranges from 8 per cent to 98#5 per cent of 

the building cost, Determination of the percentage allowable 

is based on the judgment of the building commission's esti-

mate of need and the amount of state funds the district has 

already received. In Ohio the amount of state funds the 

local district may receive is fixed by the control board's 

judgment* Seed is assumed t© exist if the assessed valua-

tion is less than $6,000 per pupil in average daily at-

tendance and a total millage of 8,5 mills is being collected 
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for all purposes* A sliding seal® is set which aay permit 

90 per cent of a project to be state financed if the assessed 

valuation is below #2,000 per pupil. For each 1500 Increase 

in assessed valuation the percentage of the building cost to 

be financed by the state is reduced by 5 per cent. However, 

the board is also peraitted to regulate this percentage if 

the district's financial statement indicates need. In 

Massachusetts, where the funds are used to encourage con-

solidation, the state building commission uses the following 

formula: 

Project... coat _ jgMMlffi Wft, FEPU,,4a• llllt,,.,,,. 
3 for cities) x Equalized valuation per pupil in district 

provided further that the state will not finance 
more than 65 per cent of a project nor less than 
35 per cant* The judgment cf the commission de-
termines which are eligible regional schools» 

Leeway in these equalizing programs is a doubtful fac-

tor. Delaware districts m y vote beads to a total of 7 per 

cent of the assessed valuation. The bonding limit in Ohio 

is 8 per cent. In Massachusetts the local district aust pay 

two thirds of the cost of each project. The figure is in-

creased to three fourths for city school districts. With the 

state being able to fix arbitrarily the aaount of equalis-

ing funds, there can be no assurance that any certain amount 

will mm&in for local use* It is conceivable that, if a dis-

trict did vote additional bonds, the state authority could 

interpret such action as an indication of local ability. 
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The equalizing fund program, other than the foundation 

type, appears to be much. less sound in terms of the criteria# 

The meaning of equalization was accepted in the formulation 

of the criteria. If that definition is accepted, these pro-

grams are believed to be lacking in one important respect. 

They make no attempt to guarantee a minimum educational op-

portunity for every district in the state. Furthermore, they 

fail to distribute the burden of support in accordance with 

ability to pay, It s m m reasonable t© assume that equaliz-

ing programs other than the foundation type fall short of 

the criteria essentials to guarantee the operation of th« 

equalization principle* 

Democracy is a questionable factor in these other equalis-

ing fund programs• Delegation of authority and controls is 

disregarded as is the final responsibility of the state for 

education# 

The principle of adaptability and variability are not 

observed in terms of the criteria established. The programs 

make no attempt to adjust to changing economic conditions, 

i'here is no provision which allows the program to vary from 

on® community to another la terms of need and ability ex-

cept as the judgment of a board say decide. The variability 

noted is the result of exercise of subjective judgment on 

the part of the state* This does not comply with criteria 

accepted earlier# 
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Stability operates only in as much as there appear to 

have been few changes in the programs * Objective forstulae 

which usually contribute to the stability of a program are 

lacking in these programs or are sad® ineffectual by allowing 

the state beard to sake interpretations with wide variations. 

The prudential principle appears to be violated by what 

stems to be injustice in the allocation of funds. Without 

the guarantee of a minimum educational opportunity in each 

community, however low it aight be, Justice apparently is 

denied. Generally, the programs prescribe fiscal procedures 

to assure prudential handling of funds# 

In further evaluation of these programs the operation of 

the Ohio program is considered• Comment from the Ohio State 

Department of Education mentions the chief weakness as the 

Inadequacy of funds with which to carry out the building 

program (6)* They also add the allocation of authority among 

several agencies outside the department as an outstanding 

weakness* The comment might be said to indicate a need for 

study to arrive at a sounder organization for the program* 

Evaluation of the above equalizing programs Indicate* 

that they do not comply with the criteria to a degree neces-

sary to be termed financially sound. 

Grants-in-Aid Programs 

Grants-in-aid referred to in this study are only those 

coming from state sources. There are nine states which oake 
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grants of funds for capital outlay* They includes Connecti-

cut, Maryland, Mississippi, Missouri, North Carolina, Virginia, 

Utah, Vermont, and West Virginia. The purpose for which the 

grants are aa.de varies from state to state* 

This type of program probably has a, longer history than 

any of the other programs. The original grant programs are 

exemplified by the actions taken by the state of Vermont in 

1797, Massachusetts in 1827, Delaware in 1829 and Mm Jersey 

in I8*f6, The purpose of these grant programs was to achieve 

©qualigation* In son®, prescribed local effort was enforced 

by making it a qualification for receiving funds. This pro-

vision persists in some of the programs today but the 

©quallmtion idea has been abandoned altogether or fails to 

operate effectively* 

The grant programs are simply those under which the 

state allocates a sum of money to local school districts 

with no requirements for repayment. Bom states require 

effort by a matching procedure or a minimum tax rat#. The 

identifying characteristic of the grants-in-aid programs can 

best be pointed out by showing how they differ from other 

major types# It is to be noted that grants-in-aid programs 

differ from the foundation programs in that there is no mini-

nxm standard guaranteed to be achieved state wide# The state 

does not assume any obligation beyond the single allocation 
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of funis. In contrast to both equalizing fund programs 

grants-in-aid are not distributed with special regard for the 

financially weaker districts, 

ih@ administration of fiw of the grants-in—aid programs 

It under the respective state departments of education. These 

include Missouri, North Carolina, Utah, Vermont, and Virginia* 

Maryland and West Virginia have a separate governing board 

with the department of education represented on thea* In 

Mississippi and in Connecticut the programs are administered 

totally outside the state department of education by a special 

«0aml88l03U 

These programs ha1?® fewer controls from the state level 

than either of the previously discussed programs. In each 

program the funds are required to be used for a specified 

building project. Mississippi further restricts the use of 

funds received from the state by not allowing expenditure to 

be made for gymnasiums, lunchrooms, or teachers1 homes. In 

each program it is required that the state building code be 

adhered to. Mississippi and North Carolina place the spend* 

lag of funds under direct supervision of the state authority, 

whereas the other states specify only that the routine regu-

lations for the entire school program be followed. 

In the matter of local effort, Mississippi requires a 

matching on a $0-50 basis as do West Virginia and Vermont# 
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Some grants are mad# for a special purpose. la Missouri 

a fixed amount of $1,000 lg granted for abandonment of a 

rural school and one fourth of th© cost of the new central 

school building if given to a maximxm of $2,000* For eon-

solidation the state grants amount to one half of the new 

building required, to a mximam of #25,000. Amounts granted 

vary according to subject and judfuent of th® state board* 

Maryland makes grants partly for a purposethat of stimu-

lating local effort. One fund is used to encourage taxa-

tion by granting two dollars per pupil for each one-cent 

tax on $100 valuation not to e«ee<5 five cents. The other ' 

fund in the Maryland plan is allocated on a flat grant basis. 

It carries an emergency requirement and amat be matched by 

the local district furnishing three dollars for each one 

dollar received from the state» Utah uses a priority of 

need basis for allocating funds* Virgin!* grants #600 for 

elementary and $800 for secondary schools on a ratio of the 

districts* enrollment to that of the total enrollment for 

the state. Connecticut si&ply requires that the state com-

mission decide when a new building is needed or that bonded 

indebtedness is sufficiently high to warrant the making of 

state grants* North Carolina apportions one half of the 

total amount for state grants to the local districts on an 

equal basis and the other half on an enrollment basis* 

Local effort is required to be aad# in all the programs * 

Obviously the amount granted in some cases is far less than the 
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cost of the p r o j e c t s . In the matching the l o c a l e f f o r t i s 

c l e a r l y shown. In the o the r s the re a r e no provis ions t h a t 

would prevent a d i s t r i c t from lowering i t s tax r a t e once 

the rainimum e f f o r t has been mt* 

The ques t ion of leeway l e f t t o the l o c a l d i s t r i c t i s 

not g r e a t l y a f f e c t e d by these programs s ince so few involve 

continued l o c a l suppor t . The matching requirements a r e not 

s u f f i c i e n t l y high to a f f e c t leeway. This p rov is ion of l e e -

way then i s con t ro l l ed mostly by the l e g a l l i m i t s on l o c a l 

bonding and taxing power a1loved the l o e a l school d i s t r i c t s , 

Connecticut has no l i m i t on the r a t e of t ax but l i » i t s bond-

ing t o 10 per cent of the assessed v a l u a t i o n . Maryland 

leaves the r e g u l a t i o n to m u n i c i p a l i t i e s i n which school d i s -

t r i c t s a re located* Miss i s s ipp i has a bonding l i m i t of 15 

per cent of assessed va lua t i on wi th a maximum tax r a t e of 

30 m i l l s f o r a l l purposes* Missouri U n i t s the bonding 

capac i ty to 5 per cent of the assessed v a l u a t i o n wi th a 

maximum tax r a t e f o r a l l school purposes of 30 m i l l s f o r 

c i t i e s , 20 Bills f o r v i l l a g e s , and 19»5 m i l l s f o r r u r a l 

school d i s t r i c t s , For th Carol ina l i m i t s the bonded indebted-

ness to 8 per cent of the assessed v a l u a t i o n . A tax r a t e of 

5 mills nay be voted f o r c a p i t a l ou t lay i n d i s t r i c t s with 

1,000 or more enumerated s c h o l a s t i c s . Utah*s bonding 11rait 

i a 10 per cent of the assessed va lua t i on with the miliege 

held to a maximum of 10 m i l l s f o r a f i v e - y e a r period or t o 
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12 mills for a four-year period* ferment school, districts 

can -vote bonds within a limit of 10 per cent of the assessed 

valuation vith permission from the state department of edu-

cation. Virginia sets a limit of 2.5 nllls for bonded in-

debtedness tat any amount that ean be paid for with this 

rat© In 20 years may be voted above the 18 per cant &S£«&$e<| 

valuation llrdt• West Virginia allows any current revenue 

to be used for capital out lay which remains after the regular 

budget Items are paid. The limit for bending is 5 P®£ cent 

of assessed valuation. 

In a summary of this plan it seems reasonable to con* 

elude that the states operating under it have overlooked 

guaranteeing an equal educational opportunity* There aj>f#ajr# 

to be little indication of a. carefully planned program but -

one aore nearly designed to meet emergencies as tl»y arls«# 

Exa&M&lsii 

Evidence presented points out that the grants-in-aid 

follow the earliest patterns of state assistance. Since 

this is true, it does not seem reasonable to expect that 

such programs would be consistent with sound principles of . 

school finance. Bitch principles, evolving as they have from 

years of study and experience, have gone beyond the concept 

of the grants-in-aid programs. 

A summary survey of these programs gives the impression 

of emergency measures to cope with immediate needs. There 
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appears to have been little study beyond determining need 

and consequently it is questioned whether the continuity of 

the programs was considered. The lack of detailed or-

ganized procedures for operation further indicates that 

these plana were not originally designed to operate as per-

manent plans commensurate with sound principles of school 

finance * 

The criteria which were accepted in Chapter II to 

measure the operation of the six principles of school 

finance are not applicable except in a few isoleted instances, 

Accordingly, the grants-in-aid programs are judged to lack 

sufficient compliance with the criteria to be considered 

sound. 

Loan Fund Programs 

State loan fund programs verm Initiated by north Caro-

lina in 1903j and by Virginia in 190 > (1* p. 318). These 

programs caise about as a result of state action in establish-

ing minimus school building standards. Some rural districts 

did not have sufficient taxable wealth to provide approved 

buildings without the special loan arrangements• The loan 

programs have been discontinued in forth Carolina and Vir-

ginia, 

Three states at present have loan fund programs in 

operation. These states include Arkansas, California, 

and South Carolina. (12, pp. 35» 39> 106). 
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Definition 

Onc'er the loan fund programs a central state agency 

advances funds for capital outlay with provisions for repay-

ment. The repayment provision is the distinguishing 

characteristic of this eroup, The re are, however, wide dif-

ferences in these programs among the three states, 

i'he Arkansas system permits the use of £3,576, 7̂ -6 of 

the state's permanent school fund to be loaned to school 

districts upon approval of the application by the state de-

partment of education* Ability to repay must bo shown. In-

terest ratea are set at h per cent and repayment must be 

made within a 20-year period• Loans are lindted to BO per 

cent of the cost of the project. A minimum 16-mill tax levy 

by the local district is required prior to application for 

a loan* In recent years interest rates of this loan system 

have been higher than commercial rates. Consequently, the 

use of the loans from this source has been limited to those 

districts whose total bonding capacity had been used or, for 

other reasons, could not make a commercial loan. The state 

department of education appraises each application and 

renders judgment on the district*s qualifications for a 

loan« 

South Carolina provides & flat grant of #15 per pupil 

in average daily attendance for capital outlay. Since this 



sum was too ssall, the legislature provided that 175,000,000 

be raised by state bonds and loaned to the local districts. 

This law was passed in 1953 sad has not yet become opera-

tive, awaiting detailed procedures to be worked out* The 

law provides that districts repay the borrowed amounts by 

pledging a mini worn of 75 per cent of the $15 allotment. 

Interest rates are set at 2*5 per cent and the loans mist 

be repaid within 20 years. The state board of education 

is authorized to administer the program. The law delegates 

to the state department of education responsibility for 

deciding on the eligibility of local districts for loans• 

Hie California system indicates that considerable study 

has been oad© in devising the program. The program is ad-

ministered by a special board composed of the- state 

director of finance, the state director of public works, 

the state director of education, two state senators, and 

two state asseablyatii* The state director of finance i§ the 

executive officer of the board. It is the duty of the 

director of education to determine whether requests by the 

local districts are proper and adequate. His decisions are 

subject to review by the board. This program provides 

3tate controls as to building code, educational needs, 

surveys, enrollment forecasts, consultant services, and 

budgeting and auditing procedures. The California program 

is unique within this group in that it uses an objective 
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formula to determine need and regulates local effort-. It 

is so devised that the losn becomes a grant If the district 

cannot repay it by tho state-established formula within a 

thirty-year period. To qualify, a district must show educa-

tional building need and h&m reached 95 pe? c«rit of its 

bonded indebtedness Unit, which is set at 5 per cent of the 

assessed valuation. A tax of 8 mills mast be levied for 

elementary -school districts, 7*5 mills for high school dis-

tricts, and 3*5 mills for Junior high school districts. Ife® 

amount a district receives is the balance needed after the 

local district has levied the marl stum tax rate or reached 

the 95 per cent bonding limit* This program is adminis-

tered separately for the elementary, Junior high, and 

senior high school districts of the state* These districts 

are organized separately for all purposes. Repayment pro-

visions are within the regular tax levy, however, the state 

cannot collect for loan payments more than a three-soill 

tax levy* The district is permitted to budget as much of 

the regular levy as is needed to operate the sdhool and th«ii 

pays the balance of the tax levied to the state as repayment 

of a loan. The state board uses an objective point system 

in qualifying districts for state loans• 

SHjSlSSfiS 

Of the loan fund program California appear a to have 

the only system which might be evaluated with profit. 
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Arkansas1 system is essentially a preferred loan plan with 

lio stat© responsibility as shown to be desirable. South 

Carolina operate?® a similar loan program with an addi-

tional provision for small grants which it is doubtful 

would meet few of the criteria. 

The California program in a measure follows the prin-

ciple of equalization. The state does define the adsdUmm 

building facilities for the schools and assumes a re-

sponsibility for the providing of funds to finance the pro-

gram. The distribution of the burden of support may b# 

questioned since the local effort required is uniform for 

all districts. An exception is made If a district eannet 

repay its loan in thirty years. The Unpaid balance of the 

loan is cancelled and thus becomes a state grant. The 

repayment requirement is assumed to be comparable to the 

local fund assignment of the foundation type of program. In 

such a comparison it seems a less equitable requirement 

since the total tax resources available for capital outlay 

must be used. This requirement operates to make the pro-

gram only partially in agree isent with criteria for equality. 

The repayment requirement operates to limit variability 

since little or no tax leeway regains with the local unit. 

A measure of variability is obtained in the provision for 

local participation in planaing. 

The program haa proved its adaptability in meeting 

financial demand, -he first state bond issue was for 
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$250,000,000 while the second was reduced to $18510001,000* 

flit program appears to operate with & sufficient degree 

of stability to insure continuity. Objective formulae are ' 

used in an effort to give stability to the program all over 

the state. 

The principle of prudence, like that of equalization, 

is only partially carried out. There seems to be no question 

of satisfactory returns for effort expended. The a^otMiing 

and auditing procedures seen to be adequate for tfee proper 

handling of funds. The prudential principle appears not to 

have proper consideration in the area of controls• A letter 

from the California State Department of Education (7) con-

firms this. The allocation board has several state of-

ficials outside the state department of education. Four of 

these officials are members of the legislative branch of 

government. The assistant chief of school planning of the 

California State Department of Education points out in the 

above letter that this operates to the detriment of the 

program, *he infection of legislative action into the 

executive functions of the allocation board hinders its 

operation. This question of administration has appeared 

in each of the replies from the state education officers. 

Holding Corporation Programs 

The holding corporation arrangement is a comparatively 

new type of program for financing school building construction 
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cost. Ihe programs now in operation have all developed 

since the Pennsylvania Legislature created the first School 

Building Authority in 1933» ^egal difficulties were en-

countered in an attempt to adapt the authority device to 

school use# The first act paased in 1935 was declared tm» 

constitutional in the Pennsylvania court case of Williams ¥# 

Samuel, et al4 332 P* 26$, 193& (3, P* 2). With revisions 

the law was again enacted in 19^7 and held to be valid in 

the same state in the court ease of Greenhalph ?# Woolworth, 

et al, 361 P* 5^3 • 19^9 (3, P* 2). : ' 

Georgia enacted a law in 1951 establishing State Hold~ 

ing Corporations (V)* Indiana enacted similar laws in 1953 ' 

which were to become operative in July 1, 1955 (8)* 

Bef 

The holding corporation programs have been'established 

by acts of the legislature creating state school building 

authorities outside the regularly constituted state educa-

tion administrative organisation. These authorities are 

empowered to sell bonds and erect needed school buildings ' '• 

which are rented to the local school districts* The bonds 

sold are secured by a pledge of rentals to be collected from 

the local district. The credit of the school district is 

involved only to the extent of pledging rental payments 

annually from current revenues* Ownership title to the 

building and site remains with the authorities until the 



total cost of the building and interest on the principal 

have been paid by the local district. 

The Pennsylvania Law Is adiainlstered by a board com-

posed of the governor , the superintendent of public in-

struction, the secretary of property and supplies, the < 

president pro tempore of the senate, the speaker of the 

house of representatives, and their respective successors 

la office* fhe, 1 m makes a definite connection with th® 

state department of education by specifying the following s 

Purpose and general powers# The authority if 
created tor the purpose of constructing, improving, 
maintaining and operating, public school buildings, 
and furnishing.and equipping the same for use of the 
public school system of the Commonwealth of Pennsyl-
vania under the jurisdiction of the Department of 
Public Instruction C5> L. 1212, See* k). 

The Pennsylvania Authority requires local surveys and 

long-range planning* These are reviewed by the authority to 

determine need and suitability of a proposed building pro-

gram. A neasure of objectivity is achieved by evaluating 

proposals on the basis of fourteen items involving local 

ability and need. Interest rates vary from one district 

to another on the basis of their credit rating* The au-

thority may sell bonds to finance building projects to an 

aggregate current total of 000,000 for the entire state 

(5, P. L. 2195). 

Assistance to local districts in meeting rental charges 

due the authority is provided by the state* The amount 
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received toy each of the districts Is computed by the follow-

lag formula* Foundation guarantee per classroom teacher 

unit minus four adLlls is Multiplied by the sal® property 

value per classroom teacher unit? this result is divided by 

the guarantee per classroom teacher unit. The result is an 

ability index. One half of the annual rental charge Mul-

tiplied by the ability index determines the state grant* 

Controls are provided by the previously noted survey 

and a system of state audits, The local district is also 

required to maintain a fiscal program in accordance with 

the general foundation program for current operation. 

Revisions of the original law have been made to allow 

local school districts or a combination of several districts 

to create holding corporations outside their regular school 

boards, A local authority is administered by a separate 

board appointed by the creating school board, A msasure of 

local control and initiative is thus provided for* however, 

all actions are subject to the approval of the state author-

ity to insure a sound, coordinated system (3, p, 5)• 

Leeway Is provided in the Pennsylvania program in at 

least two Instances, First, the bonding power regularly 

permitted the district is not involved in the rental arrange-

sent. Additional funds may be derived from local bond issues. 

The other provision for leeway is an allowance in building 

requirements. For instance, the state authority does not 

permit swimming pools for the school plant but the district 
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may include any such feature In the aastcr plan and pay for 

it with local funds# 

The Georgia program for financing school building 

costs operates under a dual system. In 19^9 the legisla-

ture established a foundation program which included an 

allowance for capital outlay of $200 per classroom unit (2)• 

So facilitate the immediate use of this allowance a state 

building authority was created in 1951* 

The principie involved in the operation of the Georgia 

plan is basically tbe same as that of Pennsylvania, Varia-

tions are seen in the composition of the board but they 

operate with like purpose, authority, and responsibilities# 

Local building authorities arc not permitted under the Georgia 

plan. State assistance in Georgia is the #200 foundation 

allowance which aay be pledged for rental payments. A 

measure of local control may be exercised in the survey for 

need and building planning subject to regulatory state build-

ing codes* Leeway is provided by allowing local expen-

diture of the unpledged portion of the foundation allotment 

for capital outlay. The district may choose to create a 

building fund with the foundation allocation and operate 

their own building program as funds are available <*+, sec.*f). 

The Indiana State Program is explained in part by & 

letter from the department of public instruction. It is 

quoted as followss 
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We do have, • . a new law which allows un to ad- : 
vane© to qualified- school corporations future dis-
tribution of their state tuition support, not t% exceed 
1250,000 for each school corporation* This, however, 
is not a grant-in-aid but is a loan for it'.is repaid' 

. .• over a period of time determined by th© State Board of 
• JMueation, not to exceed twenty years and at o m per 
• cent interest on the outstanding balance# (8) : : ' - " 

Evidence from another source (8> indicates the opera-

tion -of the Indiana Program will be w r y similar to. that of 

the other two programs already discussed* Th# building s; 

authority provided for is. on the local level with each school 

district, forming its own holding corporation# These local 

corporations are chartered by th® state and are subject to 

state laws governing other corporations. Supervision is 

provided for by the state department of education in making : 

surveys of need, planning, and in fiscal natters. the only 

financial assistance provided from the state level is the 

loan to the corporation of the state tuition support« This 

is referred to in the letter quoted above* The program was 

scheduled to become effective July 1, 1955* 

The holding corporation plans are established as cor-

porations outside the field of public school finance. How-

ever, since their purpose is to serve as school building 

financing agents, their procedures should conform in a 

satisfactory degree to accepted principles of school 

finance* 
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Because of the functions of the holding corporation It 

would be difficult for its operation alone to assume the 

responsibility for equality. It is possible to accomplish, 

toowever, and within the meaning of the equality principle. 

Georgia, for example, includes in the foundation program 

such an equality provision. The amount of |200 is included 

for capital outlay and computed in the foundation program 

formulae• The Georgia School Building Authority provides 

the means for realizing Immediate benefits of the foundation 

allocation, Tlie holding corporation of Georgia demonstrates 

that such a plan can operate to assist in achieving equality. 

The operation of the principles cf democracy, adapta-

bility, variability and stability are not affected by the 

implementing functions of the holding corporations. Georgia 

has a foundation program of the saa® type previously discussed 

in this chapter. The principles of sound school finance ver« 

held to be observed in the evaluation of the foundation pro-

grams . 

The operation of the prudence principle mem to be evi-

dent. The Georgia system in the planning and expenditure of 

funds operates as a local function supervised by the state 

(2). Economy of returns is one of the outstanding ad-

vantages of this system. The credit of the state is operating 

to assure a aor® advantageous bond stark# t, The cooperative 

planning and consultant services possible with the prograa 
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farther contribute to economy. Accounting and auditing are 

subject to a double check, through the department of educa-

tion and the procedures required by the holding corporation. 

Evaluation of the operational status of the Georgia and 

Pennsylvania programs Is given.in state bulletins» In these 

publications there is no doubt that the respective depart- „/ 

ments of education have found #h® programs wore than satis-

factory# 

nummary 

Froai the foregoing discussion of the several state 

p&ans for financing capital outlay the following summary 

statements appear to bo justified, 

1. The foundation equalising programs for capital out-

lay present the most promise for a sound system In terras of 

criteria established. 

2. Open-end appropriations and automatic financing are 

desirable features to be sought. It is noted that these can 

be obviated by "pegging* allocation on a given base year# 

3. The holding corporation programs offer advantages 

for consideration in initiating a state financing program 

when the accumulated building need is large. 

U. Objective formulae in computing allocation of funds 

and assignment of local effort are to be desired over sub-

jective judgments of a board. 

5# Th» classroom appears to be the most often used unit 
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for tiie measurement of naecU The asoimts allowed ara shown 

to vary for oaoii classroom unit. 

6. There is disagreement among the programs on the 

source of revenue. The Majority seem to be in favor of 

general revenue as a source. 

7* Administrative controls in the more comprehensive 

programs present difficulties unless the departrsent of 

education is given sufficient authority to operate the pro-

gram. A combination of legislative and executive officers 

ci th% control board offer possibilities of serious handi-

caps to the operation of the program. 

8. In every program It is demonstrated that the state 

must accept final responsibility for education to accomplish 

a marked degree of success In meeting capital outlay needs. 
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CHAPTER IV 

SCHOOL flUIiDISG HEEDS AND PBESE32 

FIIASCJiG AfiEftlGEMUCTS 

One .measurement o f need in t h i s chap te r i s t o be set 

f o r t h i n terms of the immediate existing need for b u i l d i n g s 

t o accommodate p u p i l s already in school. In addition, the con-

tinuing need for additional buildings annually *111 be ex-

plained. 

for the purpose of this study i t i s not deemed prac-

tical to attempt to measure school building nmd, for Texas 

in an exac t amount. On the bas is o f available date i t does 

no t appear t o bt, p o s s i b l e w i t h o u t & state-wide survey fey in-

dividual d i s t r i c t s * There a r t sufficient da ta a v a i l a b l e t o 

indicate t e a t approximately accurate estimates cart be made 

of school needs. The development of a plan for state assist-

ance in providing funds for school building construction doe® 

not depend upon an exact appraisal of need. In discussing 

the point a statement by Morphet t and Heliar referred to 

earlier is quoted as follows* 

I f a complete sad eoaprehsns ive s tudy could be 
made on a. state wide basis in advance oi tne estab-
lishment of any program, such a step would be desir-
able. iiowever, the completion of such a step is not 
essential as a basis for establishing the prograau In 
&ost states t i ie procedure has been t o &&ke sufficient 
studies t© i n d i c a t e the basic problems ana needs and t o 
provide necessary background information which m&y be 
used i n developing a sound program of state support (6). 

92 
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Part 11 k Measurement of leed 

Development of n. School Housing Unit 

The initial step la determining capital outlay need is 

to establish. a satis factory unit of measure* 

The development of the currently accepted measure Is 

the result of the work of several specialists in the field 

of public school finance* In 1927 Sawson found it necessary 

to define a standard unit of expenditure for the purpose of 

comparing education cost, fie justifies his choice of what 

he called a pupil group unit as follows* 

It is true, however, that m schools are conducted, 
... the single Individual Is not the real unit for which • 

school expenditures are made* Under the present system 
of organisation! expenditures are made for educating a 
group of individuals* Teachers are employed to teach -
a group of individuals* Much of school equipment is 
bought for the use of a group* Buildings are con-

• structed with rooms for earing for several groups of- " 
'-pupils* Heat, light, fuel, janitor service, and the 
-Alice, are purchased for groups, not single individuals* 
It seems entirely reasonable to assume that the addi-

' tloo of one pupil to a school ados no appreciable amount 
to the cost of the school. It is only whm a group of 

• pupils is large enough to deaaad another teacher, ad-
ditional roes, additional equipment, and additional 
operation and maintenance costs, that appreciable ad-
ditional expenditures must be made, and are made* The 
only question is, "What is the size of the group which 
necessitates additional expenditures?" <3, pp. 59-63)* 

Mort had developed earlier a weighted pupil measure of 

education cost as a basis for distributing state funds. The 

weighting consisted of factors that varied from one district 

to another in respect to size of the school, density of popu-

lation, and transportation costs (7)« 
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The ideas of itewaon and tfort were combined by Boraan 

(1) to define a unit of cost for school buildings. Be pro-

posed and evaluated the cost per weighted pupil station (1, 

Chapter IX), The new unit defined by Boraan employed the 

group unit suggested by Dawson and Mort's technique of 

weighting. Boraaa found that to arrive at a cost which ' 

could be used with comparable results froa oat situation t® 

another, allowances aust be made for certain variations in-' 

eluding th# appurtenances to the classroom such as corri-

dors, gymnasium, auditoriua, service roo&sf sanitation 

facilities, et cet«ra. In eoaaeating on the mm unit Bor-

aaan concluded that, 

Even if the number of weighted pupil stations in a 
building did not prove to be a good basis for esti-
mating the cost of a proposed building as total cube-
ture, the new unit would still be useful. Estimates • 
based on a number of weighted pupil stations could be 
made even before preliminary plans had been drawn* k 
weighted pupil station unit would perait the estimating 
of costs from statement of need before plans w@r@ 
drawn (1, p. 60). 

In a more recent study of the equalizing of capital out-

lay in California, Waller <16, pp. 26-30) uses a teacher-

pupil-classroom ratio in establishing a unit of need* His 

unit agrees with earlier studies in that consideration is 

given to auxiliary facilities mentioned by Boroan. Weller*s 

explanation of his unit,of measure is quoted as follows* 

h building is composed of a number of instit^tloefl 
• unit8 known as classrooms. If a classroom were taken as 
the unit of capital outlay expenditures, the cost of 
such a unit of school housing could be expressed in 
terms of dollars per classroom. However, a school 
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building is not composed only of elassraoasi It com-
prises corridors, stairways, library facilities# * •, 
and the lii£€» When each classroom carries Its pro-
portionate share of the cost of these appurtenances. 
it b«eo»€s Joaoiaa ss a clfiisrooa unit (16, pp. 27-28}• 

hSMMkMQS£ &£ I M 1 

The classroom unit of measure has eoi&e to be accepted 

in several of the stst# programs providing for capital out-

lay. The Florida System measures need on a basis of in- ' 

straction units required to house the average daily 

attendance (9, p. 5*)» 'fhe standard procedure to determine 

units is to divide the average daily attendance by 27 for 

districts with 300 or more in average daily attendance, by 

26 for 200 to 300, and by 25 for school# with less than 200 

pupils in average daily attendance. Alabama employs « simi-

lar system with the figures used varying somewhat <9, pp. 32-

33), i'ne following states determine need in a like aanaer 

with slight variations in the scale used: xVorth Carolina, 

Seorgi.6, Utah, and Washington (9) * 

S,<yiifcf u£ Mm .MSliS 

Tii« opfciauia size of a classroom unit is questionable. 

It appeal's to be genei'&lly as is pointed out in u 

recent publication, that the tread is toward s»aaller classes 

(2, pp. 14-15). This source states that* "Many school ays- ' 

terns have now achieved class sizes in the eleventory school 

of 25 to 30 pupils" (2, p. 14). 
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The raore recently established state systems of financ-

ing schools are of the minimum foundation type <9)• Ihe 

basis of elefceraiaiag state allocation is the classroom unit,, 

or, as it is designated in suae systems, the classroom-

teacher-unit* The procedure used In determining the number 

of classroom units in Florida's minimum foundation program 

for both capital outlay and operating cost Is explained by 

the" United States Office, ©f Mucation as follows# 

the general plan for- determining instruction units 
is set forth, in the law and is based oa one such unit 
for each 27 pupils or major fraction thereof in average 
daily attendance in all elementary schools and in junior, 
senior, or four-year high schools and junior colleges 
(9, p. 54}* 

In a study financing capital outlay in California in 

1940 feller found difficulty in determining the classroom unit 

size. It was his conclusion that, 

There are no absolute standards, of course, for 
the determineties of these ratios(pupils per teacher), 
and hence it is necessary to use as a criterion the 
generally accepted practice throughout the state as a 
whole (10, p. 27). 

It is a relatively simple matter to review the practice 

throughout the state of i'ê as as a whole* The minimum 

foundation program which provides state funds for operating 

expense defines the gigs of the classroom in numbers of pupils 

in avarege daily attendance. The number varies from smaller 

school districts to the larger ones* schools with an average 

daily attendance of 15 to 20 pupils qualify for one eless-

rooa unit. Beyond this size the allowance generally is one 
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classroom for each 26 pupils in average daily attendance. 

It is to be noted that in each Instance cited the classroom 

unit allowance is f©r a stated number of pupils in average 

daily attendance. In Texts, especially, this is to be 

pointed out as about 26 pupils in average daily attendance 

for each classroom unit. 

fhe data available for use in this study are not averag* 

attendance bat first entry enrollments. Ssiiai&tes of future 

enrollments which have hem m&de by the Texas Education 

i^ency are given in first entry enrollments. To use these 

figures, it then becomes necessary to establish the relation-

ship of first entry enrollment figures with those of average 

daily attendance* im examination of these two reveals that 

the average daily attendance is 36.8 per cent of the first 

entry enrollments# This would mean that, on the average, 

each classroom unit of 26 pupils in average daily attendance 

would amount to 33 pupils in the first entry enrollment. 

i'liis figure of 30 pupils Is accepted as the size of the 

classrocia. unit for determining the number of units needed 

where first entry enrollment statistics are used. 

Cost §£ Hit Unit 

The standard cost per classroom should guarantee satis# 

factory and complete facilities* It has been pointed out 

previously in the development of the classroom unit as a 

standard measurement of need, that the unit was composed of 
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the actual classroom with its proportionate share of aux-

iliary facilities* It follows then that such a- classroom 

unit cost sill be considerably higher thm if a single class-

room. unit cost were basse! on the cost per square foot. Th» 

•i-«ac&& Education i»ger.cy *ts es*sd for £ complete classroom 

unit cost wiich could be used as an acceptable ii&asure in 

computing need* Their reply sas that, 

ife consider $30,000 as the approximate cost to pro-
vide a "complete" school facility.. la other words, if 
you would pay your architect, bay the site, build and 
equip the building including all facilities such as gya, 
cafeteria, shops, etc., «nd divide the total cost by 
the number of regular classrooms, you pay about f30,000 
per room C5)« 

Further checking indicates that the i'ex&s Education 

agency uses this figure in sieving estissates of school build-

ing needs. la an article appearing in Ml-tff fttWl 

November 6, 1955? the education agency is quoted as saying 

that £30,000 per elassruoss unit as it is defined, In this 

discussion can bo considered the cost per classroom for 

"complete facilities" (2)* 

The reliability of using £30,000 per classroom unit as 

it is defined in this study cafi be further illustrated. In 

a recent article on the national school building needs 

Johns estimates cost as follows* 

, , . assuming conservatively that .the cost of pro-
viding buildings for school population increases will 
be $1,000 per student, it will require a billion 
dollars annually for the next ten years. * . (4). 
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SiiAce the size of m e ciassrooa unit fins been estate-* 

visaed as aecomwocating jo pupils of first entry enrolXment, 

tela figure by Johns woula place tne unit cost at $30,000. 

is the same figure used by the lexas Education &gency. 

Itiis appears to be sufficient evidence to establish the 

cost of each classroom unit at $30,000. 

fh.g Bad, a ting Seed 

Sufficient data appear to be available to establish 

satisfactorily the number of classroom units needed in Texas 

at the present feiae. us proposed in the introduction, the 

school building survey made in Texas in 1951 can be used as 

a .basis from which to compute housing need. This 1951 school 

building survey was made under the provisions of United 

States Public Law 8.15? by the Administrative Division of the 

tex&s Education Agency. The first phase was completed and a 

report entitled k tehool Plant Inventory of Texas Public 

schools (13) was published in March, 1951. in describing 

the aanner in which the survey was made, the Texas Education 

Agency makes the following explanation! 

this survey has been made according to the direc-
tion and suggestions aiae® by the U. S, Office of a,clu-
cation as adapted to Texas needs, and to accomplish the 
purpose of Title X, Public law 815, &Lst Congress. The 
purpose stated in the act is, ". . . to assist the 
several states to inventory existing school facilities, 
to survey the need for the construction of additional 
facilities in relation to the distribution of school 
population, to develop state plans for school construc-
tion programs, and to study the adequacy of state and 
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local .resources available to j»«et school facilities 

requirements. • (13, p. 2). 

In aalclag this survey, standards were established at 

the outset far the appraisal of existing facilities, Like-

wise m&4 urns determined as to replacements* renovations, 

and naw installation#. 

it is recognized that ordinarily standard# are subject 

to' iside variations in interpretation at- the local level* "to 

avoid this possible invalidating effeet, the Taxes Sduestioa. 

Agency provided nine area consultants for the state to assist 

local administrators (12, p. 1). The consultants assisted in 

the ..interpretation of established standards for the survey. 

k measure of uniformity was thus maintained la the appraisal 

of existing facilities and in defining the extent of housing 

need. 

Table 1 gives a summary of the housing need as found by 

the state survey. This table lists expenditures needed for 

classrooms separately froia those needed for additional i acui-

ties end additions other than classrooms to existing build-

ings. the gr&afi total of expenditure needs as of March, 1951# 

according tc the survey, was $4?1# 15*6.000. It appears that 

this Is the total capital outlay expenditure which *ould have 

been required for as adequate school plant for all fexas 

schools. 

lot all phases of the 1951 inventory can be brought up 

to date accurately. There are not sufficient data available 
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Type of School No. of 
Pupils 

No. of 
Glass- : 

rooms 

Istimated 
Coat 

1 a 3 4 

Bilmmmt&ry 
lew classrooms 
needed toi 
1. Belie5?# over-

crowding 63,248 : 2 >366 #34,803,000 

2. House enroll-
ment i m z m m s 39,530 1,456 23,202,000 ; 

3*. Replace obso-
lete bltgs* 55,341 2,245 j ! 31,234,000 

4. Total 158,119 : 6,067 j ; 89,239,000 ' 

-Stedti additions to 
existing buildings 
other then clast-
/rows 

1 

| 
< 
I 104,032,000 ' 

Secondary 
:$•* classrooms 
.'&Md«d tO» 

1. Relieve over-
- crowding 16,35? ! 612 9,001,000 

i 

•; 2. House enroll- • 
meat incream$ ; 10,223 377 6,001,000 

- "• 3» Keplao# obso-
' l«te bldgs* 14,313 580 ; 8,077,000 • •." 

4. Total : 40,1393 1,569 . 23,079,000 
• deeded additions to 
existing feuildiog# 
other than class-
rooms 47,276,000 
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Type o f School So. of 
Pupils 

: i©« of 
; Cl&ss-
! XQCUftS .. . 

Estimated 
Cost 

1 ~~~1 4 
Combined elementary 
s a d secondary 

l e w classrooms 
n t t i e d to* 

1 . Relieve over** ; 
crowding 29,443 

. 

1,102 16,202,000 

2* House enroll-- 5 

flumt increases . 18,402 673 10,801,000 

3« Replace obso-
lete bldgs. 25,762 1,045 14,540,000 

• 4 . l o t a l 73,607 : 2,825 41,543,000 

aeeded additions to 
existing buildings 
other than class-
rooms 85,967,000 

f o t e l 
Mew c les s rooas 
needed toss l 
. - 1»- Believe over-

-r" crowding 109,048 : 4,080 60,006,000 

: 2 . . fioase enroXX* 
s e a t increases 68,X55 2,511 : 40,004,000 

3» fieplac# ©lis#-
l e t e bldgs* 95,416 3,870 53,980,000 ' 

4. f o t s l 
l e e i t d additions t o 
ex i s t i ng buildings 
©ther than c l a s s -
'rooms 

2?2,619 10,461 153,861,000 

317,295*000 
Grand total of new 
classrooms and ad-
d i t i o n s to existing 
M i l d i n g s 272,619 10,461 ; 471,156,000 
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to define the expenditures necessary to replace existing 

buildings vhlch have beeoae obsolete or otherwise unsuit-

able since 1951» nor is it possible to show the result of 

population shifts frost rural to urban areas* However,-It 

is believed that additional needs accruing since 1951 ©aa 

be shown with sufficient accuracy by using pupil enroll-

ment increases* These increases alone will show a need be-

lieved to be large enough to require special attention* 

table II shows the total enrol liaent of ftxus Public 

Schools from the school year 1950*51 through 1953~54 and 

sa estimated enrollment continuing through 1959-60* 

r r n r n u 

J3KR0LLMSHTS FOR TEXAS W J & I G SCHOOLS 

School Year fetal First Entry Increases Over 
.Prevtom .Year . 

1950-51 
1951-52 
1952-53 
1953-54 
1954-55 
1955-56 
1956-57 
1957-53 
1958-59 
1959-60 

1,413,730 
1,455*748 
1,510,452 
1*591,956 
1,673,601 
1*?55»560* 
1,^24,165* 
1,883,309* 
1,952,692* 
1,996,217* 

42,013 
54,704 
31,504 
81,645 
31,959 
68,605 
59,144 

43*525 

*Estimated by Guy .vest, Research and Statistics, fexas 
Education,. Agency <5)« 

4s explained in Chapter I, this estimate is accepted 

as the aost accurst® available., 
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When the 1951 inventory was completed, Texas public 

schools had a total enrollment of 1,413,730 pupils* The 

first entry enrolli&ent for 1955-56 if stova in fable- IX to 

be en estimated 1,755,560 pupils. This is en additional.-

341,830 pupils over the 1950-51 school year. 

On the basis of one classroom for each additional 30 

pupils enrolled, this increase would call for 11,394 n®w 

elia$grooms since the 1951 inventory. f M s figur# dots' not 

take into account say requirement f-̂ r population shift -®r 

m p l s e m m t of obsolete or unsuitable buildings. 

Information from Joe H. Inmphrey, Direetor- of Misin-

istrative Services of t&e-Stares Education Agency, on present 

school plant needs in Texas is quoted as follows-! -

ft estimate that we will have a carry-over 
shortage of rooas of 7»445 to begin 1$5;5»56-*' le 
think we will need 3*024 mm rooms to house th<a-
90,731 additional children for this year over 

- 1954~55* ae@d 2*978 rooras to rtpleee ©bsolete 
, and abandoned buildings, asking a total need ©f 

- 13,447 rooms (5)* 

- This estimate of 13,447 fteeded glassrooas Is 2,053 

fiiore than tin* number computed ©a the basis of enrollment 

increases alone. I'he discrepancy probably can be accounted 

for by the factors of population shift and replacements not 

appearing in the 11,394 classroom figure. It can also fc* 

partially accounted for by the fact that the Humphrey esti-

mate is based on a pupil enrollment increase of 90,731 

over the previous year, while the 11, 394 figure is 
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computed OH an enrollment increase of only 81,959 pupils 

over the previous year. 

From information available it smms reasonably certain 

that construction since the 1951 survey has altered the 

need but slightly. The Texas Education Agency is quoted 

as follows* 

Sine# that time (March, 1951) the State of Texas 
has been spending an average of approximately 
$114,000,000 a year in building public school build-
ings. Due to increased enrollments through the years, 
1 would guess that the building which has been done 
has Just "held our own" and that we will find our-
selves considerably behind even five or ten years in 
the future (5)« 

Later information fro# the gas-e source does not agree 

exactly in the amounts spent for construction since 1951* 

The agency is quoted in The Pallas lews . of November 6,1955> 

as follows! 

Construction for school buildings dropped to 
$85,000,000 in Texas last year after running above 
#110,000,000 in each of the two previous years. 
The figures are froia the Texas Education 4g«»ey 
(2). 
Using the estimate of $114,000,000 a year spent for 

new school buildings for the first three years since 1951* 

and $85,000,000 for last year, it is found that a total of 

#427,000,000 has been spent for school buildings since 

1951. 

The 1951 inventory placed the total need at <1471,156* 000« 

If the $427,000,000 estimated expenditure since 1951 is ac-

cepted as reliable, there would be a carry-over deficit of 

$44,156,000* 
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file ©srry-ovtr deficit means that without any need 

occurring since 1951* the building program in ferns; would 

still be $44,156,000 iii arrears# The carry-over deficit 

would very as the amount actually spent varies from tfc« 

estimated figures quoted above. 

On the tea sis of $30,000 per el&s-sroeifi, enrollment in-

creases would require an expenditure of $341,820,000» The 

carry-over deficit added to this amount would set the ex-

isting need at £3^5,976,000. Still, this does not provide 

for replacement of any buildings or for population shifts# 

Xha estimate from the Texas Education Agency quoted on 

present need was for a total of 13,44? classrooms, At & 

cost of f>3G,00O per classroom unit this estimate would place 

the present need at $403,410,000. There is a difference of 

^17,434,000 in the two estimates* Again, attention is called 

to the fact that this lesser estimate includes neither the 

costs of replacements nor accounts for population shifts, 

Apparently, the present school plant needs in 'i'ex&s would 

require an expenditure of at least #400,000,000* It s«eas 

reasonable to accept that approximate figure as the present 

school plant needs In Texas. 

mntimim Mai 

If the present needs for additional school buildings 

were met is»ediat«ly, it would still be necessary to provld# 

for a substantial annual expenditure to keep pace with the 
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Increasing enrollments, fable II shows an estimated total 

enrollment of 1,996,217 for the 1959-60 school terca. - M s 

is an accumulated increase of 240,65? over the 1955-56 

school year* It is pointed out that the Weat estimate used 

.in'this table appears to be very conservative in view of 

the feet that the projected increases art considerably less 

tin®, those for the years isaedi&tely prior to 1955-56 for 

which actual figures are used* If the estimate is accepted 

fcs the ininlcium enrollment that may be expected* A costiaulhf 

building progras siast be provided for s minimum of 60,000 

additional pupils annually. 

In defining the unit of oeasure, the cost of $30,000 

per classic® was discussed and accepted. It »es,al#o ac-

cepted that each classroom unit would accommodate a first 

entry enrollment of 30 pupils. On this basis it is ap-

parent that the requirement would be $1,000 per pupil en- • 

rolled. The average expected annual lucres# then would 

require an annual expenditure of $60,000,000 for additional 

building facilities. 

If the immediate need could be met, it would then be 

possible to outline provisions for replacement of obsolete 

and unsuitable buildings. The United States Office of Edu-

cation in computing school building needs he 3 used 2 per 

cent of the existing classrooms as the acaount ordinarily re-

quired to be replaced annually (8, p» 37). 
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The estimated enrollment of 1,824 pupils In Texas 

schools in 1956-5? would require 60, -300 classrooms on the 

basis of 30 pupils enrolled per classroom. Using the re-

placement standard of the Office of Education, 1,216 class-

toosas would need to be replaced annually# At a cost of 

f30?000 for each complete classroom unit, tills would cost 

$36,480,000 annually. 

It is recognized that there are factors other than en-

rollment increases and replacements to be considered in de-

fining the continuing seed* & recent study by the Ttxm 

Research League (15) points up the problem of school district 

re-orgonization. Further district re-organization would have 

an effect on housing facilities if re-location of the pupils 

resulted from consolidation, Generally, this -seems to hmm 

been the esse. The Texas Research League (15, pp. 20-27) 

found that 366 school districts have been eliminated through 

consolidation since March, 1951> when the school plant sur-

vey was made* The Research League also points out what ap-

pears to be e significant Influence in the shift to the 

attendance area centers. Common school districts, usually 

rural, decreased from 1,23,2 for the IV50-51 school year 

to 930 for the 1952-53 school year. During the same period, 

the study reports independent districts increased from 947 

to 982. It seeias likely that if further consolidations are 

made, the continuing need for additional classroom units at 

the centers of attendance certainly would be affected. What 
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this effect would be in cost cannot be estimated since 

there is not at present a state plan for r@-oFg&aiaattoa 

or re-location of school attendance areas. 

The rural-to-nrbaA aovement of the population could 

m m an effect ©a school housing needs In the -future..' In 

reference to this topic the Southern States W&k Conference 

in Guidance Study states the following! 

. • farm population h m been decreasing in size and 
population since 1930* The average age of faria-onaer-
operator is increasing and is now approximately 52 
•years* This means fewer rural children {11}* 

:,-The above factors of school district re-org aniz a t i on 

slid ,raral-to-BaJ>an population shifts possibly-.affseting 

fixture school ae<$d$ cannot be appraised with ..stifflei feat 

accuracy to be included in the continuing n m & cost, These 

factors are discussed only to point out that pupil enroll-

ment Increases and replacements of obsolete units will de-

fin* continuing need for new buildings In a very conservative 

amount. 

The annual replacement cost of obsolete buildings was 

placed at $36*480,000# Estimates of pupil enrollment in-

creases called for an additional expenditure of $60,000,000. 

Thus, a total of $f6,4§0,000 is accepted as the minimum 

annual expenditure which would be made to maintain a satis-

factory school plant in Texas. 
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i s M 4^4 .fiKSB Indebtedness . 

It appears to be generally the practice for school 

districts to sell bonds m finance capital outlay m a m * 

•,'iitii capital outlay needs increasingt as outlined earlier 

in this chapter, band issues have been necessary more 

often and In larger amounts. there are indications that 

the indebtedness incurred by local school districts as a 

result of those bond issues has reached such proportions 

that another area of need has been created. This would be 

true if such, indebtedness is large enough to interfere! with 

the normal operation of the current school program and pre-

vent the eons traction of needed faullaiags* 

3!he latest info mention atailable oa .the bonded debt 

of school districts is for the end of the 1953-54 school 

year. The i'exes Education Administrative Division is quoted 

as folio*si afh& totfal beaded inaebtedness of all public 

school districts in 2exas as of iugust 31, 1954, \ms 

4*569,032,4-50 C5)» $he agency was asked how many school dis-

tricts had exhausted their bonding capacity* i'hair answer 

was that there is no way of estimating this number* ihe 

total of the bonded indebtedness has little meaning in 

terms of the ability of individu&l loctl districts to sell 

additional bonds to aeet building needs. By the use ©f 

earlier data the status of individual units can be indicated. 

i M s information is given in the 1951 survey of the school 

plants of fexas (13)» It is important to remember that 
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these data are as of March, 1551* Since that time, as re-

ported earlier, approximately $427,000,000 has beta spent 

for school building cons truetian, Probably the major pop* 

tion of tfcet amount was derived from school bond sales ©ad 

may te added to the figures in the 1951 school plant sur-

vey. 

an examination of the date referred to r«vesls that 

most school districts would not te financially able as of 

Marcb, 1951» to provide needed cap-It©! outlay* »ith addi-

tional expenditures since that ti&e, they are probably 

less sble now. The data reveal that only 215 school dis-

tricts in Texas with a combined enrollment wf 125#34-6 pupils 

have as isuc> as $3L,000 per papil bondlag capacity available. 

It is also shown that in .larch, 1951? more than 500,000 

school children la Texts had available for thea less then 

410-0 per pupil in unpledged bonding capacity. 

School districts which art hard pressed for banding 

capacity may increase assessed valuations which would pro*-

duct iuore revenue to finance additional bonds, However* 

this procedure has its limitations as the summary of the 

'i'exas Education Agency points out# Tiiey are quoted as 

folioasI 

in all, $540,294|500 is needed to '©ring teacas 
school buildings, auxiliary facilities, sites and 
bus fleets up to satisfactory conditions. How can 
this money be provided? The survey shows that 
fexas school districts could, by raising assessed 
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vslustioB* and by tesiiitisg tbsir teapsytr* to tfc« Xlsltf 

tsls# ̂ 25ft3S3fUS§ ®f ifet aswmat nn#g«d C3t p*4)* 

I&« ?•*«« b*$Mkt&t0 in its XW5 s«a§iaa Ij 

ia have r«cagals«sl cfaet t&« ma4t-d tJjaeei«£Uae« &t *<tfcd©X 

44# If lets ted *•*#<&*& # r#$&i?«a warn 

a nm law t*i saseisd sfeidft allows sc&eel district* is #*»• 

e««3 fefc# limit #-rlgls#lif ̂ Ue«4 <ia t&* iMmmm #1 bm&*» 

%Tm of tMs seitott aill m 4t*Qmssm$ 

liter# -At this p0lm% th« Isgi&Uti*s *&U.0% is Ispartsat 

ia- u&t it g*v* M m t i m &> «*l*U&g :fraa-4®4 

sltyfc'&ifetl* 

X&<# *lfccl le£i*X«Uvt &atioii «ill &&-#« t4|i#2i to 

fiH4tieial #tfeiiliag m'm&X districts rt$isr4isg lurtoif 

issM Ismmb Is still quM&nl****itXe at fcls tAm-* l«irt lit • 

m aw lis el t t# *&»• tt«& wmotr #£ seaa#! districts 

^iefcr&st# votsa to aatsr ttee a*» *asi 

i&t-.origltifel Xitfit oa 1wm*& l®6*bt4$&#*** <% rtfsett, ttus 

hgmmg c<jm*n%s m tfc* a«w 1*» ## f#Xl.©wt 
i# itliewit u& r*Q92kt£y p*m4 i*» ©fc t#x aai 

b«#ad Itsitstioa *1X1 hslj* so&s districts feat it is 
mi * paa&€#» 1# e&fs &UL Ills# 1j4 ibt- tol plannf 
3ref«m«ss of £fe* Malt ©a tb« cMttftt-of bendts th« 
actual lislt. in && tmwi m&rkrnt is «paa a 

•• . district's nMJity to *>*:>, aol & sseoikA U«it*tlea 
«hUm mil »&ry itm £.1 strict t© district is tli« 

wil.li«fn«ss to vet# ulgkm t&tts m m l«f#r 
of §@a4s» Caasii#r&&i« lisf ij#«a 

••' ' «f!4®at ia • tumsutr of r«e«ii|* CJ'I# 

fiii« ife# f«et Itoiii tfc# bw4 asrtet is 

~'bm%d m & district's #t»iilty to ĵ jr* it s««es r**«Ofi»fe£« 

Uu i #s scls@ei districts ia a«@«i of »r« buiMiiigg «̂ pjre»©i» 
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the limit of their ability, interest rates on bonds will £ft» 

crease and the market for their sale will become limited. 

fh# present bonded indebtedness of local school dl*« 

tricts appears to be sufficiently large as to seriously 

hamper efforts to meet capital outlay needs. It seems that ; 

there are at least two alternatives open to school districts* 

First, they might curtail the current program and apply the 

tax rate to the payment of bonds. A second choice might be 

that assessed valuations could be raised high enough to per* 

rait the issuing of more bonds. 'However, the previous dis-

cussion indicates that neither course is a satisfactory 

answr to the problem of meeting the i569J032f
s+5O bonded in-

debtedness -3BS at the sane time provide any nseiefl.'add Ac-

tional capital outlay. 

Fart lit Provisions for Financing Building Beets 

Traditionally* the financing of school building f&el3JL*r 

ties has been regarded as a local responsibility. The state 

legislature delegated to the local adninistratlve school 

unit the necessary authority to levy and collect taxes for 

the purpose. The law tuoder which the local school district#. 

operate is quoted from Texas School Lavs, as followst 

Section 1* Taxing Power. The commissioners court for 
the common school district in its county, and the dis-
trict school trustees for the independent school dis-
trict, incorporated for school purposes only, shall 
have power to levy and cause to be collected the annual 
taxes and to issue the bonds here la authorised, sub-
ject to the following provisionsi 
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(1) In common school districts, for the further 
maintenance of public free schools and the erection 
3nd equipment of public school buildings therein, a 
special tax, and in independent school districts for 
maintenance cf schools therein, an ad valorem tax not 
to exceed one dollar and fifty cents ($1,50) on the 
one hundred dollars valuation of taxable property of 
the district* 

(2) In coauaon school and Independent districts, 
for the purchase, construction, repair of equipment 
of public free school buildings within the limits of 
such districts not to exceed fifty cents (50 i) cn 
the one hundred dollars valuation, such tax to be 
for the payment of the current interest on and provide 
a sinking fund sufficient t© pay the principal of bond*' 
which said districts are empowered to issue for such 
purposes* 

(3) The amount of maintenance tax, together with 
the aaount of .bond tax of any district, shall w e ? ex-
ceed one dollar and fifty cents ($1.50/ on the one 
hundred dollars valuation of taxable propertyj and if 
the rate of bond tax, together with the rate of siain* 
tcnance tax voted in the district shall at any time 
exceed one dollar and fifty cents ($1.50) on the on* 
hundred dollars valuation, such bond tax shall operate 
to reduce the attiste&aace ' tax to the difference between 
rate of the bond tax and the one dollar and fifty cents 
($1.50) (10, Art., 27&t"«, Sec. !)• 

Under the provisions of this law, local school districts 

have sold bonds and levied taxes to pay for these bonds. It 

is noted that the only tax available to the district is the 

ad valorem tax on property. It is noted further that the 

tax rate has a liasit of one dollar and fifty cents ($1*50) 

per IKK) assessed valuation. Fifty cents of this amount is 

permitted to be used for capital outlay. If more than fifty 

cents is used for capital outlay the maintenance tax is 

lowered so that the total of the tax for maintenance and 

capital outlay will not ©xseed the Halt established. In a 
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few instances districts have been permitted to exceed th® 

limit of 1-1.50 tax rate per $100 assessed valuation. The 

statistical report el' the Sexas Education Agency for 1953-

:jk lists such instances (12)# 

Once a school district has levied the aiaxiarum tax rat# 

and still has not met its building inseti it can either cur* 

tail its school program &M us® a portion of the maintenance 

rat® or raise the assessed valuation of the district so that 

the established rat® would provide funds for utore aoads to 

be sold# It seems unlikely that a district could reduce 

the maintenance tax rat® and at the sm® tine operate ad-

ditional buildings, fhe practice of raising assessments 

appears to m the procedure most often followed under the 

law quoted above# 

the Texas Education Agency reported that at the end of 

the 1953-5̂ - school year 69** of the state's 2,0**̂  school dis-

tricts had levied ana wore collecting the maxliaum 51.50 tax 

rate (12, pp. l-$8). Accordingly, at the end of the 1953-

5H- school year more than one third of the school districts 

could not have additional funds for capital outlay without 

raising assessments or diverting a portion of the tax levied 

for maintenance and operation of the school program# 

In Its 1955 session the Texas State Legislature provided 

an alternate means of financing capital outlay by the pas-

sage of Senate Mil 116. This bill became effective on 
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August 1955. It dees not change any laws already exist-

ing. A portion of Senate Bill 116 is quoted as follows: 

Section X* The commissioners court for the corn-son 
school districts in its county, ana trustees of rural • 
high school districtsj and trustees of all other 
school districts, shall have the power to levy and 
cause to be collected the annual taxes and to Issue the 
bonds herein authorized, subject to the following pro- , 
visions» ' ' 

(1) In common end independent school districts, 
rural high school districts, and cities and towns con-
stituting independent school districts, and in $11 other 
school districts for the further maintenance of public 
free schools, an annual ad valoram tax may he levied 
not to exceed in districts having a bonded indebtedness 
of seven per cent (7^3 or less of its total assessed : 
value of taxable property, one dollar and fifty cents -
(11*50) on tli# one hundred dollar ($100*00) assessed 
value of taxable property In the district# For each ; 
one per cent (l£) or m&jor fraction thereof, increase 
in bonded indebtedness beyond seven per cent (7%) of 
the assessed, value of taxable property in such school 
district, the atsjlstai maintenance rat® shall be d.«<* 
creased by ten cents (10 £). • » « 

Provided, however, that such annual ad valorem ' .• 
tax levied smy not exceed the maximum established by a 
majority vote of the resident qualified taxpaying 
voters of the district, voting in an election or elec-
tions held for such purpose# 

(2) In ccrnaon school and independent eistricts.t 
x-ural high school districts, and all other school dis-
tricts, for the purchase, construction, repair of 
equipment of public free school buildings, and the pur-
chase of necessary sites therefore, said districts m y 
issue bonds and aay levy ad valorem taxes in an amount 
sufficient to pay the Interest on and principal of all 
bonds Issued for such purpose, provided that bonds 
shall never be acre than ten per cent (10 $) of the 
assessed value of taxable property in such school dis-
tricts, according to the then last completed and ap-
proved tax rolls' of such district (10, Senate Bill 116, 
Texas State Legislature, 1955)* 

For a district to operate under the provisions of Senate 

Bill 116 it is necessary to have a majority vote of the 
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r e s i d e n t q u a l i f i e d t a rpay ing v o t e r s appro*© the adopt ion of 

the p rov i s ions of t he b i l l . Once approved? a t ax r a t e t o 

f i n a n c e a bond i s s u e »ay be voted s e p a r a t e l y from the on® 

c o l l a r and f i f t y cen t s ($1.?0) maxiwum r a t e which i e es*» 

tablished i n the o r i g i n a l law. 

There i s no de f ined l i m i t on t he t a x r a t e uhich may 

be voted to f i n a n c e a bond i s sue under the p rov i s ions of 

the 1955 law. The l i m i t i s i n terms of the amount of bonds 

which may b® voted l a r e f e r e n c e to t he assessed va lua t i on* 

Paragraph 1 of u.eetioa 1 of Senate B i l l 116 a l lows a t a x 

r a t e necessary t o psy f o r the bond i s s u e when the amount of 

bonds does not exceed 7 p&r cont of the assessed v a l u a t i o n . 

I f the bonded indebtedness exceeds 7 per cent of the assessed 

v a l u a t i o n then the maintenance tax r a t e oust be lowered. The 

r e d u c t i o n i s to be t e n cen t s per one hundred d o l l a r s f o r each 

1 per c e n t of the assessed v a l u a t i o n i f the bonded indebted** 

aess exceeds the '/ par cent of the a s sessed v a l u a t i o n . Thus, 

i f t he bonded indebtedness i s 7 per c en t , or l e s s , of the 

assessed v a l u a t i o n , the maximum maintenance tax r a t e could 

be $1.50 on each £100 assessed va lua t i on* If the bonded in-

debtedness i s S per cent of the assessed v a l u a t i o n , the 

maintenance rate maximum cannot be more than f l . ^ G , Ihere 

is a f i n a l l i m i t in t h a t l o c a l bonded indebtedness i n any 

event cannot exceed 10 per cent of the assessed valuation. 

It is believed especially significant that the Texas 

Educat ion Agency l i s t s as a limitation the p e o p l e ' s 
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willingness to vote more bonds -snd higher rates, They state 

that "considerable reluctance has- been evident in a number ©£ 

places recently* (!?)• Wort (?) refers to this consideration 

as local vigor. It :1s his thesis that the interest of the 

people is shown by their willingness to support their school# 

financially. However, the warning is made that excessive 

demands upon the financial resources of a community can de-

stroy the interest of the people and their willingness to 

support the schools* 

At the end of the 1953-5^ school year 1,198 school dis-

tricts were assessing the legal maximum tax rate for capital 

outlay costs and 69k of these were assessing the -11*50 limit 

for both miateiifciioe and capital outlay (12). It seems 

likely that the number has increased since that time. The 

education agency pointed out that in 1951 the school dis-

tricts of Texas could revise only about cne half of the 

sicxmy needed for capital outlay if they raised their tax 

rates and doubled the assessed valuations (3, p. J+). The 

Texas education Agency apparently is in agreement that 

local vigor is endangered when they advise that "consider-

able reluctance (to vote higher tax rates and more bonds) 

has been evident in a nuaaber of places recently*rt 

The alternate provision for financing capital outlay 

under Senate Bill 116 (10) could have a further adverse 

effect on local vigor. This law makes possible the taxing 
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of local resources for more bonds without Involving any 

state effort. 'The only 15®it is in terms of assessed valtm-

tjons vhlch the local school boards control trover the law. 

The limit which the local districts can bear legally and 

nro willing to bear can only b«'determined! by experience# 

Howpvc-r, it does appear that the trend toward public un~ 

willingness is evident, 

IMmmI M s tm .SsfeaaA IilMingJ. 

Federal funds Imvm been Hade available to some school 

districts in Texas for financing capital outlay* The United 

States Office of Education explains the provisions of Public 

Law 8l5> Title II of the 8lst Congress, 1950, as followst 

Title II (Public Law 815) recognizes wthe impact 
vhich certain federal activities I-ave had on the school 
construction needs In the areas in vhich such federal 
activities have been or a re being carried on'1 and wde*» 
clares it to be the policy of the United States to bear 
the cost of constructing school facilities in such 
areas® in the manner and to the extent provided in the 
law (9, P. 27K 

While the provisions of this law have greatly aided! In 

soiae emerge tici" situations in Texas schools, it will make 

little or no contribution toward the continuing need as set 

forth earlier in this chapter* The continuing need was 

based on a forecast of original first entry enrollments and 

on the replacements believed to be necessary* The factor of 

population shifts within the state or into the state were not 
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considered» Generally, population impacts due to federal 

defense activities are due to such movc?«aats of population* 

" ' L£ all D il« 1 Citizens Coaroission for Public Schools 

(3) disc-asses possibilities £f farther financial aid from 

the federal gov eminent. Consideration Is given to a number 

of arran&etuents whereby money could be made available to 

Uife sUtes* -he significant point sc&ss to be that in each 

instance stats control of funds is stressed. It is pointed 

out tuut in the past fflOsS of the federal grants have seen 

through the state authority, Froia the state, apportionment • 

is subsequently £&ade to local districts without federal in-

terference. 

Legislation presently being considered by the national 

congress is aimed toward assisting states in relieving the 

school housing shortage, it to u® unwise to atteapt 

an evaluation of this legislation sine# iaiaerous ajaendiaents 

are bwing offered, if a federal assistance program is 

enacted anil if it does not carry unusual restricting features, 

there are already provisions in the Texas statutes for hand-

ling the program under state administration. A portion of 

Senate Bill 115, as found in nets of 19^9 of the 51st legis-

lature, is quoted as followss 

The Central hducation Agency shall be the sole 
agency of the Stat© of Texas empowered to enter into 
agreements respecting educational undertakings, in-
cluding the providing of school lunches and the con-
struction of'school buildings, with an agency of the 
Federal Government. . . . 1© County Board of Education 
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or Board of Trustees of a school distrl ct shall enter 
into contracts with or accept moneys froa, any agency 
of the Federal Government except tinder rules and" regti** 
lations prescribed by the Central education Agency CIO), 

This law provides for the inclusion of federal funds 

into the proposals sad* in this study. 

State $ Hows nee for Cauital Outlay 
*&&»• ^ytsesm 

The state legislature ha* made an effort to provJ.de son® 

state assistance in financing capital outlay through an amend* 

ftient to the siini crura foundation program for current operating 

costs (15, |>* 72)» This provision does not follow the usual 

arrangef«ents found in the foundation programs of other states. 

All .minimum foundation programs oj-<eratc to make a port:! on 

of the cost of the Iocs:! school program a local obligation# 

the amount: of thi s local pert ion, or local charge as it is 

commonly called, is dependent upon vh&t tho program deter--

mines, to he the loc,~l district's aMllty to s«pr-ort its 

school. The simit&mnt which applies to capital outlay pro* 

vides for the local dl stricts to subtract, or take credit, 

on thc-ir local charge an amount of 1100 for each professional 

unit allowed the district hv the foundation formulae.. The 

state assumes the responsil>ill ty for the amount thus taken 

from the local charge* It appears to be the intent of the 

amendment for local districts to continue to levy and col-

lect the suam taxes as If the total .local charge were 

assessed* The <»100 per professional unit which would thus 
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he gnlTV-6 then ?'0 placed in a building fur.d. -ho new 

Ihv does not r.ate any difference srnong the several district®* 

If r» district n«edc gevsrsl new building;-", or none, it 

still receives the ŝ .me credit on the local charge. I'laa law 

doc3 not even restrict the use of the money to expenditure 

for c i". 31 1 out la y, 

In svmrnbluing the provisions for financing capital 

outlay for Texas schools, four principal ones may 'be listed* 

The first of these is the original law empowering local dis-

tricts to levy an ad valorem tax for currant operating cost 

and' for providing capital outlay. The total tax levy xrnder 

this law cannot exceed a combined total of $1*50 for each 

$100 assessed valuation. The second or alternate provision 

peraits districts to vote to accept a program which could 

levy a tax sufficient to finance bonds in an amount to be a 

specified percentage of the assessed valuation of the dis-

trict, The third provision for school buildings in Texas 

is by qualifying for federal funds in areas where there is 

a population impact due to federal defense activities* Thi® 

provision possibly could contribute to meeting the present 

need, but it is not believed to be of significant value in 

meeting the continuing need as defined in this study. The 

fourth provision allows each district to receive an addi-

tional $100 per professional unit* These funds my be used 
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for capital outlay at the discretion of the local 

district. 

m MmiMMsai 

lim provision for capital outlay meter terias of the : 

federal program is not to oe evaluated separately fro® til# -•'•• 

other three * It Is essentially an emergency type of pro-

gram# It does m % appear to be the intent to provide 

general support for capital outlay t© oe state wide. ihe 

special nature of this program does not peraiit the applica-

tion of the criteria of soundness established in Chapter 11# 

lue other three programs originate fro® the constitu-

tional responsibilities of the state. These laws are the 

efforts of the state legislature to discharge its respon-

sibilities to providing for education. Onrier the principle 

of democracy in Chapter II it was found to be compatible 

with principles of sound practices in school finance to dele* 

gate responsibility to the local school districts# However, 

it vas stressed that the state could not at the same time 

abandon its final responsibility for the state's education 

program because of the delegation. It would seem that the 

state has done so when there is at present an outstanding 

need for an expenditure in excess of $**00,000.,000 for school 

building facilities which local districts have not met. 

ifone of the three major state lavs setting up pro-

cedures for financing capital outlay meets the essential 
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features of providing for ©quality of edneationaX opporttmiff 

m defined in Chapter II. 

There war* listed under existing need sub-standard 

classrooms which needed to be replaced. The pupils enrolled 

in these classrooms could hardly be said to have an ednea- '• 

tional setting equal to a prescribed minimum. It was 

pointed out that overcrowding and half-day sessions existed 

in many situations. The pupils affected ere not provided 

with a minimum educational standard by the existing state 

laws which provide for eapitsl outlay. 

The allocation of capital outlay funds through the 

minlrau.ro foundation program at first might appear to bo a 

step toward establishing a Mnlnram equality of opportunity. 

The foundation progra® for operating cost is accepted by 

some as doing this satisfactorily. Yet WHEN the T>revision 

for capital outlay was wade an amendment to the original 

program, it operated in tfce area of capital outlay with an 

effect opposite to the intent of foundation programs gen-

erally. Since the £100 for capital outlay was not re-

stricted for that purpose, schools can us© it for enrich-

sent of the instructional program while others find It 

inadequate in providing the badly needed buildings. Tha 

result could b® a greatly enriched program where no great 

building problem existed and in districts where buildings 

are needed the funds will probably only partially meet the 

need# 
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It is maintained that the principle of equality has not 

been met sine® the existing laws do not meet th® following 

criteria* 

1. A flnan&e plan arast define a sinistra standard below 

which no school is permitted to go* 

2# Provisions are to be Bade for the guaranteed support 

of the oiniauM education standard. . 

3« The program should derive its support fro® both 

local and state-vide sources with the consideration of 

relative tax-paying ability. 

k» The state should maintain an overview of super-

visory and leadership activity to assure th* operation of 

the minimus standards. 

To be considered sound, th© present state provisions 

for financing capital outlay should also meet the principle 

of adaptability. In order to M e t th# criteria necessary 

for adaptability, a program should include features which 

would i & i possible necessary adjustment to changing condi-

tions. In the area of capital outlay needs in Texas, con-

ditions have changed in the past several yean. Rapidly 

increasing enrollments in the public school have given rise 

to a need for more buildings each year. The laws providing 

for the financing of these needed buildings have not been 

adjusted to meet the increased demands* Evidence has been 

presented to show that expenditures for buildings during the 
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the 195^*55 school year even dropped when aore buildings 

were needed arid the finances for then should have been in-

creasing • At one time these lavs possibly did have suf-

ficient adaptability* If funda for buildings are not 

needed to the maximum provided under these laws, it is 

possible for districts to lower the tax rates and collect 

less ©oney. However* sine® the law cannot operate in the 

other direction and provide the necessary additional funds 

as needed, it does not have sufficient adaptability. 

Under the principle of variability two criteria were 

established* These were (1) assessing the support of edu-

cation state-wide with variability in accordance with abil-

ity to pay, and (2) setting a aininram standard providing 

sufficient variability which would allow any district to 

exceed the minimum as indicated by local needs* The support 

of education in.the area of capital outlay is not assessed 

state-wide in accordance with ability to pay# Local dis-

tricts levy and collect taxes for building purposes with 

only one regulatory action—the maximum allowed under the 

law* The foundation program does employ an economic index 

which attempts to define a district's ability to pay, but 

this feature does not apply to allocation of the capital 

outlay funds# Tim second criterion of a oinimua standard 

does not exist at all in the arrangement of financing 

buildings# The principle of variability is not believed to 

be met satisfactorily* 
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The principle of stability was found to be achiex'ed 

when the following criteria were met* (1) acceptance of 

practices proved valid by experience, (2) use of objective 

formulae in the allocation of the burden of support and 

distribution of revenue, (3) assurance that local control 

is not denied, (}+) guarantee of maximum practical con~ 

tinuity of the provisions made for financing* 

However inadequate it might be, the property tax 

levied by local districts appears to have proved through 

experience to be a valid Means of raising a part of the 

funds for school buildings. The United States Office of 

Education (9) notes that the property tax is the most gen-

erally accepted means of providing capital outlay funds. 

The lack of the use of objective formulae in the al-

location of the burden of support and distribution of 

revenue has already been pointed out# This criterion cannot 

be met under present laws* 

The criterion of local control is held to be adequately 

complied with under existing arrangements, The levying of 

taxes and the collecting and expending of revenue are al-

most entirely within local control. 

There seems to be sufficient continuity provided. There 

is no evidence available to indicate that the provisions of 

the present laws would cease to operate as they have since 

enact sent# 
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Stability, under the criteria established, is provided 

for only partially.# The data available seem to indicate 

that sow® degree of stability has been achieved at the ex-

pense of variability and adaptability, 

the last of the principles essential for a sound 

finance program la that of prudence. Justice within a pub-

lic school finance plan was discussed as it applied to in-

dividuals and eoraanmities which are receiving the benefits 

of the system. This principle was found to be dependent 

upon compliance with the following criteria: (1) allocation 

of local responsibility and state leadership cooperatively, 

(2) assurance of educational returns in terras of money and 

effort expended, and (3) Inclusion of auditing and account-

ing procedures. 

Within the Meaning of the first criterion above there 

is evidence of cooperation between the state and local 

levels in the operation of the program of providing school 

buildings. The Texas Education Agency la charged with the 

administration of the program at the 8tat# level, In May, 

1953, the agency published Bulletin JJumber 5**3 explaining 

its policy and function in the school building program. 

This bulletin is quoted as followsi 

The state has a prime responsibility for long-
range school plant planning and for counsel and 
research services of local school administration, 
both lay and professional. The fundamental function 
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of the ferns Education is service and leader-
ship for the schools of the state (lW, p* 1). 

fh© publication of & ocho&l £laat <13) la March, 

1951» setting forth school plant needs in fexag| is another 

example of the state's function in providing leadership* 

Local responsibility may be said to be illustrated by 

the fact that local school districts are voting to sell 

bonds and fix tax rates to finance the®. % e matter of co-

operation in responsibility for financing buildings Is held 

to be lacking* It .has been' pointed out that there is a w«i&* 

ness in the Banner in which state financial assistance is 

provided for needed buildings, Furth«ra©ref the fact that -

school districts have not provided a sufficient number of 

classrooms is accepted as evidence of a lack of coopera-

tively accepting responsibility* From these facts it appears 

timt criterion one under the principle ©f justice is not 

complied with entirely. 

The second criterion dealing with the assurance of maxi-

mum returns for money and effort expended seems to be an 

objective of the state# fhe Texas Education Agency lists 

the areas in which counselling and planning services are 

available to the local districts (l*+f p#D* Other pro-

visions are established by law which further attempts to 

insure a sound building program by maximum returns. Ref-

erences to some of these laws, Including the subject with 

which each deals, are listed by the Education Agency as 

followsI 
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Sect ion 19, Ar t i c le 32712, He vised C i v i l 
S t a tu t e s of Texas, provides that & reg i s te red pro-
f e s s i o n a l engineer be employed. • • . Ar t ic le 2752, 
Revised C i v i l S ta tues , 1925, provides tha t the 
t ru s t ees of a school d i s t r i c t s h a l l contract f o r the 
e rec t ion of the buildings and superintendent of the 
cons t ruc t ion . • • (I5*, pp. 6 -10) . 

These references and others l i s t ed by the agency expla in i n 

d e t a i l l oca l and s t a t e r e s p o n s i b i l i t i e s in a school bui ld-

ing program# 

Froat the data presented i t la accepted that the p r in -

c ip le of j u s t i c e i s p a r t i a l l y provided f o r i n the operat ion 

of the school building f inance program of Texas# 

The evaluat ion of the ove r - a l l program of s t a t e school 

building f inancing ind ica tes general ly tha t i t i s not a 

sound system i n t e ras of c r i t e r i a which were accepted i n 

t h i s s tudy. Equality of educational opportunity does not 

appear to be achieved • *li# program seeds to posses-s a measure 

of s t a b i l i t y but a t such a disadvantage t o adap tab i l i t y and 
* 

v a r i a b i l i t y that i t s t i l l could not be considered as opera t -

ing s a t i s f a c t o r i l y i n the general area involving a l l three 

p r inc ip l e s . So ser ious v io la t ions are observed i n the con-

s ide ra t ion of the p r inc ip le of j u s t i c e as i t r e l a t e s to the 

adminis t ra t ive aspects of the program. J u s t i c e , as i t r e -

l a t e s to the school population, was discussed under 

equal i ty of educational opportunity and ms found to be 

lacking to a ser ious degree. 

The conclusion i s drawn tha t the present provisions f o r 

public school buildings i n the s t a t e of Texas do not meet 
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satisfactorily the accepted principles of sound public 

school finance* 

Nummary 

the most appropriate measure for establishing building 

need is indicated to be the classroom unit* The classroom 

unit would carry a proportionate part of the cost of all 

auxiliary facilities and other essential costs such as sit# 

and architect *s fees. The accepted average cost per class** 

room unit for a complete facility M s been shown to fee 

$30,000* T m pupil load capacity was indicated to be 30 

pupils of first entry enrollments for each classroom unit* 

The compilation of the total present capital outlay 

need was found to 'be approximately #fO0,000,000* A con-

tinuing need of $96,^80,000 annually was found to be 

necessary to provide for eiurollomt increases and replace* 

ment of obsolete buildings* This figure does not take into 

consideration any need arising from population shifts* ' -

The bonded indebtedness presently carried by local 

school administrative units appears to be larger than can 

be i&et and at the same time provide for additional mail-

ings. 

Present provisions for financing capital outlay in 

Texas have not operated to meet the need * When evaluate® 

by the accepted criteria of soundness the program was ad-

judged to be inadequate* 
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CHAPTER ¥ 

p r o p o s a l s f o b f x j w c i h q c a p i t a l o o t u y 

FOR TEXAS P 0 3 L I C S C H O O L S 

In introduction tine problem was defined as an ef-

fort to determine the desirable character!sties of a soiind 

program for financing Texas public school bxiildii^s-commen-

surate with need and with an equitable relation between 

state and local effort. Chapter II offers a means by which 

the soundness of a program may be judged. Chapter III s«ts 

forth a measure of the school building needs in Texas. Us-

ing this informations it shall be the purpa% of this chapter 

to identify desirable characteristics of a finance program 

which may be adjudged sound and also to discover an ©quitable 

relation in state-local effort* 

From the measurement of need as presented f them appear 

to be two major considerations in dealing with the problem 

as stated above.* These are as follows* (1) the continuing 

naed and (2) the present outstanding need for buildings,* It 

has been suggested by Morphett and I I ® l i a r that a program may 

need to be dev#lop®d with a dual purpose. They state thair 

vi«w as follows t 

For the present a number of states may need to 
develop a program which has two asp@ets as followst 
(1) the major aspect, from a long-time point of view# 
which will be concerned with the continuing program 
which will meet the needs for a period of years; 

I3h 
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(2) the emergency portion which will aaeet the ac-
cumulated needs that cannot be met without emergency 
action (?)• 

School finance specialists of the United States Offic* 

of Education (11) agree vith the abo^e statement* They p}.ace 

even greater emphasis on the importance of a continuing pro-

gram for financing capital outlay* They are a uoted as fol~ 

Iowa t 

Ma^or emphasis in all states should be placed on 
the development of long-range or continuing programs 
which will meet the needs over a period of years. These 
needs will not be met by an emerge nay program which is 
designed only to care for the ao3t urgent needs. . . , 
any satisfactory continuing program must either provide 
adequately for meeting emergency needs or an energenay 
program must be developed to supplement the long-range 
prograa. The more «raphasis placed by a state on a con-
tinuing or long-range program the less the need will be 
after a few years for the mwrgeaoy aspects (11, p. 156-1, 

Accordingly, major emphasis in this discussion will be 

given to the development of a continuing program for financ-

ing capital outlay for Texas schools# The plan to finance 

existing needs referred to as emergency in the above quota-

tion will be of secondary importance because it is agreed 

that this need will cease to exist if the continuing program 

operates effectively. 

The Continuing Program 

Type of Program 

In the discussion of sound principles of school finance 

the first essential characteristic was found to be the pro* 

vision for equalization of educational opportunity. It was 
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accepted that equalization could result only if the state 

established and guaranteed a minimum standard below which 

no school would be permitted to fall* la the analysis of 

the several state programs, five distinct plans were dis-

cussed . Of these five, the equalizing foundation program is 

the only one which meets the accepted criteria for equaliza-

tion, A state guaranteed lainiiBUia educational program is m m 

of the distinguishing features of the foundation plans now 

in operation. lone of the other programs attempts to es-

tablisfc or guarantee a n&nimia educational opportunity. 

when evaluated in terms of democracy, adaptability, 

variability, stability, and prudence the foundation pro-

grams were found to be generally sound• Adaptability was 

found to axist to a lesser degree because of the Inability 

of some foundation programs to most changing needs result-

ing from economic conditions and school population demands* 

However, the other four state-financing plana were found to 

be lacking to a »uch greater degree than the foundation 

type of program. 

Of all the state programs now in operation, the founda-

tion equalizing progra® for state assistance in financing 

capital outlay laost nearly meets all the accepted criteria 

of sound school finance practices. It is believed a proposed 

plan for the financing of capital outlay in Texas would be 

most nearly acceptable in terms of sound school finance, if 

It vera of the foundation typ@# 
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In addition to more nearly complying with sound prin-

ciples of finance, the equalizing foundation program concept 

is becoming more and more acceptable in practice• State 

plans providing fund* for capital outlay, which have de-

veloped more recently, show a trend toward including son® 

important features of the foundation equalizing concept. 

In a recent survey of state programs for financing capital 

outlay, Johns found that, 

While most states do not makm annual provisions 
in their budgets for capital outlay assistance to 
local boards, it seems the practice is growing* 

Furthermore, some states have Incorporated., in 
their plans of state support, provisions for annual 
capital outlay, proportionate allotments which give 
Mom funds to districts Mving the least financial 
ability. Although the total amount of state funds 
available Is saall, the effect of these funds is 
significant beoaus® they are allocated for the most 
part to districts In greatest need (k). 

The one important feature of a guaranteed ainiiaus is lack-

ing in tills reference. However, it is believed significant 

to note that the trend is toward observing an equitable 

distribution of the burden of support and allocation of aid 

with regard to ability and need• 

The national Citizens Comission for the Public Schools 

found iflor© specifically that the equalisation foundation 

type of state assistance is being followed more and more* 

The Commission Is qnoted m follows? 

In recent years state aid formulae have been 
moving in the direction of establishing a basic 
foundation program of education—aimed toward 
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providing a reasonably adequate ̂education for all 
children in the state (10r p. 26)* 

In consideration of the foundation type of program for 

financing Texas school buildings it is pointed out that the 

foundation concept has already been accepted for the cur-

rent operating cost of schools• Texas is one of the sev-

eral states which provides state assistance in accordance 

with objective formulae and a guarantee of a minimum edu-

cational program below which no school is permitted to 

fall (16). 

The Texas foundation program for operating cost appears 

to have functioned reasonably well toward accomplishing its 

primary purpose• The best evidence is found in a study and 

analysis of the program by the Texas aesearch League (15)# 

The league*s report does point out weaknesses of the pro-

gram as they found thenu However, there is no evidence 

reported which would Indicate that it is believed the basic 

principles of the Texas program are unsound. The minimal 

foundation concept is accepted by the report and recom-

mendations are asade toward strengthening its provisions. 

In sujrmiary, it appears to be reasonable to conclude 

that the foundation equalizing type of program is the 

most feasible to propose for financing Texas public school 

buildings. 
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i UMMM. 

It has already teen pointed out that Texas has in 

operation a foundation program for the operating cost of 

Its public schools* The question Is raised as to the ad-

visability of including capital outlay coat in the present 

operating cost program» In his study to determine items 

for inclusion in a foundation program, Mcrt and ss®r 

have formulated four criteria by which appropriateness 

may be Judged* His criteria appear in JPafeUs. 2&S&X 

Finance, first edition, and «r« quoted as follows: 

1. 4n educational undertaking found in all 
cocasifnitias in the state when the equalization pro-
gram takes effect should he included in the sinimuis 
progras. 

24 wnen, because of conditions over which the 
local co"3SRWiity has littl® or no control, supple-
mentary undertakings are necessary in order to stale# 
it possible to carry on any activity chosen und«f 
the"first principle above, these uni ertakings should 
h© included la the ndnlnran program , 

3, When additional offerings are required In 
order to supply educational returns commonly expected 
fro® the minimum, program but which, because of con-
ditions over vihich the local cooununity has little or 
no control^ may not be expected to materially#, these 
additional undertakings should b« included in the 
minliraB program. 

V. If there Is setson to believe that the inclu^ 
sioa of any element in a minimum program will have any 
other than a salutary effect upon the educational of-
faring in any comma!ty or Taring about harm that is 
out of proportion to the good Involved in Including it 
In the burden to be equalized, it should be omitted 
fpoa the program. 

If the "educational undertaking'1 in Months criteria is 

interpreted to apply to school buildings, there appear to 
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to® sufficient reasons to Include capital outlay costs in 

a comprehensive foundation program. 

The first criterion would doubtless include capital 

outlay, One of the first aajor considerations in any com-

munlty is the providing of bousing facilities for the educa-

tion program. Likewise, after a period of years, communities 

are faced with replacing outmoded or unsafe buildings. 

The second criterion is interpreted to mean that ad-

ditional educational undertakings should be included in the 

foundation program when such undertakings arise because of 

conditions over vhich the community has no control. Some of 

the school building expansion is due to a changing educa-

tional program and is subject to community control. It is 

usually the privilege of a local district to accept or re-

ject an extension of its offering, Likewise, the demand 

for additional buildings which are required because of 

consolidation of districts sight be controlled locally by 

the voters accepting or rejecting a proposed consolidation# 

However, there are two conditions demanding additional build-

ings over which the local comtaunity has no control* It was 

pointed out in the measurement of need that the increasing 

school population was one of the major contributing factors 

to the building need. The other, though recognised as ©f 

lesser effect, Is the movement of population fro® rural to 

urban eoranmltles* 
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The third criterion also refers to conditions over 

which, the community hes little or no control. According 

to thic standard, capital outlay .nay be included in order 

to assure co®ioiily expected educational returns when the 

ccmminlty cannot 'be expected to provid# its own facilities ' 

because of conditions beyond its control, la the measure-

raeiit of need it M s been pointed out that needed school 

buildings have not been provided. In trie discussion of 

the ability of local districts to cope with this problem 

it v-is concluded that they probably do not have control 

over a tax l>asm sufficiently broad enough to aeet the de-

sand. 

The application of the fourth, criterion to the question 

of including bn.i Id inf. cost in the foundation program has 

"been dealt with in previous discussions in this study# 

Again, attention is called to the fact that capital outlay 

has been included by other states in the burden to tee 

equalised5 with favorable results. Too, attention has been 

called to the fact that a it cognition of th© principle of 

its inclusion v/as mr.fie by the $100 credit for each pro-

fessional unit nov allo.'fcd under the present foundation in 

Texas (ID'). 

It appears reasonable to conclude that the inclusion 

of capital outlay coet in a comprehensive foundation program 

is sound. The propose! is offered to amend the present 
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feraadation program to cover Capital outlay. OMto.' the head-

lags following, specific provision of tlw proposed program 

are discussed* 

Development of an Equalisation Technique 

In financing the proposed foundation prograa for school 

buildings this study will toe concerned with the development 

of a technique by which a state-local financial arrangement 

may be effected on an equitable basis. 

The "small fund plan" developed by Paul Mort (8) ap-

pears to offer the best means of accomplishing equalization 

with a combination of local and state effort, This plan is 

explained briefly by Mart as followsi 

The small-fund plan provides that the district 
levy a local tax tor the support of the ffllnitmua pro-
gram and that the state supplement the yield of this 
tax in each district by an amount sufficient to finance 
the oiniisuiB program. Obviously the amount of aid the 
state provides will be In inverse relationship to the 
wealth of the district, since the wealthiest -district 
con raise enough from the local tax to wliollŷ  or al-
most wholly, support the asiniiaum program. The poor dis-
tricts recoivo pror>o.rtionately more, inasmuch as the 
yield of the local tax falls far short of paying the 
cost of the aiitiffiitm program (6, pp# 138-139)* 

Within "<ihe above quotation nay be seen the definition of 

•qualigation in education a<ntanceti by 8tr«yev and Ilaig (30), 

These authors pointed out that equalisation must include 

CD a ainiauiii education program of comparable quality avail-

able to all pupils or the state and (2) the distribution of 

the burden of support state-wide in proportion to ability. 



fMs tiefirdtioa M s Taesn seê ptetf as the munfcst fipprcach 

to m equalisation program. thus, the ttae of the grail flag 

plan upiwars to be JmstltJcfi in tills study» 

f>inct? the s-f-.0ll fttnd plan was developed for m e ia flats®-* 

lug current opera ting cost t its i?«j* for capital outlay r#*» 

quires certain adaptations, I.n the €&scvimlm tollovtn$§ tin 

plan, l;i explained $li detail, 

lit £ m U EM® &ftSi 

Tli# essential features of the sasll fund plaa ore ex-

plained in the following; parr-graphet 

1* Initially|. a unit of seasure is necessary. The unit 

mm by Kert (8) is th« instructional ur.lt which repre-

sents a certain .'lumber of pupils to 'tm educated* this unit 

Is iiscuassi in detail ia tlx# preceding cha.pt@r* !Ih® size 

q£ an isu^ruetioaal wilt sight vary vitti ê iseaticsx practie#* 

Wow tim purpose 01 an equ&lizatlon prog?a% it is standard 

anci statewide under lilt© conditions • Variations ar© aad® 

©sly far smaller districts sad limn hy a fixed 

2» Unit cost for tlae instructional program sight vary 

considerably frea one district to another* She toall fund 

plaa requires that a fixed east be established *&ieh will 

apply stats vice• fids cost woiald represent the aiinienai 

adacational opportunity to lie guaranteed to all pupils ia 

the state. 

Morfe C8) suggests thai tfra unit ccst he fi«d at tba 

expenditure currently being aadt ia districts: of ®f@Fag« 
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wealth. This recommendation is Made on the assumption that 

all districts in the state would be willing to provide m 

average program if the means were available* The unit cost 

is in terms of animal expenditure. 

3. The total cost of the program is bound by multi-

plying the total number of instructional units by the an-

nual unit cost, The result represents the amount which is 

to be equalised by a combination of local and state effort. 

4. To arrive at a measure of ability the true tax-

able wealth is divided by the number of instructional units 

to be financed in a district. 

5. the application of the small fund plan results in 

assigning a portion of support to the local district on 

the basis of its ability to pay* The balance needed to sup-

port the cost of the minimum program in the district is 

then contributed by the state. 

In the aiatter of state-local support the small fund 

plan is unique in respect to other plans. Under the large 

fund plan the state pays the total cost of the minimum pro-

gram which guarantees a standard education program state 

wide* 4 local district may then enrich or add t© this pro-

gram. The small fund plan requires every local district to 

aake a contribution by assessing a local tax which is uni-

form, state-wide. When assessed valuations are equalised 

the uniform tax would place on each district a proportionate 

share of the cost of the local program. 
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Fro® tii« foregoing explanation of the small fund plan 

adaptations of its essential features are presented in the 

following discussion. 

Pnlt M Measure 

The unit of measure for current expense under the small 

fund plan is the instructional unit. The corresponding unit 

for capital outlay was accepted in Chapter If as the hous-

ing unit. It was defined as the complete capital outlay 

facilities necessary to provide for 30 pupils of first entry 

enrollments. 

Unit goat 

The unit cost of the instructional unit m m defined as 

the current expenditure being-made in districts of average 

wealth. This unit cost is a recurring cost and is somewhat 

constant. Variations are made only as educational practices 

demand. The cost for a complete unit of capital outlay was 

accepted as $30,000 per unit. 

The total cost ©f a housing unit is not necessarily 

paid by the taxpayers In a single year. It appears that 

borrowing by bonding procedures is the general practice in 

Texas-. This discussion is not responsible for establishing 

the relative merits of bonding and pay-as-you-go. It is 

deemed appropriate to give a ainimura of attention to it 

since one of these two procedures would necessarily be 
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followed la a program of financing capital outlay, Essex 

mad® a study of bonding and pay-as-you-go in financing 

capital outlay. The result of bis study is summarized in 

hi® conclusion as follows* 

Both bonding and pay-as-you-go have much to 
commend thea* Pay-as-you-go tends to prevent ex-
travagance* It also eliminates the interest costs. 
On the other hand, bonding takes from the coaaunity 
the funds with which it can most easily dispense* 
It also distributes the burden imposed by capital • 
costs over a period of years* In long intervals, 
this is just procedure* 

Ihe bonding plan has the distinct advantage of 
being feasibl•—although not necessarily desirable— 
under practically all circuastances* * . • (2, p* 67)* 

This conclusion is interpreted as justification for ac-

cepting bonding as a part of this proposal. 

kccordingly, to determine the annual expenditure 

necessary to provide a housing unit, the $30*000 cost per 

unit is to be computed under a bonding plan. To reduce 

the expenditure to annual payments of equal installments) 

the principal payments and interest are to be ©mortized 

over a period of years* 

Interest rates and the terms for which bonds are Issued 

vary with communities of different financial standing* 

Under the plan being developed it is proposed that the 

state set the tiae period for which bonds aay be issued at 

not »ore than 25 years and an interest rate fixed at 3 per 

cent per annum* fhe time and Interest could vary without 

greatly affecting the proposed program* 
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Amortisation of #30,000 with principal and i»t®rsst 

payments of equal annual installments sould be $1723 per 

year» Xhls computation Is shown in Table III,. Bounded 

f&BLE III 

AMORTIZATION 0? BOND ISSUE OF $30,000 AT 
THREE PER eHf IlfS&ISf B4fi FOB 

25-X14E PERIOD 

End of 
l l « 

Unpaid 

$30,000 
29,17? 
28,329 
27,456 
26 ,557 
25,631 
OA .A"?? 

Interest 
ngmtafc 

Principal Total 
Z m s s i l 

1 
2 
3 
4 

I 
-9 

10 
11 • 

•IS: 
13 
14 
*? 
16 
r/' 
18 

20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 

22,6^2 
21,640 
20,566 
19,460 
18,321 
17,148 
15,939 
14,694 
13,412 
12,091 
10,731 

9,330 
?, m? 
6,401 
4,870 
hm 
1,669 

$900 
875 
850 
824 
797 
769 
740 
711 
681 
649 
617 
584 
550 
514 
478 
441 
402 
363 
322 
280 
237 
192 
146 
99 
50 

$823 
848 
873 
899 
926 
954 
983 

1,012 
1,042 
1,074 
1,106 
1,139 
1,173 
1,209 
1,245 
1,282 
1,321 
1,360 
1,401 
1,443 
1,486 
1,531 
1,577 
1,624 
1,669 

,723 
.,723 -
,723 
,723 
723 
723 
723 
723 
723 
m 
723 
723 
723 
723 
723 
723 
723 
723 
723 
723 
723 
:723 
.723 
.723 

1,719* 

1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1. 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 

* Payments for each year ere rounded to the nearest 
dollar* fills results la the last payment being 
kOO less than those for athsr years* 

to the nearest whole dollar, the amount of $1723 will be 

used in this study as the annual cost for a housing unit. 
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Total Cost of the Praieraii 
mm • ^<NjS i # m w tmu 

To equalize the current operating cost of an education 

program under the saall fund plan, a total cost of the 

state program Is necessary. This total cost Is Sound "by 

Multiplying the standard unit cost by the number of units 

to be financed. Every district in the state is represented 

proportionately in the amount. To adapt the saell fund 

plan to the equalization of capital outlay, it is necessary 

to find a similar total program cost. Likewise, every dis-

trict in the state must be represented in this amount if 

the adaptation is complete. 

Several plans are available in the consideration of 

the total cost of a state program of capital outlay financ-

ing. In each of these plans the total cost is the sum of 

the cost for each district on & common basis of need. The 

first of such plans was advanced by Paul Mort (8, Chapter 

XIV) who proposed that « sufficient amount be added each 

year to the current expense to pay for capital outlay needs* 

It was Mortf s thesis that over a period of years a constant 

mathematical relationship existed between the cost for cur-

rent operation and capital outlay needs. Grossnickle (3) 

tested this theory and found the mathematical relationship 

to be approximately 14 per cent, Grossnickle concluded 

that capital outlay needs could be met by appropriating 

annually an additional amount equal to 14 per cent of the 

current operating cost* 
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Adams (1, p. 2'j&) proposed that annuel appropriations 

for capital outlay be made to create a sinking fund which 

would then be used for complete pleat replacement over a 

period ©f years* 

There is one feature of these plans which is important 

to the present discussion. la each instance, the total 

cost is based upon a cciaplete plant replacement over a 

period of years. Apparently it is reasonable for this 

study to use this mem§ of establishing a total cost of & 

state program which may be the basis for developing the 

equalization technique. Therefore, the total cost of the 

state program of capital outlay cost will be the annual 

unit cost already accepted multiplied by the number of 

housing units in the state. Likewise, the capital outlay 

cost for any district to be used in this study will be found 

by aiul tip lying the total number of housing units for the dis-

trict by the unit cost* 

Is&Ub sis SMI. M. i§!iwl 

the small fund plan for equalising the current cost 

of m education program requires tfoc burden of support to 

be distributed in accordance with ability to pay. Mort (8) 

uses the true taxable wealth available for the financing of 

an instructional unit as the measure of ability. It is 

found by dividing the true taxable wealth by the number of 

instructional units in the districts. A similar measure of 
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wealth Is needed for equalizing capital outlay cost under 

an adaptation of the small fund plan. This is proposed to 

be found by the procedure discussed below, 

Tiie total first entry enrollment of a district Is 

divided by 30 to find the number of housing units necessary 

for a complete educational plant. The total number of 

housing units is then divided into the true taxable wealth 

of the district. The result is the wealth available for the 

financing of each housing unit on a replacement basis. It 

is proposed that the wealth per housing unit so derived fee 

used as the measure of ability in fixing the local con-

tribution required for participation in the equalizing pro-

gram. 

One of the essential characteristics of the small fund 

plan is thi.t it requires a local contribution from each dis-

trict made on a state-wide uniform basis. After the local 

district has contributed its required amount, the state 

then provides the balance necessary to support the cost of 

the standard minimum program. The unifora basis to be used 

state wide is in the form of a tax rate to be applied to 

the true taxable wealth.. 

Obviously, the size of the uniform tax rate will deter-

mine how oiuch of the burden of cost is financed locally and 

ho* much state aid is required. If the tax rate is too 

large, some local district might not be able to finance its 
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required assignment end thus equalization would not exist* 

On the other hand, if the tax rate is too low, the amount 

required for state aid could be high enough to malt® the 

program inoperative for lack of state money. To find the 

nearest favorable uniform tax rate Mort (8) has developed 

the key district theory which is refined in & later work 

by Mort and ttettsser (9)• 

The theory of the key district is that the tax rate 

saail «t a point which would cause the richest large dis-

trict in the state to pay only the total cost of its mini-

mum progre.a. It is especially important to note that the 

key district is to fee the richest large district. Mort and 

R&usser (9, pp. 409-413) point out that there are usually a 

few very wealthy districts with few children to educate. 

The tax could be exceptionally low in such a district 

and yet pay the total cost of its minimum program. Using 

such a district as the Key would assess the same low tax 

rete state wide, resulting in a greatly increased state 

contribution. This would approach the large fund plan 

wherein the state pays the whole cost of the jslaisusi pro-

gram without regard to equalization, fills situation is 

shown in figure 1. 

If the wealthiest large district is used it is true 

tost some wealthier snail districts, with a greater wealth 

per unit, would escape paying tneir full share of tne program. 
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Wealthiest district 
$30'/* 500 wealth per unit 

•Poorest district 
$1,250 wealth per unit 

Cost per Pupil 

Local contri 
bution 
$6,565,000 

•btate axil 
$233**35*000 

Fig. l**WcaItbi«'st 
district as key 

this situation is illustrated la Figure 2. Under the justice 

principle Mert and Kuesser (35, pp# 409-413) hold that the 

amount the wealthiest districts are not required to pay must 

not be greater then 2 per cent of the total cost of the 

program* 

The key district theory illustrated in Figure 2 will 

be used for fixing the uniform local tax rate in the equal-

ization of capital outlay cost* la this state there are 

eleven school districts with more than 15,000 scholastics* 

2?hes* are considered to be of sufficient size to comply with 

Mort and It&usser's idee of using the wealthiest large ills* 

trict as a key district. 
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Cost per Pupil 

r .* > % 

ift&L J&2Q5L 

UQalthieat district 
$25>000 wealth per unit 
Wealt&lest l&rg« district 
$15*375 wealth per unit 

Poorest district 
$1,250 weslth per unit , 

Locul 
contribution 

»30Q,000 
Excess 

$1,000,000 

St&tt 
aid 

$108,700,04 

Fig. 2—Wealthiest large district 
as key 

To select the key district to be used in the equal!aa-

tion technique the wealth per housing for each of the 

eleven largest districts must be found. This is done in 

sccordance with the steps discussed. The district with the 

highest wealth per housing unit is then designated as the 

key district. 

*ine uniform state-wide tax rate to be required for 

participation in the program may then be computed. It will 

be the tax rate necessary to finane® annual payments of & 

complete plant replacement in the richest of the eleven 

large districts. The computation is made by dividing the 

annual amortized cost per housing unit by the true taxable 
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wealth per unit# «he result will "be ir* wills, then, this 

millage is levied against the total true taxable wealth of 

tht; <.1.1 strict5 sufficient revenue sill be. produced annually 

to mo<et the payments on a complete housing replacement# 

Before this tax rate is accepted as the unifor.u rate 

it au3t be determined If the wealthier district will escape 

paying an excessive amount. It is necessary to determine 

the tax these wealthier districts need to levy - to finance 

the annual payments of a complete plant replacement. The -

difference between this tax and the uniform tax is then 

found, the difference multiplied by the true taxable 

wealth will show the amount for which the wealthier dis-

tricts are not forced t© tax themselves* It is the amount 

tney would escape paying and cannot exceed 2 per cent of 

the total cost of the state program. If it does exceed that 

amount, the uniform tax rate is to be raised sufficiently 

to bring the excess within the tolerance allowed* 

At this point the question of the indebtedness is to 

be taken under consideration* The discussion in the preced-

ing chapter stressed the burden of indebtedness presently 

carried by school districts. 

Under the original law providing for financing capital 

outlay, school districts are limited in the amount of bonds 

they may vote. The limit is fixed as the total indebtedness 
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valuation# The alternate law, passed in 1C5?54 limits th# 

amount on a sliding scale based on a percentage ©f the 

assessed valuation# Both of these laws were discussed in 

detail in the preceding chapter. It is Important to not# 

at present that a limit is set and that many school dis-

tricts have already reached the limit under the original 

law. Some few districts have voted to operate under the 

provision of the new law* It appears to be obvious that 

my state-wide uniform tax rate could not he required for 

participation in sn equalisation program la these district! 

unless the present tax for Indebtedness is considered, "he 

lsgal tax limit for indebtedness would prevent adding the 

uniform tax even if it could he shown to be financially 

advisable. Other states which have undertaken a state pro-

gram for capital outlay hove had this same problem. Dela-

ware assumed the financing of capital outlay on a state 

basis in 1927 {17, p. 33)* &t that time a district was 

required to levy a tax pledging 2 per cent of its assessed 

valuation as the local contribution to the program. Dis-

tricts which had already levied a tax pledging 2 per cent 

of their assessed valuation to building indebtedness cost 

were not required to make an additional levy. They re-

ceived full state aid for their capital outlay needs. In 

California a similar procedure is followed (II, pp. 39-45)* 

k local district Is required to levy a specified tax levy 
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over e period of years. The local tax requirement is re-

duces on a sliding scale as local demands vary. ilt the end 

of 30 years the state assumes the unpaid balance. 

the aost feasible solution appears to fee an arraage-

s«iit hereby the local district smtild receive credit for 

tiie tax already levied for capital outlay coat. Xt is pro-

posed that the total of the uniform tax rata and the tax 

already being levied .for boated indebtedness shall not 

exceed the legal limit of 50 cents per 1100 assessed vsiua* 

t ion* 

The adaptation of the s-nall fund plan to the financ-

ing of capital outlay includes ell the essential features 

of the original plan. Hie unit of measure was defined as 

the housing unit. Cost of the housing unit was amortised 

on an annual basis for $1?J>3 Per fhe total cost of 

the program to he equalized was set as the amount neces-

sary for complete plsat replacement* 'Wealth per housing 

unit was explained as the true taxable sealth available 

for financing each of the housing units oa a replacement 

basis# l"he adaptatioa of the state-local financing w«« 

raade oa the basis of a uniform tax rate, fhis rate, it 

was found, could best he fixed by the use of the key dis-

trict theory, the rate accessary to pay the annual cost 

of a complete pleat replacement in the wealthiest large 
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district was accepted as the uniform rate* An additional 

condition was accepted that til® uniform tax rate be in-

creased if district® wealthier than the Jc®y district es-

caped paying sore thm 2 per seat of the total cost of this 

pro&tm* It was further proposed that current bonded In-

debtedness cost be included in the equalization plan by al-

lowing districts credit for tax rate already levied for its 

payment# 

Application of the Equalization technique 

In the preceding section a technique has been developed 

for establishing what is believed to be aa equitable 

division of state and local effort in fia«&eittg capital 

outlay cost. Before, the technique can be applied some con-

sideration must be given to the problem of assessed valua-

tions. 

The explanation and adaptation of the small fund plan 

of equalization uses true wealth available. It appears to 

be impossible to actually obtain the true taxable wealth 

under the present system of assessing property in Texas. 

In a recently completed doctoral study landfill Simpson 

states that, 

In toe 2'j counties that wtre selected it 1® 
found that tax assessment rates range from 24.44 
per mat of true value in one county to per 
cent of true vein® in another county (12)* 

If Simpson's conclusion is accepted it may be seen 

that assessment rates vary as much as a four to one ratio 
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from one county to another* Assessments based on varying' 

ratios would ia themselves Invalidate attempts at equaliza* 

tion by the small fund plan, The latest assessed valuation 

figures sad enrollment data which are available on the 

school district level are for the school year 19>3-54 (14)* 

It Is noted that further discrepancies are Introduced by 

the use of assessed valuations for common school districts 

along with those for independent school districts. These 

discrepancies occur m a result of assessment practices 

wal-afe allow local school boards in independent districts to 

set the, assessment ratio for their district* The common 

scuool districts -use the assessments made for county and 

state taxation, The latter are usually lower than most in-

dependent school districts, Assessed valuations, however, 

are the principal sources of local revenue. School districts 

cannot' tax other wealth. Thus, it seems reasonable to con-

clude that the most direct approach would be to effect more 

equitable practices in assessing property# 

kt the beginning of this problem it was foreseen that 

probable inequities in assessments would limit the results* 

Consequently, delimitation number three la the introduction 

specifically eliminates the responsibility for attaching 

the assessment problem. The application of the technique 

which follows is intended only as an illustration of how it 

be made to operate, So claim is mads for the application be-

yond the illustrative value* Table If shows housing need and 

wealth for 50 selected school districts# 
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School 
Bistriet 

total 
laroll-
meat 

Mousing 
Units % Î XlAlil vXQjEl 

health per 
unit 

Asierill© 
Austin 
Corpus 
Christi 

*$ <*sr 

Pallas 
B1 Pss© 
Ft,forth 
Houston 
Lubbock 
Ft*Arthur 
Hits Antonio 
Waco 
4bilene 
fsl«ta 
Alia© Hts. 
feslae© 
Childress 
Hillaboro 
Mathis 
Slaton 
Alpine 
Cypress-
fair banks 
Goliad 
Perryton 
fiaaaboro 
Abbott 
Caddo Mills 
F&rmeraviXla 
Ingleside 
|j.a£«¥ltw 
Oakhurst 

Valentine 
tjmti® 
Black Hill 

Karten Cons 

1'/, 040 
23,541 

27,301 
83,626 
30,072 
54,243 

116,661 
16,657 
12,748 
59,9^6 
14,8 
0 ~ 
£1 7, WW 
3,216 

472 
3, 
19 
1, 
1 , 
1,394 

1., 141 
1*< 
i»; 
1,169 

45 
243 

2,788 
1,002 
1,808 

425 
1,998 
496 

122 

37 

34 
37 
39 
14 

11 
10 

24$r26?i620 
220,000,000 
200,000,000 
932,379,530 
200,000,000 
520,263,470 

1,400,000,000 
165,000,000 
158,300,000 
470,053,755 
142,528,210 
105,315,520 

31,869,40$ 
47,-882,410 
10,639,330 
9,600,000 

11,528,970 
7,653,864 
5,870,000 
6,750,000 

15,001,625 
15,950,460 
22,000,000 

4,727,550 
1,254,734 

2,613,510 
3,493,370 
1,700,000 
• 682,255 
5|636,130 
2,035,000 
1*450,000-

164,916 

2,812,734 

417,122 
280,255 

334,426 
199,601 
287,756 
359,987 
297,397 
372,471 
235,262 
287,355 

127,-; 447,499 

87,208 
195,918 
177,369 
141,738 
127,609 
182,432 

394,-780 
469,131 
594,594 
121,219 
89,624 
59,328 

118,796 
166,351 
154,545 
68,225 

201,290 
407,000 
181,250 

82,458 
40,310 

401,819 
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School 
District 

total 
£nroll« 
raent 

Bousing 
Units . 

Assessed 
Valuation 

Wealth 
per u$it 

St. ".Joha 
Pickens 
Atbtola 
Pal® Garden 
Daugherty 
Delta 
Ctodelarla 
Carlsbad 
Terrell Co. 
Buffalo Gap 
Bedford 
Chester 
Pa Costa 
Olias 

3# 
§a 
3? 

*71 
33 
47 
50 
65 

63^ 
58 
201 
341 
46 
10 

1 
3 
1 
16 
1 
2 
2 
2 
21 

2 
7 
11 
2 
1 

15,905 
1,063,054 
' 294,635 
664,385 
224,530 
228,174 
246,545 
368,808 

3,7*5,780 
ISO-, 070 
304,184 

1,482,020 
297,950 
231,337 

15,905 
354,351 
2-94,635-
41,-524 

224,530 
114,087 
123,273 
134,404 
179,799 

90,-035 
43,455 

134,729 
148,975 
231t337 

Obviously, it is not feasible to use all 2,054 school 

districts in the state* Only fifty districts will be ustii 

The technique requires the use of the largest wealthy dis-

trict of the state in which the tax rate will pay the total 

cost of the program. To locate this district the eleven 

largest districts of the state art included, twenty*-four 

other independent districts are selected at random from the 

list which ranks them according to size of enrollments* 

Fifteen common schools are included which are distributed 

geographically over the state. For these districts falsi® If 

gives the following informstioni enrolment, housing units, 

total assessed valuation, and wealth per housing unit. 

Figure 3 I® ®a adaptation of Mori's diagrams in the orig-

inal development of the sunall fund plan. The rectangle 
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Perryton 594, 594-
Goliad 469,131 
Alamo Heights —447,499' 
Amarillo —417,122 
Valentine 407,000 
Kurt in Cons 401,819 
Cypress-Fairbanks 394,730< 
Port Arthur 372,471 
Houston 3 59,9S7 
Dickens-— 3 54,3 51 
Dallas -334,426 
Abilene — — 3 2 2 , 0 6 5 
Lubbock-— 297,297 
Ashtola 294,635 
Fort Worth -237,756 
Waco —237,355 
Austin— -280-255 
San Antonio 235,262 
Cline r 231,337 
Daugherty —224,580 
Corpus Christi 219,780-
Ralls 201,290-
El Paso 199,601 
Childre s s -19 5,913 
Carlsbad —134,404-
Alpine 182,432 
Yantis 181,250 
Terrel County 179,799' 
Hillsboro 177,369 
Ingle 3 ide —166,351 
Lakevievr —154,545 
Da Costa 148,975 
Mathis- —141,738' 
Chester -—134,729 
Ysleta- ——127,989-
Slaton 127,609 
Candelar ia 123,273 
Winnsboro — 1 2 1 , 2 1 9 
Farmersville——-—118,796 
Dolen- — —114,037 
Buffalo dap 90,035 
Abbott 89,624' 
W e s l a c o — — — 87,202 
Black Hill- 82,458 
Oakhurst 68,225-
Caddo Hills 
Bedford 
Palm G a r d e n — — 
Eylau 
St. «fbhn 

59,328 
43,45 
a , 524 

Local Contribution 

Contribution 

Required 

Fig. 3—Findir.2 the !-:ey district in Texas 
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represents the total annuel cost of ©a© housing unit far 

each of the fifty districts when the annuel cost is #1723 

per unit. The horizontal bar across th« top of the reetnagle 

ahows cost in dollars per housing unit* The school dis-

tricts, with their wealth per housing unit, art listed 

along the left side of the rectangle. Xhese are in order 

of wealth per unit* 

Of the eleven largest districts of the state Ameriil® 

appears nearest the top# In accordance with the key dis- • . 

trict theory, iuaarillo becomes the district which Is ufted 

to establish the unifora tax rate. By drawing a horizontal 

Xiae all the way across the rectangle for the Auarillo school 

district it is seen to represent a cost of $1723* That 

aaismnt divided by '#41?, 122, the wealth per unit, results in -

e tax rate of .4102 per #100 assessed valuation. This is 

rottMed to .41 per $100 assessed valuation and bteoats th« 

uniform tax rate. 

The tax rate is then applied to the wealth per unit 

for -each of the remaining districts and a horizontal line Is 

drawn for each of them. The line represents the revenue pro-

duced by the uniform tax rate. This is the aaount the dis~ 

tricts would be required to contribute to the cost of one 

housing unit* The state would then contribute the balance 

necessary to eoaplete the cost of $1723 for the unit. A nearly 

diagonal line is drawn connecting the ends of all the 
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horizontal lines. The rectangle is thus separated into a 

portion partially shaded by th# horizontal lit»§ and a re-

maining white portion, fh® shaded part represents the total 

local effort| whereas the all whit# part represent# th« state 

contributions* 

Thera are three smaller districts wealthier than 

Ataarillo, the key district, Just as Mort suggested there 

possibly would be* A »kl tax in these districts would pro-

duce more revenue than required. This amount is shown be-

yond the rectangle by the dotted lines. Its amount is 

$1027* This is slightly less than 1*2 per cent of the total 

cost of $86,1?0 for the entire program* Sine® it is less 

than 2 per eeatf the A l tax rate is acceptable. 

A complete application of this technique to all the 

districts of the state is a clerical problem* Once the 

true taxable wealth per housing unit is established, all the 

districts could be similarly arranged and a larger chart 

duavrn. It would show the contribution to be required of 

each district toward the cost of a single housing unit* 

The total cost of the program to the state cannot be 

found until the nse-d of each district is accurately estab-

lished* It has been pointed out that the rural districts 

probably have a far less proportionate need than the urban 

centers* Too, rapidly growing industrial centers such as 

the Port Worth—Dallas and the Houston areas show rapid 
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Increases in enrollments In recent years. The introduction 

to this study quotes school bousing specialists to the effect 

that before a final* completed plan could be drafted a sur-

vey would b® necessary, flies® authors stressed that in the 

meantime certain salient features of a plan needed to be 

developed. The foregoing equalization technique is pro-

posed as on® of the features of a state-local program for 

seating capital outlay needs. 

Administrative Features 

A review of the state system now operating to provide 

son® assistance for capital outlay cost was aad« in Chapter 

II. This discussion revealed several administrative fea-

tures which appear to merit consideration for the proposed 1 

program. Each of these is mentioned, under headings in the 

following discussion. The features accepted will be included 

in the evaluation of the proposed program which is made as 

the final portion of this chapter. 

Msim Iss litis .liilililalia 

It was noted that most of the state programs were under 

the administration of th® regularly constituted state educa-

tion authority. These are comparable to the State Educa-

tion Agency in Texas. Sooe states, however, have created 

separate agencies or commissions to administer their programs* 

These Includet California, Indiana, Pennsylvania, and Georgia. 
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Thews Is no mention that the programs In Indiana, 

Georgia, and Pennsylvania are not operating smoothly. It 

is believed possible that since these programs *re rela-

tively new, sufficient time has not elapse# to make an ap-

praisal of the effectiveness of the administration. The 

California program was initiated in 19*+7 and there is 

information available which indicates difficulties in ad- ' 

ministration# Charles Buraeh, Assistant Division Chief of 

School Planning, aalees the following statement: 

, . . The principal difficulties arising in ad-
ministering the program were as follows t , • « • 
(2) the administration of the Act became sub-
stantially entangled as between the Local Allo-
cation Division of the State Department of Finance, 
that under the law administers the Act, and the 
School Planning Office of the Department of Educa-
tion, that under the law eetlaates the enrollment 
increases for two years, determines th® aaount of 
unhoused pupils* and determines the type of facili-
ties for which an applicant district is eligible for 
state aid* The confusion between these two offices 
was further accentuated by the presence of staff 
©embers of the Legislative Auditor, who really has 
no responsibility as a part of the executive branch 
of government, but in effect attempts to represent 
his idea of what the legislature would do even when 
the legislature is not in session. (3) The presence 
on the State Allocation Board of legislative aeabers 
vhieh have the same voting privileges as the execu-
tive branch members. The executive branch members 
are the Director of Finance, Director of Education, 
and Director of Public Works. These are four legis-
lators—two senators and two assembly men (6). 

This comment appears to illustrate the complications result-

ing frcm a division of responsibility and authority. Plac-

ing persons outside the department of education in a position 

to exercise administrative authority seems to further com-

plicate and handicap operation of the program* 
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The present Texas aalnliauM foundation program appears 

to offer the soundest approach to the placing of adminis-

trative antnor1ty. The law is quoted as followsi 

It shall be the duty or the Stat® Board of isdu-
caticn. State Board of Vocational Education, and the 
State Comaissioner of Education to take such action, 
require such reports and to make such rules and regu-
lations, not inconsistent with the terras of this Act, 
as may be necessary to carry out the provisions of 
this Act. » » <16>* 

This portion of the law centralizes the authority and 

fixes responsibility in the State Education Agency and the 

State Board of Education, By including the elective State 

Board of Education, adainistration of the law is subjected 

to the necessary local control by the people of the state* 

Accordingly, it is proposed that a similar procedure be 

followed by placing administrative control in the existing 

state education authority.. 

In the discussion leading to the establishing of 

criteria the importance of local control was pointed out. 

Most systems now in operation apparently recognise its im-

portance and follow the practice of providing principally 

advisory services, The few restrictions placed upon the 

local districts seen to be reasonable and are designed to 

assure a Just program. 

All the programs require an audit of financial accounts. 

Some audits are aor® detailed than others. 
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Most of the programs specify that a licensed archi-

tect Be employed and that the state building code be ad-

hered to* In several instances the state authority rcuat 

approve building plans. 

.The ti8?e of state building funds in each of the pro-

grams is restricted to capital outlay. This may be ad-

ditions, alterations, or nov buildings. Furniture, sites, 

non-Gxpondable equipaent, and other capital assets -nay 

also be included in most programs• 

Tha Texas foundation program rcaktr, an attempt to as-

sistance for capital outlay* One of the weaknesses is the 

fact that the allocation allowance is not specified for 

capital outlay purposes. 

Based upon what seems to b« the general experience of 

several other states, certain control features are proposed, 

It is proposed that the practice of providing school build-

ing consultant services be expanded as the extent of the 

program demands. It seems wise to require all districts 

to employ a licensed architect and to observe the 3tate 

building code, The state education agency would be con-

sulted to review building plans to determine compliance. 

It is proposed that all local and state funds provided 

under the program be specifically dedicated to capital 

outlay costs. 
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Sasxsxs. BgoalraSL 

Reference has been »ad« earlier to building needs re-

sulting from school district reorganisation. It has also 

been pointed out that in gone instances buildings have been 

abandoned because of consolidations. The tread toward re* 

organ!ration is believed to he of sufficient significance 

to fee riven some attention in the discission of adminis-

trative features* The Texas Research League has 4om some 

work on this problem (1>). It seems safe to forecast some 

action within the next few years. 

In the state systems providing for assistance in 

financing capital outlay, several make provisions for re-

organisation. One program la apparently ained at elimi-

nating some districts by specifically allocating funds for 

school housing la a re-organization oar e* The plan in lew 

York will provide money only for a central district* The 

usual requireseat is that surveys are .required to show 

that a building is needed in the location proposed arid that 

there are reasons to believe that need will continue. Soae 

of these surveys are made by the state, others by the local 

district vith state consultant services available, 

'Hie advisability of including the requirement for a 

survey seems to be clear. The usual practices in Texas seem 

to allow as much local control as is practicable. There-

fore, it is proposed that the program include the survey 
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requirement to shew need at the location proposed. It Is 

suggested that local districts be permitted to ®ak« their 

ovn surveys with state consultant services available anc' 

that the survey be subject to review by the state authority* 

toe! 

a review of the itate systems in operation appears 

to have one outstanding weakness which is common to all# 

It is the lack of sufficient funds to finance the program* 

In commuting on the amendment which provides for capital 

outlay cost within the Florida foundation program, B» H« 

Tilley is quoted as followss 

The outstanding weakness of the antfndaent is 
that the guaranteed base is pegged at the 1951-52 
school year. Thus increases in teacher units and 
subsequent incoine therefrom have not been applied 
to the bonding capacity beyond the 1951-52 base 
year (5). 

This coaraant appears to emphasize the problem of 

limited financial arrangements. Another specific instance 

is noted in the United States Office of Education Survey 

(11)» The Arkansas Legislature in 1951 passed laws pro-

viding 1300 per instructional unit annually for capital 

outlay. The law, howev-ar, has been inoperative because of 

the failure to provide the necessary state funds. 

The present Texas foundation program for current 

operating expense contains what has come to be known as 

the open-end appropriation feature. It is an automatic 

financing of the state obligation from the general reverm# 
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of the state. The foundation program has hecn accepted 

generally as operating successfully In financing a guaran-

teed, minimum program* There appears to b® no reason vhy a 

similar feature would not operate in a like aamior for it 

capital outlay program. 

11; is proposed that the open-end appropriations feature 

oe included in a state program for assistance in financing 

Te;.ss public schools# 

Evaluation of Proposals 

It is the purpose of this discussion to evaluate the 

proposals which have been advanced as desirable chareter-

istlcs of a plan for financing capital outlay. In Chapter 

II, six principles were presented which are believed to be 

vital to a sound public school finance program. From the 

treatment of these principles criteria were drawn and ac-

cepted as being necessary to guarantee the successful 

operation of the principles. 

T|| 

The principle of equality appears to be most nearly 

guaranteed if these criteria are mets 

1. A plan must define a minimum education standard 

belovi which no school is permitted to go. 

2« Provisions are to be made for the guaranteed sup-

port of the minimus education standard. 
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3* The program derives its support tram both local, 

end state-wide sources with the consideration of relative 

tax-paying ability. 

h* The state s&intains an overview of supervisory 

snd leadership activity as assurance that the sjiniimaa 

stanilar ds operate. 

The adaptation of the small fund plan included s 

standard housing unit costing $30,000 with complete faci-

lities. This unit was used throughout the development of 

the ©quailnation technique as the minimum standard below 

which no school could fall. 

r«;he equalisation technique provided for the state 

to finance the balance remaining, after the local district 

had made the required effort toward paying the cost cf a 

minimum standard unit. 

Relative taxraying ability would bo observed in the 

assignment of local effort it the assessed valuations sre 

corrected. This limitation via® discussed in detail. The 

balance which the state in obligated to pay under the 

equal!zstion plan represents the revenue from state-wide 

sources. 

Under the: administrative features, procedures are 

included for supervision, audits, end consultant anrvices. 

The several features of the plan proposed for financ-

ing capital outlay appear to raeot satisfactorily all the 

criteria for equalization except one. Relative ability Is 
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theoretically provided for, but in practical application, 

would resw.lt only to the extent that assessments are 

eevalijsed. It seems reasonable to conclude that it is 

possible to achieve eqv.aligation under the proposed plan* 

I a development of criteria, tlw democracy principle 

appeared to toe provided for by the following: 

1.. In the final analysis it is the responsibility of 

the state to provide adequately for its schools.* 

,?. The state Must exercise the control necessary to 

meet its obligetiOPS for an education program for all the 

people. 

3» Hesponsihlli ty and control may be delegated, to 

local districts. It appears to be desirable to do so. 

However, the delegation must not be construed as Justifi-

cation for neglect of the needs of the schools* 

In determining which functions are to b® delegated 

ana which are to be retained by the state, this rule is 

acceptable? "Those functions that will be served best by 

local initiative and local control should be allotted to 

the communities, whereas those that can best be carried 

out by central agencies should be state wide*" 

Chapter III has shown that school building needs are 

not being adequately met* the proposals contained in this 

chapter offer possibilities by which the state can accept 
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responsibility for capital outlay. * state law contain-

ing the. provisions suggested would place upon the state 

final responsibility for the guaranteed Ednimiw standard* 

The proposals contain some controls which have been 

found in other state syateas now In operation# It has 

bean pointed cut that the controls proposed appear In 

almost all programs, The am control which appears to fc« 

.most Important is that the state can reipAre a uniform 

local tax rate and a uniform fainiraujrt standard which would 

assure that all people of the state would be dealt with la 

a democratic manner. 

At presentf responsibility and control are almost en-

tirely a local matter in providing buildings. T m pro-

posals contained in. this chapter would alter the delegation 

of authority and control* Local districts would be finan-

cially responsible only for the local contribution to the 

co;;1;. They would have control of the local building pro-

gram sublet to state audits and supervision necessary to 

Insure that building standards are m t , tinder the proposed 

progrfi-iiy state neglect would not be possible since the 

irdninw.ri standard just be provided in all districts. 

The proposed program Xeaws to local districts the 

planning of buildings ©no th® selection of capital equip-

ment best suited to local needs. Local demands archl~ 

tecturslly world vary greatly in fexas. This, too, is left 
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to local control* It is Relieved ih,it the co-iap ratively 

few state functions sp̂ scif LcalJLy enumera ted contribute to 

locsl initiative. 'i-he ifceas designated for state control 

are loose cccnion to all districts and would require a uoi«* •• 

for® action to insure that other criteria are saet. • 

fke following criteria were accepted as being essential 

fo r a desirable degree of adaptability's 

1* A finance plan should include the ability to dis-

card outmoded purposes and practices and ta&e on now ones 

to meet needs. 

2* Consideration of adaptability calls tor attention 

to such operational elements ass (I) allocation of con-

trol, (2) level of expenditure, (3) variation in expendi-

ture, (if) local leadership, (5) state ledersxiiu, {b) 

method of finance, and (7) degree of local tax and cx- .: 

penditure freedom. 

The proposal included a survey approval by the state 

agency. It i s believed that this feature would allow 

necessary variations through administrative policies. Con-

sultant services were also proposed to he furnished from 

the state level. It is assumed that the consultants would 

be capable of advising in regard to newer and more efficient 

practices and purposes* 
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in the a l loca t ion of cerrarol, loca l d i s t r i c t s are 

aliov&fd to exceed the mixdrnvm f o r local adaptab i l i ty and 

l eva! of expenditure. Local seu-ool boards are permitted 

to o&ploy their own a^cl'4.tacts and award cont rac ts , ttais 

©xarcising the tradifcional loca l leadership* S ta te leader*, 

ship discussed In the c r i t e r i o n above- appears to fee s a t i s * 

f&ctory. ffee metiiod of financing and the degree of loca l 

taai expenditure are based upoa the small fund plan* This 

plan has been shewn to be acceptable i n t e rns of varying 

conditions and thus i s adaptable* 

The pr inciple of equal isat ion was found to he depend** 

ent somewhat on tfte provisions for v a r i a b i l i t y . Cr i te r ia .. 

were defined which would contr ibute to va r i ab i l i ty» The 

c r i t e r i a are as fol lows! 

1. The support of education should be assessed with 

wide d i f fe rence in accordance with a M l i t y to pay. 

2* Suf f i c ien t leeway -should ex i s t to a l io? d i s t r i c t s 

to exceed the minimum standard as loca l needs way indicate* 

The sstall fund plan does assess the local contri tm-

t ion with a d i f f e rence among d i s t r i c t s . The d i f fe rence i s 

as wide «s the taxable wealth pc?r u n i t . In the exeraple 

used t h i s d i f fe rence ranged from $1*17,122 in the Amarill© 

d i s t r i c t to $15*905 in the S t , John Common School Dis t r i c t* 
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The local contribution for ft.marillo is set at *1723 per 

housing unit and f65" per unit for the ft, John District* 

This is believed to he enough variation to met Criterion 

1. 

The uniform local tax rate in th<? example wes set 

at Hi sents per $100 assessed valuation* For those dis-

tricts cperstin? under the original law referred to in 

Chapter III then would have remaining a tax leeway of 9 

cents per $100 assessed valuation# This would mean that 

slightly siore then 60 p$r cent of the legal tax limit Is 

required to be used for local effort * Weller found in M s 

study that, this amount *?as the optiarura to be required, of a 

local unit (17) • He also points out that the Delaware pro-

gram uses the sea* amount. Apparently5 thi? would leave 

a sufficient amount for local tax leeway# 

the principle of stability appears to depend upon the 

following criteria: 

Stability say acre aearly be accomplished by? 
(1) acceptance of practices proved to be valid by 
experience, (2) use of objective formulae when pos-
sible in the allocation of the burden of support and 
distribution of revenue, (3) assure that local con-
trol is not denied, (**•) guarantee maximm practical 
continuity of the provisions metle for the financing. 

fhe equalization technique was shown to be based upon 

practices already in operation and successful, ffhe 
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administrative features lifcerwise were chosen from programs 

%/Meh appear to operate successfully. Objective formulae 

are proposed in the equalization technique to allocate the 

burden of support and distribution of revenue. Local con-

trol has been discussed and shcvm that it is observed* 

?he open-end appropriation feature is believed to fee 

the best my to assure continuity in financing tfe* 

program. It was shown that the lack of such a feature was 

undesirable. The present operation of the open-end feature 

is successful in the present foundation in Texas. This is 

believed to be -sufficient evidence that it i-iould contribute 

to the stability* of a program in financing school buildings# 

The stability principle appears to "be provided for 

adequately. 

Prudene^ 

The principle of prudence was accented as essential to 

a progress of school finance. Criteria for evaluation the 

extent to wliioh the principle is observed vers established 

as follows: 

1. Objective fe-rmilae are preferred over a. vide range 

of subjective judgment. 

The extent of allocation or reservation of control 

is best determined by emphasis on local responsibility and 

state leadership on a cooperative basis. 

3. Economy of operation is to be measured by educational 
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returns achieved in terms of money and effort expanded* 

h, The Inclusion of accounting and auditing pro-

cedures by competent authority will safeguard funds and 

provide Inforaation fop evaluating the program, 

Each. of the criteria- above, except number 3? has 

been d1 scuseed under the other five principles* It was 

found that proposals w r e made which would amply provide 

for these criteria• In the application of Criterion 3 

the economy of providing minimus standard housing facili-

ties Is to be evaluated. r/eonoray in this respect refers 

to the VDine accruing to the education program. In the dis-

cussion of ecu*11nation, the desirability of a fixed mini-

rata® standard was treated* 'Che conclusion was drawn that 

by fTUMranteeirc a. a&nisran; educational oriporturdty the best 

interest of all the people could be sewed • It seems 

reasonable to assume that a program which accomplishea this 

would he an economical one In terms o.t educational returns* 

the principle of prudence appears to be provided for* 

to a desirable degree in the proposals -which have been made, 

Summary 

This chapter has presented the proposal to finance 

Texas public school buildings by use of the minimum founda-

tion concept# It has been proposed further that capital 

outlay be included in the present foundation program for 

operating expense now in use in Texas* 
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An equalization technique by an adaptation of the 

small fund plan for equalizing capital outlay with a combi-

nation of local and state effort. The application haa 

bean made for an illustration of how the technique would 

operate once inequities in assessment ratios are corrected* 

Administrative features hat© been proposed• These were 

drawn from the experiences of other states in the financ-

ing of capital outlay. 

Finally, an evaluation of'the proposals have been made 

in terms of the criteria developed in Chapter II. The 

conclusion was reached that, in terms of the criteria, the 

proposal appears to be sound# 
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CHAPTSH VI 

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMEND ATI OJ® 

At the end of e a c h of t h e chapters i n t h i s study 

mar ies have been made. A review of t h e s e summaries i s g iven 

i n the following discussion* 

The six p r i n c i p l e s o f f e r e d by Mort ana Reusser appear . 

t o fee t h e b e s t m m m of d e t e r m i n i n g soundness of a s c h o o l 

f i n a n c e program. C r i t e r i a were e s t a b l i s h e d to measure t h e 

e x t e n t t o which t h e accep ted p r i n c i p l e s were fo l lowed# 

At p r e s e n t t w e n t y - t h r e e s t a t e s have i n o p e r a t i o n some 

p r o v i s i o n for s t a t e a s s i s t a n c e in financing c a p i t a l o u t l a y . 

These were c l a s s i f i e d a s f o l l o w s i (1) f o u n d a t i o n e q u a l i z -

ing programs, (2) other equalizing programs, (3) grants~iii* 

a i d programs, (k) s t a t e - l o a n a r r angemen t s , and <5) s t a t e - -7 

holding corporations# In the a n a l y s i s of t h e s e programs 

t h e r e appeared to be little doubt that t h e e q u a l i z i n g 

foundation programs offered the best approach t o a sound 

program for f i n a n c i n g capital outlay with a combina t ion of' -

state and local effort* 

The t r e a t m e n t of needs and provisions for financing 

need* outlined the problem facing public schools in provid-

ing needed building facilities* It was not possible to 

assess the full worth of recent revisions I n the law which 
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offera some relief to districts needing more buildings# 

However, Indications were noted Which pointed to the de-

sirability of sere substantial state assistance* fhere Is 

danger of Increasing local taxation to the point of re-

ducing local vigor* 

Proposals were n&d# for use of the foundation concept 

in financing capital outlay by use of local and state funds* 

An equalisation technique was developed and illustrated. 

In the evaluation of the proposals, use was Bad* of the 

criteria which were developed in Chapter XI* 

The findings of this study seem to Justify the follow-

ing c one lusi oris« 

1« A public school finance program for capital outlay 

which adheres to the principles of equalisation, democracy, -

adaptation, variability, stability, and prudence could be 

adjudged a sound one* 

2. Of the twenty-three state programs for assistance 

in financing capital outlay.., the equalising foundation typt"'1 

is definitely the most desirable one* 

3» It does not seem advisable to attempt to establish 

a specific figure representing school building needs without 

a state-wide school building survey* 

*+« There seems to be no doubt that the present pro-

visions for financing capital outlay in Texas have fallen 

short of meeting the needs* 
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5* Indications were that many local districts would 

continue to encounter extrease difficulty in financing needed 

building facilities* 

6a There appears to b* sufficient ovidence to conclude 

that a combination of state and local effort is needed in 

meeting the school building need in Texas. 

7. It seems feasible to extend the previsions of the 

present miniaua? foundation program in Texas to include 

capital outlay costs. 

8* A local and state effort in the financing of capital 

outlay for Texas schools can be effected equitably by the 

use of an adaptation of the small fund plan for equali-

zation* 

9« Federal funds which might be made available for 

general use in financing school housing can be handled 

under existing lavs. The state could exercise complete 

control unless unusual restrictions conflicting with 

present state laws are enacted with the federal assistance 

program. 

In consideration of the summary of findings and the 

conclusions reached in this study, recommendations are 

made as follows: 

!• Immediate attention should be given by the state 

to the problem of the local districts in providing build-

ings and provisions made for substantial financial aid. 
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It, is believed that this should be accomplished by a com-

prehensive mini mora foundation prograa. No allocation of 

capital outlay assistance should be made which does not 

take into account ability and effort. 

2. Before any program Is developed in detail a state* 

wide survey should be made to fix local needs and appraise 

accurately the ability to finance needa locally, 

3. The question of permanent school centers should be 

included in the development of a state program for capital 

outlay. This problera should have careful and thorough 

study, employing both state and local school authorities 

on a cooperative basis. 

V. The problem of assessment ratios needs a more 

direct solution than is presently provided. Since local 

revenue depends almost wholly upon assessments, it is 

recoBifsended that an attempt be made to equalize assessment 

ratios state-wide. 

rj. It is further recommended that any federal funds 

for general use be accepted under terms of existing laws 

regarding their contcol. Distribution to local districts 

should be accomplished under & plan which takes into 

account local effort and ability. These funds should not 

be used to replace local or state funds but to supplement 

them. 
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